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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
In 2020, Marico Marine was commissioned by Shannon Foynes Port Company to deliver a navigation
risk assessment of the proposed Liquefied Natural Gas facility near Ardmore Point in the Shannon
Estuary. The 2020 update was itself an update to a previous NRA undertaken in 2008 to address
advances within LNG industry over the intervening 12 years. The 2021 assessment addresses design
changes introduced since completion of the 2020 NRA, primarily:
•

Update of the LNG jetty design to increase the wind limitation threshold to 70 knots;

•

Use of LNG supply ships of up to Q-Max in size; and

•

Use of a floating storage regasification unit.

This NRA, therefore, updates and supersedes the 20201 and the 2008 NRAs2.
This navigation risk assessment reviewed and assessed the risks associated with the operation of the
Project. A summary of the primary work scope is provided below:
•

Review of the baseline navigation profile;

•

Identification of additional navigation risks (if any) arising from project design changes; and

•

Review of the appropriateness of mitigation measures proposed as part of the 2020 NRA and
identification of any additional mitigations.

The baseline assessment identified 56 individual hazards for assessment, of which 15 hazards were
assessed to be ALARP, 39 Low and 2 Negligible. For those hazards assessed to be ALARP; the risk is
‘neither acceptable or unacceptable and consideration should be given to the application of possible
additional risk controls where their implementation shows a marked reduction in risk’.
A total of 27 possible additional mitigation measures, combining 22 existing and five new, informed
by stakeholder consultation and data analysis, were identified and recommended by the NRA. The
application of these measures reduced the score of all but two hazards; ‘Contact - Project Vessel with
Project Infrastructure’ and ‘Contact - Project Vessel with LNGC at Anchor’ to a “Low” level - a level
where operational safety is assumed.

1
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The NRA recommends that SFPC give detailed consideration to the implementation of each of the
identified mitigation measures and especially those that apply to hazards that scored in the ALARP
range in the baseline assessment.
The assessment of navigational risk as a result of the presence of the LNG Project at Ardmore Point,
including project design changes since the original 2008 and the 2020 NRAs, has concluded that the
Project is acceptable in terms of navigational risk and should have minimal impact on the existing
navigational risk profile, assuming compliance with embedded and the implementation of proposed
mitigation measures. This scoring reflects the comparatively large geographical size of the estuary, the
substantial amount of deep navigable water available and the relatively low density of commercial
shipping.
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ABBREVIATIONS
Abbreviation

Detail

AIS

Automatic Identification System

ALARP

As Low as Reasonably Practicable

CHA

Competent Harbour Authority

CIL

Commissioner of Irish Lights

DWT

Deadweight Tonnage

FSRU

Floating Storage Regasification Unit

GT

Gross Tonnage

IALA

International Association of Marine Aids to Navigation and Lighthouse Authorities

ICW

In Collision With

IMO

International Maritime Organisation

kt

Knot (unit of speed equal to nautical mile per hour, approximately 1.15 mph)

LNG

Liquified Natural Gas

LNGC

Liquified Natural Gas Carrier

m

Metre

Marico Marine

Marine and Risk Consultants Ltd

ML

Most Likely

nm

Nautical Mile

NMCI

National Maritime College of Ireland

NRA

Navigation Risk Assessment

PEC

Pilotage Exemption Certificate

PSTQ

Port Side To Quay

SHA

Statutory Harbour Authority

SFPC

Shannon Foynes Port Company

SIGTTO

Society of International Gas Tanker and Terminal Operators

SMS

Safety Management System

STCW

Standards of Training Certification and Watchkeeping

TEN-T

Trans-European Transport Network

VHF

Very High Frequency (radio communication)

VTS

Vessel Traffic Service

WC

Worst Credible
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INTRODUCTION

In July 2020, Marico Marine was commissioned by the Shannon Foynes Port Company (SFPC) to deliver
a Navigation Risk Assessment (NRA) of the proposed Liquified Natural Gas (LNG) facility near Ardmore
Point in the Shannon Estuary (the Project). The 2020 update was itself an update to a previous NRA
undertaken in 2008; however, changes to the project design as well as advances within LNG industry
over the intervening 12 years demanded a fundamental reworking of the original 2008 document. In
2021, further changes to the design of the terminal and evolution of the operating concept prompted
the requirement for an additional update to the NRA to ensure it remained fit-for-purpose. This NRA,
therefore, updates and supersedes the 20203 and the 2008 NRAs4.

1.1

SCOPE

This navigation risk assessment will review the risks associated with the updated operation of the
Project. The construction phase and the associated risks will need to be assessed in a separate NRA.
A summary of the primary work scope is provided below:
•

Review of 2020 baseline navigation profile;

•

Identification of additional navigation risks (if any) arising from project design changes,
primarily: the proposal to use ships of up to “Q Max” size as LNG supply vessels and the use
of a Floating Storage Regasification Unit (FSRU);

•

Review the mitigation measures proposed as part of the 2020 NRA and make
recommendations for any possible additional mitigations.

3
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REFERENCE DOCUMENTS

The NRA has been undertaken drawing on the input data and documents outlined within Table 1.
Table 1: Reference Documents
Document Reference

Description

18UK1448 Shannon Foynes LNG 2020 Navigation Risk Assessment of marine operations at
Issue 01 (2020)
proposed LNG terminal at Ardmore Point.
08 - 635

2008 Navigation Risk Assessment of marine operations at
proposed LNG terminal at Ardmore Point.

Shannon Foynes Port Company Guidance by which port and navigation is enforced, managed
Byelaws; made pursuant to Section and administered.
42 of the Harbours Act, 1996 –
2000.
Shannon Foynes Port Company - The Port and Estuary Master Plan outlining development goals
Vision 2041.
for the next 20 years.
Shannon Foynes Port Company The Pilotage manual to which vessel masters / pilots must
Pilotage Manual.
comply while transiting through the Shannon Estuary.
Moffatt and Nichol - New Fortress An assessment of the proposed terminal design will be
Energy – Shannon LNG Berthing sufficient to accommodate an FSU and supply LNG ship of
and Mooring Analysis – dated 3rd 130,000m3 to 180,000m3 cargo capacity.
April 2020.
National Maritime College of To determine berth orientation for the proposed LNG berth at
Ireland Shannon LNG Simulator Ardmore Point under varying environmental conditions.
Exercises Dec 2009.
SIGTTO Guide for Ship-to-Ship The guide provides advice for Masters, Marine
Transfer of Petroleum, Chemicals Superintendents and others, such as STS service providers and
and Liquefied Gases dated 2013.
transfer organisers, involved in the planning and execution of
STS operations.
LNG Operations in Port Areas, 1st This publication highlights the risks and best practice for those
Edition, 2003, SIGTTO
that are connected to gas operations for those who administer
ports and provide essential services in port areas.
Liquefied Gas Handling Principles Covering every aspect of the safe handling of bulk liquid gases
on Ships and Terminals (LGHP4) (LNG, LPG and chemical gases) on board ships and at the
2016 - SIGTTO
ship/shore interface at terminals.
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GUIDANCE

The NRA has been conducted based on the Formal Safety Assessment (FSA) approach to risk
assessment utilising a combination of data analysis and stakeholder/expert judgement to determine
risk levels. Applicable guidance that has informed the assessment of risk is given within Table 2.
Table 2: Guidance
Guidance

Description

IMO (2018) Revised Guidelines
for Formal Safety Assessment
(FSA)
MSC-MEPC.2/Circ.12/Rev.2

Risk assessment methodology.

Irish Harbours Act 1996.

“An Act to make better provision in relation to the management,
control, operation and development of certain harbours, to
revise the law relating to pilotage and to enable certain harbours
and property to be transferred to local authorities.”

Irish National Ports Policy
Statement 2005.

The policy position as set out in this document is to require the
ports: to operate commercially, without Exchequer support, to
provide adequate in-time capacity for the future needs of the
economy and to encourage private sector investment.

SIGTTO Guide to support craft
at Liquefied Gas Facilities;
Principles of Emergency
Response and Protection dated
2016.

This publication discusses the role of support craft in assisting
with safe operations and emergency response for liquefied gas
carriers and facilities.

The International Safety Guide
for Oil Tankers and Terminals
(ISGOTT), 6th Edition, 2016.

This Sixth Edition of ISGOTT provides essential guidance on
current technology, best practice and legislation. It remains the
definitive reference for the safe operation of oil tankers and the
marine terminals they visit.

LNG Bunkering Guidelines 2017
– International Association of
Classification Societies (IACS).

These guidelines provide recommendations for the
responsibilities, procedures and equipment required for LNG
bunkering operations and sets harmonised minimum baseline
recommendations for bunkering risk assessment, equipment
and operations.

“Guidance on Risk Analysis and
Safety Implications of a Large
Liquefied Natural Gas (LNG)
Spill Over Water” – Sandia
Laboratory, US Dept of Energy,
New Mexico. December 2004.

A framework for assessing hazards and minimising the
consequences to people and property from an LNG spill over
water.
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PROJECT DESCRIPTION

New Fortress Energy Management is submitting a planning application to construct and operate a
Floating Storage Regasification Unit (FSRU) nearshore terminal for the import and processing of
Liquefied Natural Gas (LNG) in the Shannon Estuary. Originally conceived in 2007, the proposal
envisaged the construction of an LNG terminal near Ardmore Point on the southern shore of the
Estuary with the aim of providing Ireland with its own national facility for the import of LNG from
markets around the world.
Since 2020, the project has evolved and anticipates the arrival of up to one LNG carrier ship per week
delivering its cargo to a permanently moored FSRU with a maximum capacity of 180,000m3. The use
of the FSRU means that the planned facilities for regasification ashore can be removed thus reducing
the shoreside footprint in this environmentally sensitive area.

The capacity of the project jetty

infrastructure has been increased to allow it to accept the largest LNG Carriers (LNGC) in the world,
although initially most of the LNGCs are expected to be mid-sized in LNG industry terms with a cargo
capacity of 180,000m3, 290m length overall and with an 11m draught. The LNG facility itself has been
upgraded to have a 345m jetty with a central loading platform, 2 breasting and 6 substantial mooring
dolphins rated to allow the FSRU to remain safely alongside in winds of up to 70 knots5 as shown in
Figure 2-1. The jetty, which is aligned in the direction of the prevailing wind and tidal stream and has
been designed to be capable of accommodating the safe berthing of the full range of LNGC vessels up
to Q-MAX size (Figure 2-1).

5

See Section XX for met ocean limitations.

Shannon Foynes Port Company
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Figure 2-1: Proposed Jetty and FSRU Layout.

2.1

FSRU

An FSRU is normally a fully manned and seaworthy LNGC which is permanently moored at a marine
berth. LNG is delivered by an LNGC which is moored to the seaward side of the FSRU in a ship-to-ship
transfer configuration and cargo is discharged into the storage tanks of the FSRU where it is then
warmed6 and re-gasified ready to be supplied on demand direct into a national gas network. In
Shannon, the developer has stipulated that the FSRU will be required to have a storage capacity of at
most 180,000m3 and will be moored with its port side to the jetty7. Discharge operations from the
arriving LNGCs are anticipated to take anything up to 48 hours depending on the size of the vessel and
in order for the FSRU to maintain its sea going certification, it is possible that periodically, it may be
required to proceed to sea outside Irish territorial waters.

6

The heat for the LNG regasification will be primarily provided by seawater (“open loop” mode). When seawater temperatures are

insufficient to provide sufficient heat for regasification, the FSRU would provide supplementary heat (“combined loop” mode).
7

NMCI LNG Simulations for the Shannon LNG Terminal – Cork 2009.
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Figure 2-2 Example of an LNGC mooring alongside a similar FSRU at an LNG terminal in Colombia. Image courtesy of Höegh LNG

2.2

LNG CARRIERS

All LNG ships are of double hull construction with the LNG containment systems, equipment and
insulation installed within the inner hull. LNG is carried in specially designed cargo tanks in liquid form
at -163 C at atmospheric pressure. The tanks are surrounded completely by two insulation spaces
which are designed to reduce 'heating of the cargo' through external ambient conditions. The
insulation spaces are filled with nitrogen to provide an inert blanket around the tanks whilst also
supporting the most modern gas detection systems installed to continuously monitor the cargo.

2.3

Q-MAX LNG CARRIERS

In the descriptor for a Q-Max ship, "Q" stands for Qatar and "Max" for the maximum size of ships able
to berth at the LNG terminals in Qatar; ships of this type are the largest LNG carriers in the world, 345
metres long, 53.8 metres beam, an operating draft of approximately 12.5m and an LNG cargo capacity
of 266,000 cubic metres. There are presently 14 Q-Max ships in service throughout the world.

Shannon Foynes Port Company
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PROJECTED TERMINAL CAPACITY

Up to 60 LNGC visits per year are anticipated with unloading from the LNGC to the FSRU via ship-toship transfer estimated to take an average of 35 hours. An additional total of 25 hours per ship is
expected to be required for vessel arrival and departure. A range of vessel sizes have been considered
in this NRA; it should be noted that as of February 2021, there are only 14 Q-Max vessels in service
throughout the world and 31 Q-Flex vessels indicating that the majority of vessels calling at Shannon
as LNGCs are likely to be in the 168,000m³ capacity range or smaller.

2.5

MOORING

At Ardmore Point, the FSRU and the LNGC are planned to be moored port side to the jetty. The
mooring equipment has been designed to hold the FSRU safely in position in wind speeds of up to 70
knots8 with a three-knot current running without exceeding 55% of the breaking load of any of the
mooring lines. This comfortably exceeds the OCIMF 60 knot design specifications for the mooring of
ships of at least 16,000DWT and provides sufficient spare “wind capacity” to allow the developer to
plan for the FSRU to remain alongside in all but the most extreme conditions. It is expected that the
FSRU will be secured to the jetty with at least 20 mooring lines and that the LNGC will secure to the
FSRU and to the shore dolphins as shown in Figure 2-3.

Figure 2-3 Typical LNGC Mooring Arrangement Alongside an FSRU

8

Moffatt and Nichol Berthing Analysis Dated 3rd April 2020 – page 18.
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FENDERING

It is proposed to fender the LNGC alongside the FSRU as shown in Figure 2-4 using 4 large ‘Yokohama’
pneumatic type fenders (4.5m diameter and 9.0m long).

Figure 2-4 Proposed LNGC Fendering Arrangement

2.7

TOWAGE

There is already one well established towage provider which has been licensed by SFPC operate on
the Shannon Estuary; however SIGTTO LNG guidance stipulates that a dedicated towage and
firefighting capability is required for an LNG terminal. Accordingly, the developers have indicated that
they will seek tenders from tug operators for the provision of four new tractor type tugs of about 70
tons bollard pull each.

2.8

LNG NAVIGATION TRACK

A Q-Max LNGC is 345m long, 54m wide and has a maximum operating draught of 11.5m. Although
large ships, they are relatively modern, have two shafts and two rudders and can be considered to be
more “manoeuvrable” than other similar sized ships. It is planned to board the Shannon pilots onto
an arriving LNGC at Pilot Station Number Two which is about 1.5 nm to the east north- east of the
Ballybunnion AIS / Racon Buoy.
The proposed LNGC navigation track from Pilot Station Number Two to the LNG jetty at Ardmore Point
is a distance of approximately 12 nautical miles and an LNGC would normally expect to be ‘all-fast’
alongside approximately 2 hours after picking up the pilot. Accordingly, it is expected that the LNGC
will be arriving at the pilot station 3 – 3.5 hours before HW Tarbert to be making the final approach to
the berth with the flood tide still running.
Shannon Foynes Port Company
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From the pilot station there is a minimum depth of 16.3m over the Ballybunnion Bar. The LNG Carrier
must then make a turn to port of almost 20º from 065º onto the entrance channel leading lights
bearing 047°. This channel has a minimum width of 400m and is marked by buoys on both sides.
Depths are in excess of 20m. At the Beal Bar Buoy, a vessel needs to turn to starboard approximately
45º and to leave the Doonaha to port. The depth of water from here to North Carrig is also in excess
of 20m.
Between the Bear Bar and the North Carrig, only the port side of the deep water is marked, although
there is also enough navigable water to the north of these marks almost as far as the Rineanna Buoy.
The starboard side of the channel, however, is not marked, and for this reason inbound vessels tend
to stay closer to the port side of the channel. Whilst this is contrary to normal practice it does not
cause conflict, provided that another deep draught vessel is not outbound at the same time. The
channel takes a slight deviation to the south around Asdee buoy before reaching the second pinch
point at the Carrig Shoals.
Between Scattery and Carrig Islands the channel width reduces to 650m. The channel is marked by
the Rineanna Port Buoy to the north and the North Carrig Buoy to the south. Minimum depth is 17.7m,
although much shallower water does exist on Carrig Shoals. Again, deep draught vessels tend to keep
to the port hand side of the channel.
Once past the North Carrig Buoy there are no further restrictions before the berth. There is
approximately 1 mile (1,852m) between Money Point and the LNG jetty, and thus plenty of sea room
in which to turn the vessel to starboard onto the berth. It should be noted, however, that shallow
water does exist in Glencloosagh Bay approximately 1,000m up stream of the berth; this is sometimes
used as a small ship anchorage. Tarbert Oil jetty is 2 miles away from the proposed jetty.

Shannon Foynes Port Company
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Figure 2-5: Indicative LNGC Vessel Track
Shannon Foynes Port Company
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LNGC BERTHING

The simulations undertaken at National Maritime College of Ireland (NMCI) in 2009 indicated that the
preferred berthing approach would be to turn an LNGC in the estuary and berth it on the jetty with
the bows heading west, stemming the flood current, with 4 tugs in attendance (numbered 1 to 4 from
forward to aft). In consultation with Shannon Pilots, the berthing process is anticipated to consist of
three distinct stages: the swing, entry to the jetty pocket and berthing as shown at Figure 2-6.

Figure 2-6: LNGC Berthing Plan

The Swing
Point 1: Heading approximately 095° past the North Carrig Buoy slowing down from passage speed
of 8- 12 knots to about 4 knots. Aiming to approach the turn point about 1,200m north of the berth.
Tug 4 centre lead astern and acting as a brake for the ship, Tug 1 centre lead forward on a slack line.
Point 2: Stop engines, helm hard to starboard and adjust swing with tugs such that the jetty appears
right ahead on a course of about 180°. Tug 4 on port quarter, Tug 1 on starboard bow initiating. Tug
2 and 3 standing by on the starboard side.

Shannon Foynes Port Company
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Jetty Pocket
Point 3: Continue the swing into the jetty pocket until on an approximate heading of 230° at about
400m from the jetty.
Point 4: Maintain this heading (30° to the berthing line) crabbing slowly towards the jetty with the
flood tide on the starboard bow. Tugs 2 and 3 to assist with the push into position.
Berthing
Point 5: When about 100m off the jetty, align the ship to the jetty face using tugs 2 and 3 to push
alongside. Tugs 1 and 4 will control movement of the LNGC fore and aft.
Point 6: In conditions where the wind has a strong southerly component, release the tug 1 and
reposition it in push/pull mode next to tugs 2 and 3 to assist in pushing the LNGC alongside.

2.10

SHIP UN-BERTHING AND DEPARTURE

For departure, once the pilot is on board and the tugs have been made fast (tug 1 centre lead forward,
tug 2 and 3 midships push / pull and tug 4 centre lead aft), the mooring hooks will be released in a
predetermined sequence that will have been agreed with the Pilot, Master and the Berthing Master –
depending on the strength and direction of the wind. The ship will always be departing on a flooding
tide so it is likely that the last lines will be the back spring (stopping the ship from being swept
backwards by the current) and the intention will be for the ship to be pulled clear, remaining parallel
to the berth. Once sufficient clearance is gained away from the FSRU (at least 50m) the mid ships tugs
can be let go and the vessel be allowed to make headway into the estuary.
Initially it is expected that SFPC will stipulate that 4 tugs will always be required for departure until
the pilots and the Harbour Master gain confidence in handling of the LNGCs. The outward passage
will, in most respects, be a reversal of the inward passage with one tug in attendance ahead of the
LNGC and an escort tug attached centre lead aft until the passage down the Beal Bar channel is
complete. The pilot will then disembark, and the ship will head for the open Atlantic, typically having
been at the berth for approximately 48 hours.

Shannon Foynes Port Company
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3

BASELINE NAVIGATION SCENARIO

3.1

SHANNON ESTUARY

The Shannon Estuary comprises 500 square kilometers of navigable water extending from Loop Head,
in County Clare, and Kerry Head, in County Kerry, eastwards to the city of Limerick, a distance of 100
kilometers. The naturally occurring deep and sheltered waters of the estuary are accessible to large
ocean-going vessels of varying types and sizes of up to 185,000 DWT.
Recognised internationally and nationally as one of the three core ports on the island of Ireland, SFPC’s
location provides for a highly accessible port with good road connectivity and rail access. The port
facilities are of national importance and this is reflected in the fact that 37% of Ireland’s bulk traffic
transits the estuary every year, making SFPC the largest bulk port in the country and the second largest
port based on tonnage. Within the estuary there are currently six main shipping facilities handling
approximately 830 ships per year amounting to a total of 10 million DWT of shipping activity. Three of
the facilities - Foynes, Limerick Docks and Shannon Airport Jetty - are owned by SFPC, whereas, the
other three dedicated terminals are privately owned, including the Moneypoint coal import facility,
Tarbert Island for heavy fuel oil and Aughinish for bauxite imports and alumina exports.
The Shannon Estuary has several designated anchorages on the seaward side of Scattery Island in the
lower estuary with depths ranging between 6-32 metres catering for vessels ranging between 8 –
17.4m draught.

3.2

SHANNON FOYNES PORT COMPANY

Shannon Foynes Port Company (SFPC) is the Statutory Harbour Authority and has jurisdiction and
responsibility for all commercial maritime activities on the Shannon Estuary between Shannon Bridge
in Limerick City and an imaginary line at the mouth of the estuary joining Loop Head in County Clare
to Kerry Head in County Kerry.
SFPC has the authority to issue Byelaws pursuant to Section 42 of the Irish Harbours Act, 1996 – 2000;
the current Byelaws came into effect on 10 November 2004. The Harbour Master is vested with the
authority to issue ‘Directions’ to the masters of vessels arriving, departing, or lying within the port.

Vessel Traffic Management
SFPC does not provide Vessel Traffic Services; it does, however, generate a Vessel Traffic Management
Information System (VTMIS) employing three radar stations at Loop Head, Kilcredaun Head and

Shannon Foynes Port Company
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Tarbert Point, and AIS to observe, record and replay traffic movements in the estuary. Where
necessary, pilots can give verbal assistance to inward and outward-bound ships as required using radar
and VHF.

Towage
There are three tractor tugs with fire-fighting capabilities licensed to operate in the Shannon Estuary
based at Foynes. Mooring boats and gangs are independently contracted to terminal owners and ship
operators.

3.3

PILOTAGE

The detailed arrangements and management for the conduct of pilotage in the estuary are set out in
the SFPC Pilotage manual. SFPC oversees the training and licensing of all 8 Shannon pilots, who work
from Kilrush and use a 13m pilot boat capable of 20 knots. Pilotage is compulsory for all vessels over
50GT navigating eastwards of Scattery Island. There are 4 separate pilot boarding stations each
catering for differing sizes and tonnages of vessel:
•

Number 1 station is for vessels with a draught of over 13m and is located to the west of the
Ballybunnion Bar Racon / AIS buoy;

•

For vessels over 20,000 GT but less than 13m draught, pilot station number 2 lies south and
west of the Kilstiffin buoy and is generally considered to be more sheltered for boarding; and

•

Pilot stations 3 and 4 lie within the estuary and are for vessels under 20,000GT and 5000GT,
respectively.

PPUs
Each of the Shannon Pilots uses a Navicom Dynamics Channel Pilot 3, a Portable Pilot Unit to provide
live situational awareness during pilotage. Used with the Wärtsilä Pilot Pro software, this system
provides a light, reliable and robust backup to the pilot and routinely delivers positional accuracies of
50cm or less. In addition, the system has its own AIS receiver which “handshakes” with the parent
ship’s AIS, to augment the accuracy of the PPU but also to present the pilot with live estuary traffic
awareness. The “route follow” and “docking” modes of the Wärtsilä software are perfectly suited to
support the pilot during estuary pilotage and especially for assessing the progress of the LNGC turn
towards the jetty.

Shannon Foynes Port Company
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MET-OCEAN CONDITIONS

Met-Ocean conditions are considered in detail in the Moffatt and Nichol mooring analysis. In
summary, predominant wind directions are in the south to west sectors at the project site, with speeds
expected to exceed 25.6 knots for 10% of the time and 38.5 knots for 1% of the time. Wave heights
greater than 1.0m are expected to occur approximately 8% of the time with relatively low peak
periods. There is a tidal range of 4.0m at the project site and peak tidal streams are approximately 3.1
knots (1.6m/s) at maximum spring tides and 2.3 knots (1.2m/s) for neaps.
Table 3: Indicative Tidal Heights – Shannon Estuary May 2020 (Admiralty Total Tide)
Date (May 2020)
05

06

07

08

09

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

High

Height (m)

Low

Height (m)

04:40

4.7

10:54

0.3

17:16

5.0

23:17

0.4

05:29

5.0

11:40

0.1

18:01

5.2

-

-

06:15

5.2

00:02

0.1

18:44

5.3

12:25

0.0

07:00

5.2

00:45

0.0

19:26

5.3

13:07

0.1

07:45

5.1

01:26

0.1

20:08

5.2

13:48

0.2

08:30

4.9

02:07

0.2

20:50

4.9

14:29

0.5

09:15

4.6

02:48

0.5

21:32

4.7

15:11

0.9

09:03

4.3

02:31

0.8

21:18

4.3

14:56

1.2

09:59

4.0

03:19

1.1

22:12

4.0

15:50

1.6

11:10

3.7

04:17

1.4

23:19

3.8

17:02

1.8

12:32

3.7

05:32

1.5

-

-

18:27

1.8

00:36

3.7

06:51

1.5

13:44

3.8

19:38

1.7

01:45

3.8

07:57

1.4

14:39

3.9

20:33

1.5

02:41

4.0

08:48

1.2

15:23

4.2

21:17

1.3
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DATA GATHERING

Data gathering has been undertaken to inform the assessment of the baseline navigation profile and
NRA. The following input data has been utilised for the assessment:

4.1

•

Stakeholder consultation feedback;

•

One year’s commercially sourced AIS Data: 01 January – 31 December 2019;9

•

Vessel count data (Shannon Foynes Port Company); and

•

RNLI callout data.

COVID 19

The NRA update was given approval to proceed by SFPC in mid-December 2020 at which time the
entire UK and Ireland were in the third travel lockdown owing to the COVID 19 pandemic. Marico
personnel would have travelled to Shannon Foynes to conduct a site visit, face to face stakeholder
consultations and liaise directly with the Harbour Authority and the developer. The restrictions
imposed meant that it was again necessary to conduct the NRA remotely, relying on electronic
interactions with developer and stakeholders.

4.2

STAKEHOLDER CONSULTATION

Information was gathered through remote consultation with key local stakeholders, including the
Harbour Master, to establish the baseline risk profile, and inform impact and hazard identification.
Stakeholders consulted as part of the NRA and the key impacts identified from each consultation are
listed in Table 4. The minutes of the stakeholder meetings are contained within Annex B.

9 For the 2021 NRS update it would have been normal to update the traffic survey with data from 2020. In consultation with the

SFPC Harbour

Master and considering the impact of COVID 19 on traffic levels, it was considered that the data from 2019 would be more representative
of the baseline traffic volumes.
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Table 4: Stakeholder Consultation Meetings Summary

Key Comments / Navigation Concerns

NRA Response

NRA Reference

2021 NRA Stakeholder Feedback
Shannon Ferries
•

No further comments at this time.

-

-

•

The MSO has no further comment other than already
submitted via previous correspondence at this time.

-

•

There are no issues arising that would change our first
input. This would not affect our immediate area for
boating and for those of us who wish to go out the
Estuary there is very little navigation change, extra
shipping traffic wouldn't be a concern.

(Email 05 February)
Marine Survey
Office
(Email 02 February)
Tarbert Island
Maritime Club
(Email 22 January)

Noted.

-

Carrigaholt Dolphin
Watch

•

No further observations beyond those offered last June. -

-

•

No further comments.

-

-

(Email 15 January)
Foynes Yacht Club
(Email 13 January)

Shannon Foynes Port Company
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Key Comments / Navigation Concerns

NRA Response

NRA Reference

Aughinish Alumina
Limited

-

•

No further comments.

•

Due to the very limited level of shipping activity in
which NORA engages into and out of Tarbert, the
Agency is not sufficiently familiar with the navigational
profile to assess the navigational risks that might exist
at present, or in the future, in the event of shipping of LNG.

-

(Email 13 January)
NORA
(Email 12 January)

Irish Whale &

•

I don’t believe NORA have any navigational concerns
resulting from the updates to the project.

•

Risk associated with shipping such as collision, oil
pollution etc are considered minor.

•

Noted

-

•

The issues regarding increased noise associated
with transiting and stationary ships both on jetties and
on anchor are real and we know some of this will be
addressed within the EIAR/AA of the proposed
Shannon LNG application. Ocean noise is cumulative
and may at some point reach a threshold which

•

Noted

-

Dolphin Group
(IWDG)
(Email 5 January)

-

Shannon Foynes Port Company
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Key Comments / Navigation Concerns
impacts on dolphin communication and navigation or
mask their vocalisations.

NRA Response
•

NRA Reference

Not navigationally significant. Impacts
considered within the wider ES.

ESB Moneypoint

•

No update received.

-

-

Shannon Ferries

•

No update received.

-

-

Western Yacht Club

•

No update received.

-

-

•

No update received.

-

-

•

No update received.

-

-

•

No update received.

-

-

Kilrush Creek
Marina
Angling and Fishing
Shannon Estuary
Marine

2020 NRA Stakeholder Feedback
Shannon Pilots
(Email 1st May)

•

(Teleconference

Submarine cables have been and will be laid 1 nm to
the east of the intended position of the LNG
terminal.

26th May)
•

Dolphin watching, fishing and yachting takes place in

Shannon Foynes Port Company

•

Hazard ‘Cable Snagging’ assessed
within risk assessment.

•

‘Restrict Anchoring in Vicinity of
Section 9
Submarine Cables’ added as a possible
Annex B
additional risk control measure.

•

Risks to small passenger, fishing
and recreational vessels assessed
within the risk assessment.

Annex B

Section 4.3
Annex B
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Key Comments / Navigation Concerns
this part of the estuary, but usually in the summer
months only.

NRA Response
•

•

•

•

Recommend using pilot boarding area No 2
south of the Kilstiffin Buoy. Always ensuring that
there is enough sea room to allow time for the
pilot to get from the ladder to the bridge of the
ship.

•

•

•
•

The abort entry position for the ship would likely be the
Ballybunnion Racon Buoy.

•

What would be the limitations on when the LNGC has
to stop transferring cargo and would have to sail /
under what weather conditions would there be a

Shannon Foynes Port Company

•

•

Consultation undertaken with
dolphin watch, fishing and
yachting consultees to inform
baseline assessment of risk.

NRA Reference
Table 4
Annex B

12 months supporting AIS data
obtained to assess seasonal
variations.

Section 4.3

The imposed arrival berthing
limitations of no more than 25 knots
of wind at the berth means that in
these conditions No 2 station is
likely to be tenable.

Table 8

‘Arrival Preconditions’ added as a
possible additional risk control
measure.

Section 9

‘LNGC Passage Plan’ added as a
possible additional risk control
measure.

Section 9

‘Arrival Preconditions’ added as a
possible additional risk control
measure.

Section 9

‘LNGC Passage Plan’ added as a
possible additional risk control
measure.

Section 9

‘Define Marine Operating Thresholds’
added as a possible additional risk
control measure.

Section 9
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Key Comments / Navigation Concerns
requirement for the FSRU to sail?

•

•

As these are large ships with a high freeboard, they
may set heavily in windy conditions, therefore
requiring the pinch points on the estuary to be clear
of all traffic.
Simulation training for berthing alongside a FSRU
would be desirable.

•

•

Teleconference 28
May

The subsea transmission electrical cable from
Moneypoint to southern shore lies on the turning
track for LNG supply vessels approaching the new
jetty.

•

Primary concern is the navigational risks in the
vicinity of the main and small jetties at Moneypoint.

•

Will the presence of the LNG terminal push other
ships closer to Moneypoint?

Shannon Foynes Port Company

NRA Reference

‘Install Storm Wire’ added as a
possible additional risk control
measure.

Section 9

•

Navigational risks associated with
transit of the FSRU assessed within
vessel category ‘Project Vessels’.

Annex A
Annex B

•

‘Mobile Control Zone’ added as a
possible additional risk control
measure.

Section 9
Annex B

•

•

ESB Moneypoint
Email 1 May

NRA Response

‘Additional Ship Pilotage and Berthing
Simulations’ added as a possible
additional risk control measure.

Section 9
Annex B

Assessment of the turning track for
the LNGC has established that it is at
least 1nm separated from the cables.

Figure 2-6

•

Hazard ‘Cable Snagging’ assessed
within risk assessment.

Annex B

•

‘Restrict Anchoring in Vicinity of
Submarine Cables’ added as a
possible additional risk control
measure.

Section 9
Annex B

Hazard ‘Contact: Non-Project
Infrastructure’ assessed within risk
assessment.

Annex B

•

•

Hazard ‘Contact: Non-Project
Infrastructure’ assessed within risk

Annex B
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Key Comments / Navigation Concerns

NRA Response

NRA Reference

assessment.
•

AIS data obtained to establish
baseline distribution and frequency
of passing vessel traffic.

•
•

•

•

SSE Tarbert

•

The navigable channel (i.e. deeper
than 15m) at Ardmore Point is over 1
nm wide – LNGCs will be turning at
least 0.5nm south of the Moneypoint
terminal and at speeds of less than 4
knots and so it is anticipated that
wash will be minimal.

Will there be any increase in wash from passing
vessels coming closer to Moneypoint?

•

Tug provision at the LNG terminal will
be in addition to that already
provided for and by SFPC. It is,
therefore, likely that tug provision
will be increased.

Tug availability – would new terminal reduce
availability of present harbour tugs?

Will there be impacts and delays to Moneypoint
vessel scheduling?

Declined to participate.

Shannon Foynes Port Company

Section 4.3

Section 2.8

Section 2.7

•

LNGC’s will be one vessel per week.

•

If two ships arrive on the same tide
then normal HM prioritisation rules
will apply.

Table 8

LNG ships are planned to arrive at
the berth 1 hour before HW.
Moneypoint vessels arrive at their
berth at HW and so will deconflict.

Section 2.8

•

-

Section 2

-
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Key Comments / Navigation Concerns

NRA Response

NRA Reference

Email 1 May
Teleconference 26
May
NORA

•

Email 1 May
Teleconference 26
May
Aughinish Alumina

•

Are there exclusion areas during manoeuvring of LNG
ships?

•

Are there exclusion areas during ship to ship transfers
of LNG?

Terminal
Email 1 May

The frequency of shipping into or out of the terminal
is very low. This is perhaps best indicated by the fact
that NORA has not had any shipping into or out of the
terminal since the initial importation of oil stocks in
2012.

Teleconference 26
May
•

Aughinish Alumina ships frequently utilize
anchorages. There are concerns that the addition of
the LNG ships will cause overcrowding.

•

AIS data obtained to establish
baseline distribution and frequency
of passing vessel traffic.

Section 4.3

•

‘Mobile Control Zone’ recommended
as a possible additional risk control
measure.

Section 9
Annex B

•

‘Static Control Zone’ recommended
as a possible additional risk control
measure.

Section 9
Annex B

•

The project anticipates 1 LNGC ship
arriving per week and so congestion
is not anticipated.

Section 2

‘Arrival Preconditions’ recommended
as a possible additional risk control
measure.

Section 9

‘Define Marine Operating Thresholds’
recommended as a possible
additional risk control measure.

Section 9

LNGC transits will be of low
frequency at 1 ship a week.

Section 2

•

•

•

Concerns over pilot availability.

Shannon Foynes Port Company
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Key Comments / Navigation Concerns

•

Shannon Ferries

Will daylight only operations apply?

•

Greatest navigational risks exist adjacent to the line
between Tarbert and Moneypoint as this is
immediately adjacent to our plying limits.

Teleconference 26
May

•

Hazards associated with breaking of moorings /
drifting vessels considered to be of greatest risk to
Shannon Ferries.

Shannon Foynes Port Company

NRA Reference

•

Consultation undertaken with
Shannon Pilots.

Table 4
Annex B

•

Hazard ‘Mooring Incident / Breakout’
assessed as part of risk assessment.

Annex B

•

‘Install Storm Wires’ recommended
as a possible additional mitigation
measure.

Section 9
Annex B

•

‘Jetty Security Measures’
recommended as a possible
additional mitigation measure.

Section 9
Annex B

•

‘Arrival Preconditions’ recommended
as a possible additional risk control
measure.

Section 9
Annex B

•

‘Define Marine Operating Thresholds’
recommended as a possible
additional risk control measure.

Section 9
Annex B

•

‘FSU Daylight Berthing’
recommended as a possible
additional mitigation measure.

Section 9
Annex B

•

‘Collision: Project Vessel ICW Small
Passenger Vessel’ assessed as part of
risk assessment.

Annex B

Aughinish Alumina considers the hazard breakout to
carry the greatest potential risk to its operations.

•

Email 1 May

NRA Response

•

LNG FSU and supply vessel mooring
lines are rated up to 60 knots. If the
forecast weather conditions exceed
this, then the LNGC will sail to anchor
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Key Comments / Navigation Concerns

NRA Response

NRA Reference

or lie offshore.

•

•

Fire or explosion could also be of high consequence
to river users including Shannon Ferries.

Increased traffic frequency will give rise to increased
navigational risk.

Shannon Foynes Port Company

•

Hazard ‘Mooring Incident / Breakout’
assessed as part of risk assessment.

Section 9
Annex B

•

‘Install Storm Wires’ recommended
as a possible additional mitigation
measure.

Section 9
Annex B

•

‘Jetty Security Measures’
recommended as a possible
additional mitigation measure.

Section 9
Annex B

•

‘Arrival Preconditions’ recommended
as a possible additional risk control
measure.

Section 9
Annex B

•

‘Define Marine Operating Thresholds’
recommended as a possible
additional risk control measure.

Section 9
Annex B

•

Hazard ‘Fire / Explosion’ assessed as
part of risk assessment.

Section 9
Annex B

•

‘Update Emergency Plans’
recommended as a possible
additional mitigation measure.

Section 9
Annex B

•

‘Use of Appropriate LNG Tugs’ (with
fire-fighting capability)
recommended as a possible
additional mitigation measure.

Section 9
Annex B

LNGC transits will be of low
frequency at 1 ship a week.

Section 2

•
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Key Comments / Navigation Concerns

NRA Response

NRA Reference

-

Commissioner of
Irish Lights
Email 1 May

•

Declined to participate.

•

“We would not have comment or observation at this
stage, again comment from the Irish Maritime
Administration on the assessment lies principle
within the competency of the MSO.”

-

No Response
Irish Coast Guard
Email 1 May
Teleconference
declined on
account of
Statutory Planning
responsibilities

•

•

Section 9
Annex B

“However, we would like to draw your attention to
the statutory requirements for robust contingency
planning arrangements for such facilitates in respect
to preparedness and response.”
•

Irish Marine Survey
Office
Email 1 May

•

Inclusion of additional aids to navigation in the
channel.

•

Teleconference
offered but
declined.

‘Update Emergency Plans’
recommended as a possible
additional mitigation measure.

•

•

Additional training for pilots / tug masters.

•

Emergency response training.

Shannon Foynes Port Company

•

2008 NRA recommendation to
relocate the Doonaha buoy and the
Beal Bar Buoy carried out by SFPC.

Table 8

It is considered that narrows at
Kilcredaun Point are already well
buoyed and with a good set of
leading lights.

Section 3

‘Additional Simulations’
recommended as a possible
additional risk control measure.

Section 9

Emergency Response training already
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Key Comments / Navigation Concerns

NRA Response
in place for SFPC staff.

•

Establishment of visual readouts to provide real-time
information on wind speed and direction, speed of
approach, current and tidal information etc.

•

‘Update Emergency Plans’
recommended as a possible
additional risk control measure.

•

‘Use of Centimetric PPU for Berthing’
recommended as a possible
additional risk control measure.

•
•

Hazard ‘Grounding: Project Vessel’
assessed within risk assessment.

Annex B

The estuary is wide enough to allow a
safe passing distance. The channel at
Ardmore point is over 1 mile wide
and therefore, speed restrictions are
not considered necessary.

-

•

Hazard ‘Mooring Incident / Breakout’
assessed within risk assessment.

Annex B

•

‘FSRU Daylight Berthing’
recommended as a possible
additional risk control measure.

Section 9

‘Install Storm Wires’ recommended
as a possible additional risk control
measure.

Section 9

Speed restrictions of passing traffic.

Development of mooring plans.
•

Shannon Foynes Port Company

Section 9

Section 2

Consideration of under keel clearance at the pinch
point shallows.

•

•

Section 9

The LNGC are anticipated to be
arriving with draught of 11m and are
planned to arrive at the berth 1 hour
before HW.

•

•

NRA Reference
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Key Comments / Navigation Concerns

NRA Response
•

•

Fendering to comply with ISO standards.

•

Contingencies to ensure expeditious response to
mother and daughter vessels being able to vacate the
berth in response to any possible security, fire or
other significant threat.

‘Review of FSRU Fendering
Requirements’ recommended as a
possible additional risk control
measure.

Section 9

•

Hazard ‘Fire / Explosion’ assessed
within risk assessment.

Annex B

•

‘Update Emergency Plans’
recommended as a possible
additional risk control measure.

Section 9

The appropriateness of the 2008
recommendations concerning VTS
were reviewed and are discussed at
Annex C.

Annex C

All navigation major navigation
hazard types and vessel types have
been assessed within the NRA.

Annex B

‘Corporate Communications’
recommended as a possible
additional risk control measure.

Section 9

‘Operational Communications’
recommended as a possible
additional risk control measure.

Section 9

Hazard ‘Fire / Explosion’ assessed as
part of NRA.

Section 9

Navigational risks to recreational
vessels, including visiting vessels,
assessed against all key accident

Annex B

•

Royal Western
Yacht Club, Kilrush

•

Enhanced VTS management.

•

The navigation risks are resulting from the project are
thought to be minimal.

Email 10 May
Teleconference 29
May

•

•
•

•
•

Good communication will need to be maintained
between the Yacht Club, SFPC and the Pilots.

•

Main risk factors are considered to be explosion and
fire during offloading at the LNG terminal.

•

RWYC expressed concern with regard to visiting
recreational vessels not knowing about the LNG ships
and the potential control zones.

•

Shannon Foynes Port Company
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Key Comments / Navigation Concerns

NRA Response

NRA Reference

categories.
•

•

Kilrush Creek

•

Marina
•
Email 10 May
Teleconference 28

Collision risk not considered high but would want to
consider the effect of the introduction of more ships
navigating the lower Shannon Estuary.

•

May
•

Tarbert Island
Maritime Club
Email 10 May
Teleconference 28
May
Angling and fishing
Email 10 May

•

No major concerns expressed.

•

Concentrations of shipping at the narrows mentioned
as a minor concern.

•

More ships with restricted ability to maneuver will
add to risk.

Shannon Foynes Port Company

•

•

Update navigational chart
recommended as a possible
additional risk control measure.

Section 9

Corporate communications
recommended as a possible
additional risk control measure.

Section 9

Collision hazards were assessed for
all vessel types within the NRA.

Annex B

12 months supporting AIS data
obtained to establish baseline transit
frequencies.

Section 4.3

Collision hazards were assessed for
all vessel types within the NRA.

Annex B

‘Shipping Schedule Deconfliction’
recommended as a possible
additional risk control measure.

Section 9

‘Shipping Schedule Deconfliction’
recommended as a possible
additional risk control measure.

Section 9
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Key Comments / Navigation Concerns

NRA Response

Teleconference 28
May
•

Potting takes place primarily in the narrows. Pots are
always laid outside of the channel. Concerns were
raised over the ability of fishing vessels hauling gear /
at anchor to respond quickly in response to an
approaching LNG vessel, particularly if a control zone
is enforced.

•

‘Mobile Control Zone’ recommended
as a possible additional risk control
measure.

•

It is expected that initially, the
control zone will be enacted as a
Shannon Harbour Masters ‘Special
Direction’ for each vessel movement
and supported by a widely published
rolling Notice to Mariners, VHF
broadcast and a website notification.

•

Foynes Yacht Club
Email 10 May

•

Teleconference 28
May
Irish Whale and
Dolphin Group
Email 1 May
Teleconference 26
May
Shannon Estuary
Marine

•

FYC expressed concern with regard to visiting
yachtsmen not knowing about the LNG ships and any
potential control zones.

•

No major navigational concerns expressed.

•

No vessels operated by the group.

•

Concentrations of shipping at the narrow mentioned
as a minor concern.

•

Consider any additional navigation risk due to the
introduction of LNG ships to be negligible; due to the
sheer size of the Shannon Estuary and low frequency
of transits.

Shannon Foynes Port Company

•

‘Corporate Communications’
recommended as a possible
additional risk control measure.
‘Corporate Communications’
recommended as a possible
additional risk control measure.

‘Shipping Schedule Deconfliction’
recommended as a possible
additional risk control measure.

NRA Reference

Section 9

Section 9

Section 9

Section 9

-
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Key Comments / Navigation Concerns

NRA Response

NRA Reference

Email 11 May
Teleconference 29
May
Carrigaholt Dolphin

•

‘Mobile Control Zone’ recommended
as a possible additional risk control
measure.

•

It is expected that initially, the
control zone will be enacted as a
Shannon Harbour Masters ‘Special
Direction’ for each vessel movement
and supported by a widely published
rolling Notice to Mariners, VHF
broadcast and a website notification.

Watch
Teleconference 3
June

•

•

Concerns were expressed over a potential control
zone, but if this is the global norm then it was agreed
a work around would be feasible.

Dolphin watch vessel routinely works around the
Kilcredaun Narrows – but Master is commercially
certified and used to working such that they do not
impede the passage of larger more constrained
vessels.

Shannon Foynes Port Company

•

‘Shipping Schedule Deconfliction’
recommended as a possible
additional risk control measure.

•

‘Corporate Communications’
recommended as a possible
additional risk control measure.

Section 9

Section 9
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VESSEL TRAFFIC ANALYSIS

For the 2020 NRA, one year of commercially sourced Automatic Identification System (AIS) data was
obtained to enable the assessment of the baseline traffic profile within the Shannon Estuary and in
the vicinity of the Project to establish any potential impacts the Project may have upon the existing
navigation profile.
AIS vessel traffic dataset was sourced for the 12-month period between 01 January 2019 and 31
December 2019 to ensure that seasonal trends are captured and is composed of both terrestrial and
satellite AIS vessel positions.
In discussion with the Harbour Master for SFPC, it was agreed that the traffic data obtained above for
2019 would be used for the 2021 NRA update as it was felt that the 2019 data would be more
representative – 2020 being an unusually quiet year with marine traffic being significantly subdued by
the COVID-19 pandemic and the associated restrictions.
Vessels have been assessed by vessel type in categories befitting vessel operations within the Shannon
Estuary within Figure 4-1 to Figure 4-3.

Tankers
The tracks of tankers are shown within Figure 4-1. The plot demonstrates that tankers operate along
a well-defined passage within the main channel, from which they diverge to utilise anchorages to the
west and east of Scattery Island. The frequency of tanker transits is low. During the 12 months
assessed, 212 tankers transited past the Project equating to an average of 18 per month, or
approximately one every other day. The most frequent passing tanker was 115m LOA oil/chemical
tanker THUN GENIUS which accounted for 23 transits or approximately two per month.

Dry Cargo Vessels
The tracks of dry cargo vessels are shown within Figure 4-1. 1,230 dry cargo vessels transited past the
Project in 2019, or approximately 103 vessels per month, or 3 per day. The largest passing cargo
vessels were 292m LOA AQUA CRYSTAL followed by 235m LOA bulker OLYMPIC GLORY.
Similar to the tankers, the dry cargo vessels operate along a well-defined passage within the main
channel, from which they are noted diverging to utilise the anchorages to the west and east of Scattery
Island. 36 transits are noted diverging to the south of the main channel in the vicinity of Ardmore
Point; this is a recognised Shannon Pilots tactic to take the ship out of the strongest tidal stream and
Shannon Foynes Port Company
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into a favourable counter eddy. Of these diverging ships, 8 transited within 150m of the proposed
FSRU location, the largest of which was 223m LOA bulk carrier PANAMAX OTTER.
Example dry cargo and tanker vessel destinations within the Shannon Estuary are detailed within Table
5.
Table 5: Example Tanker and Dry Cargo Destinations – Shannon Estuary
Destination

Visits

per Vessel Type

Year
Tankers
Shannon Airport fuel jetty

45

Typically, 6,500 DWT.

Tarbert Power Station

3

Typically, 20,000 DWT.

220 - 240

5,000 DWT general cargo ships.

250

75,000+DWT Panamax bulkers (bauxite import).

250

40,000 DWT (caustic import, process materials and

Cargo
Limerick Port

Aughinish Alumina

supplies import and alumina export).
Foynes Port

320 -340

40,000 DWT general cargo ships, tankers and bulkers.

Moneypoint Power Station

1

150,000 DWT bulkers and up to 185,000 DWT

(coal)

Shannon Foynes Port Company
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Figure 4-1: Tanker and Cargo Vessel Tracks
Shannon Foynes Port Company
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Passenger
A growing recreational marine activity is whale and dolphin watching, and trips now number over 500
per annum with the company Dolphinwatch operating their boat the “Draiocht” out of Carrigaholt.
The estuary is home to more than 140 bottlenose dolphins.
Shannon Ferry Group operates a car ferry between Killimer and Tarbert. In winter, crossings are made
once per hour in each direction and in summer a second ferry is brought into service, thus facilitating
crossings every 30 minutes. The primary ferry is powered by four directional thrusters each of 600HP.
An area that SFPC wish to develop further, at present cruise ships of 250m or less make occasional
port calls at Limerick and Foynes with a total of three cruise vessels visiting in 2019.
Table 6: Passenger Vessels that passed Ardmore Point - 2019
Vessel

Vessel Type

LOA (m)

Month of Visit

ILEN

Sailing Vessel

15

June

PRINSENDAM

Cruise

203

June

SEABOURN QUEST

Cruise

198

July

4.4

RECREATIONAL VESSELS

Seven recreational vessels passed Ardmore Point over the course of 2019; of these five were sailing
vessels and two were pleasure craft, the largest of which was 18m LOA MYK. All transits occurred
within May and August with the exception of one in January. One recreational vessel transited within
150m of the proposed FSRU location within the 12 months of assessed AIS data.
It should be noted that there is no requirement for recreational vessels to carry AIS, however, some
may do so on a voluntary basis. The AIS data may therefore, under-represent the baseline recreational
traffic level. Consultation with recreational stakeholders was undertaken to ensure the identification
of any potential data gaps and determined that the data was reflective of the recreational vessel traffic
profile.

Shannon Foynes Port Company
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Figure 4-2: Passenger and Recreational Vessel Tracks
Shannon Foynes Port Company
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Small Commercial and Port Services
137 transits by 13 unique vessels were made by small commercial and port services vessels (including
tugs, workboats and RNLI vessels) past Ardmore Point over the course of the 12-month data period,
equating to approximately 11 per month, or less than one every other day. Most small commercial
and port services vessel transits occurred in the vicinity of Scattery Island and through the narrows.

Fishing
Very few fishing vessels were identified within the assessed AIS data. One fish carrier (cargo vessel)
60m LOA fish carrier AQUA TRANSPORTER passed Ardmore Point over the course of the 12-months
assessed data period. Similarly, to recreational vessels, small fishing vessels may not carry AIS and as
such may be under - represented within the data analysis.
It was confirmed during stakeholder consultation that fishing activity within the estuary is minimal as
the Shannon Estuary is designated a Special Conservation Area and as such, fishing on a commercial
scale within the estuary is generally limited to shrimp and lobster pot fishing. Pots are normally laid
in shallow water, well clear of the main shipping routes. It was reported during consultation that pots
may occasionally be laid in the navigational channel for a few weeks in winter; however, the Shannon
pilots have no experience of such practice causing an impediment to commercial navigation.

Military
81m LOA and 79m LOA military patrol vessels EITHNE and NIAMH were the only recorded military
vessels to transit past Ardmore Point accounting for all nine independent military vessel transits.
Although equipped with AIS, military vessels may choose not to transmit and as such, may be underrepresented.

Shannon Foynes Port Company
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Figure 4-3: Workboat (Inc. tugs), fishing and military vessel tracks.
Shannon Foynes Port Company
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GATE ANALYSIS

Gate analysis was undertaken to establish the frequency and spatial distribution of shipping
movements past key, potentially higher risk locations that were identified during stakeholder
consultation. These were found to be in the vicinity of Ardmore Point where the LNGCs will be turning
to come alongside the FSRU and the ‘narrows’ between Kilcredaun Point and Beal Bar.
The gate analysis at the ‘narrows’ between Kilcredaun Point and Beal Bar is shown in Figure 4-4. Two
gates were assessed across the narrowest channel section and at the turn in to the estuary between
the Doonaha and Beal Bar buoys. The analysis demonstrates that large commercial vessels operate in
strict adherence to the leading lights through the ‘narrows.’ A total of 1,784 vessels transited through
the gates over the assessed 12 months, or approximately 149 per month or five per day. The majority
of vessel tracks outside the main channel were made by vessels <50m LOA, primarily recreational
vessels and the Dolphinwatch vessel “Draiocht”. Vessel tracks close to shore, particularly around
Kilcredaun Point were identified to be the Dolphinwatch vessel. 44 commercial vessels transited
outside of the marked channel between the ‘narrows’ over the course of 2019 of which 3 were >150m
LOA.
At the turn between the Doonaha and Beal Bar buoys, the vessel tracks occupy a larger cross-section
of the channel as commercial vessels alter course to either continue to locations upstream or to the
anchorages to the west of Scattery Island.
The gate analysis in the vicinity of Ardmore Point is shown in Figure 4-5. The navigation channel,
through which 96.4% of the total gate transits (1,612) occurred, is clearly defined. 58 vessels, including
23 dry cargo vessels and 21 tugs are noted diverging from the main channel to the south past Ardmore
Point. A total of 18 transits occurred within 150m of the proposed FSRU location during the assessed
12-month period, of which 8 were made by cargo vessels, 3 by recreational vessels, two by tugs, 2 by
an RNLI vessel and one by 92m LOA chemical tanker MARIA THERESA.
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Figure 4-4: Gate Analysis – Kilcredaun Point and the estuary turn (2019)

Figure 4-5: Gate Analysis – Ardmore Point (2019)
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INCIDENT ANALYSIS

RNLI callout data between 2008 and 2019 was analysed to indicate the incident rate within the
Shannon Estuary.10 Over the course of the eleven years assessed 49 callouts occurred between
Kilcredaun Point and Tarbert Island, excluding 2 false alarms, equating to an average of between four
and five callouts per year. The most common reason for call-out was ‘Mechanical Failure’ at 37%
followed by ‘Person In Distress’ and ‘Stranding / Grounding’ accounting for 16% each. The highest
number of callouts occurred in 2015 which totalled 11, followed by 2019 which totalled 9 (five of
which were classified as ‘unknown’). The majority of callouts were in response to leisure vessels /
activities close to shore, in particular in the vicinity of Carrigaholt Bay, Hog Island and Tarbert Island.
Few callouts were in response to vessels navigating within the main channel. Few navigationally
significant callouts occurred.

Figure 4-6: RNLI Callouts Within the Shannon Estuary (2008 – 2019)

10

2020 RNLI data was not available at the time of writing the 2021 NRA Update.
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Figure 4-7: RNLI Callouts by Year (2008 – 2019)
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HAZARD IDENTIFICATION

IMO Guidelines define a hazard as ‘something with the potential to cause harm, loss or injury’, the
realisation of which results in an accident. Hazards relating to navigation were identified through
stakeholder consultation meetings / workshops and informed by vessel traffic and incident analysis
(Section 4).
A summary of the key impacts identified during stakeholder consultation are outlined in Annex A.
The hazard categories identified for assessment within the NRA are given in Table 7. Hazard categories
were combined with the vessel categories identified in Annex A to establish a list of individual hazards
for risk assessment. In total, 56 hazards were identified, as listed in Table 7 and Annex A.
Table 7: Identified Hazard Categories.
Ref Hazard Category
1

Hazard Detail

Individual
Hazards

All Vessel Types

Two or more vessels impact each
other whilst manoeuvring.

20

Non- Project
Infrastructure

One or more vessels contacts a berth,
pier or jetty.

6

Project
Infrastructure

One or more vessels contacts a
stationary / berthed vessel. Also
known as striking.

6

LNGC at Anchor

One or more vessels contacts an
LNGC at anchor.

6

Navigation Buoy

One or more vessels contacts a
navigation buoy. Also known as
striking.

6

All Vessel Types

A vessel unintentionally contacts the
seabed.

6

Project Vessels

A vessel fills with water for any
reason including capsize, and when
overwhelmed, sinks.

1

Mooring/Breakout

Project Vessels

FSRU breaks away from jetty. A vessel
ranges (moves excessively) whilst
alongside the berth or when one or
more mooring lines fail resulting in
the vessel unintentionally breaking
away from its moored position.
An anchored LNGC breaks its anchor
cable or the anchor drags.

2

Cable Snagging

Project Vessels

A cable is snagged by a project
vessel’s anchor.

1

Collision

2

Contact

3

Grounding

4

Foundering
/Swamping

5

6

Comments
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Hazard Detail

Comments

Individual
Hazards

7

Fire/Explosion

Project Vessels

A fire breaks out on berthed FSRU or
LNG C.

1

8

Tug Girting

Project Tugs

A tug girts while project vessel is
under tow.

1

5.1

CUMULATIVE IMPACT IDENTIFICATION

SFPC is recognised by the European Commission as one of the three core ports in Ireland under the
Trans-European Transport Network (TEN-T). Vision 2041, SFPC’s Port Masterplan sets out the growth
and development agenda for the Shannon Estuary over the next 20 years.
Following assessment as part of the Strategic Integrated Framework Plan (SIFP), the diversification
and expansion of facilities on the Shannon Estuary are proposed at Moneypoint and new business
opportunities are being explored at two further locations on the Estuary at Innishmurry / Cahiracon
and Foynes Island (Figure 5-1). The provision of a new deep-water berth of 15m draft is proposed at
Foynes and alongside the expansion of existing infrastructure to accommodate larger vessels.
Upstream of the primary development areas, Limerick Docks the Port Estate comprises 75.1 hectares
of which existing port operations utilise circa 11 hectares. As such, four sites within Limerick Docks
have been identified as ‘non-core’ assets and are available for alternative use.

Figure 5-1: Strategic Sites Identified for Marine Related Industry (Vision 2041)
In assessing the potential cumulative impacts, it is important to bear in mind that proposed projects
may or may not actually be taken forward. For the purposes of this NRA the baseline assumption is
Shannon Foynes Port Company
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that each of the projects outlined below will be taken forward and that their possible impact on the
LNG project including that of port infrastructure capacity as well as traffic levels is assumed to be
contained within the risk assessment.
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EMBEDDED MITIGATION MEASURES

Embedded mitigation measures describe those measures to which adherence is required by regulation
are already enforced by Shannon Foynes Port Company which has statutory jurisdiction over the
Shannon Estuary or are already accepted within the project plan. Embedded mitigation measures are
therefore, assumed to be in place prior to the baseline risk assessment and, as such, cannot be applied
as mitigation measures to further reduce risks assessed within the baseline risk assessment. Table 8
lists embedded mitigation measures considered within this NRA. Following completion of the baseline
risk assessment, possible additional risk control measures may be identified with a view to further
reducing the residual risk (see Section 9).
Table 8: Embedded Mitigation Measures
ID

Risk Control Measure

Description

Existing Port Wide Procedures
The regular issue of Notice To Mariners, shipping lists and the
publishing of upcoming port activity on the SFPC website as well
as VHF Navigation Warnings and broadcasts to warn of specific
occurrences.

1

Notice To Mariners,
Website and Corporate
Communications.

2

Including Harbour Act 1996, the 2004 SFPC Byelaws and other port
The enabling SFPC
operational documentation such as the SFPC pilotage manual. The
legislation and supporting entire suite of Laws, regulations, guidance and manuals by which
regulations.
the functioning of the port is enforced, managed and
administered.

3

Pilots use Portable Pilot
Units for situational
awareness assistance
when piloting.

Reliable, robust and accurate to within 50cm, the Navicom
Channel Pilots were purchased by SFPC in 2015 and are used by
Shannon Pilots during each act of pilotage significantly reducing
the likelihood of pilot loss of situational awareness, a leading cause
of marine accidents in pilotage waters.

Adopted from the 2008 NRA and carried on to the 2020 NRA

4

Attendance by SFPC
Berthing Master or
Mooring Supervisor
(2008 NRA).

SFPC mandate that their marine operations staff regulate and
supervise all large shipping arrivals and departures to ensure
proper vessel securing arrangements and port operator
compliance with SFPC regulations.

5

Designation of the
Shannon Estuary as a
“Narrow Channel” (2008
NRA).

The entire Shannon Estuary from the Tail of Beal and the
Kilcredaun Buoys was designated as a ‘narrow channel’ in 2009.
This is recorded on the relevant Admiralty Chart notes and
significantly reduces the risk of vessels less than 20m impeding the
navigation of large commercial vessels in transit in the Estuary.

6

Joint emergency plans
have been produced and
practised for the Shannon
Estuary (2008 NRA).

SFPC, together with the local authorities, the emergency services
and shipping operators have developed joint as well as individual
Port Emergency plans which include training and exercises
schedules.
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ID

Risk Control Measure

Description

7

AIS integration with Port
Radar (2008 NRA).

Full integration of AIS and radar tracks, including dynamic
information was incorporated into the SFPC radar system in 2012.
This produces an accurate and comprehensive vessel traffic image.

8

Conduct regular
hydrographic estuary
surveys (2008 NRA).

Surveys are now regularly conducted for the Shannon Estuary and
are produced by Marine Institute on WGS84.

9

Doonaha Buoy and the
Beal Bar Buoy relocated
(2008 NRA).

The Doonaha and the Beal Bar buoys were moved by SFPC to
reflect the recommendations made in the 2008 NRA. The Doonaha
Buoy is now in line with the Corlis leading lights.

Embedded within the Existing Project Plan
10 Berthing Limits

A berthing wind speed limit of 25 knots has been accepted by the
developer and SFPC for arriving LNGCs. This limit will be reviewed
after 1 year and periodically thereafter.

FSRU and LNGC berthed
11 port side to into flood
tide.

The NMCI simulations concluded that it was safest to berth the
FSRU and the LNGC into a flooding tidal stream so as to give the
best control during berthing. Accordingly, all ships will be berthed
Port Side To Quay (PSTQ).

A method of transmitting or showing live environmental
Display of Live
conditions (wind speed, direction, tidal stream, depth etc.) at the
12
Environmental Conditions berth to the pilot (including when berthing an LNGC alongside the
FSRU) will be installed at the LNG terminal.

Berth design upgraded to
accommodate FSRU
13
alongside in wind speeds
of up to 70 Knots11.

11

The 2020 NRA raised concerns with regard to the 60 knot design
maxima for the proposed LNG jetty and the possibility of the FSRU
having to sail from the berth partially discharged in the path of an
upcoming storm event. The 2020 NRA proposed one of 3 options
to be considered as a solution to this and the project designers
responded by uprating the wind limit of the LNG jetty from 60
knots to 70 knots. This should allow the FSRU to remain alongside
in all but the most extreme storm events.

30 second sustained gust of 70 knots.
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METHODOLOGY

The NRA process is based on Formal Safety Assessment (FSA) methodology as adopted by the
International Maritime Organisation (IMO) and follows the guidance set out in international best
practice. A detailed description of the methodology is provided in Annex A

7.1

OVERVIEW

A standard 5x5 risk matrix was used and each hazard was assessed twice. Firstly, to determine the
risk associated with the most likely outcome of the hazard and secondly to determine the risk
associated with the worst credible outcome for each hazard. The results were then combined to give
a total risk score for each hazard.
This approach provides a thorough assessment of risk, which reflects the reality that comparatively
few accidents result in the worst credible outcome.

Assessment of Frequency and Consequence
The assessment of frequency was combined with assessments of typical consequences to people,
property, environment and business. The frequency and consequence bands used for this NRA are
shown in Annex A.
The frequency and consequence assessments were largely based on the data/information collected
during Stage 1 of this NRA, and in particular:
•

Stakeholder consultation meetings;

•

Quantitative vessel traffic analysis; and

•

Review of the incident database.

This information was supplemented by expert judgement and specialist knowledge provided by the
assessment team, who have considerable experience in undertaking NRAs of this type in
ports/harbours all around the world.

Risk Scores
The frequency and consequence scores were then assessed to give two distinct risk scores;
•

The average risk score of the categories in the most likely set;

•

The average risk score of the categories in the worst credible set;

•

The maximum risk score of the four categories in the most likely set; and
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The maximum risk score of the four categories in the worst credible set.

These scores were then combined using a weighted average to produce a single numeric value
representing the final risk score for each hazard, between 0 (negligible) and 10 (high) which, the final
risk scores were sorted into a ranked hazard list.
Hazard risk scores were categorised as either negligible, low, As Low as Reasonably Practicable
(ALARP), significant or high, as per Table 9, where ALARP represents a level of risk that is neither
acceptable nor unacceptable and for which further investment of resources for risk reduction may or
may not be justifiable – i.e. risks which fall within the ALARP band should be reduced unless there is a
disproportionate cost to the benefits obtained.
Navigation hazards with a risk score of significant or high are deemed unacceptable and, as such,
additional risk control measures must be implemented to reduce the risk to an acceptable level (Table
9).
Table 9: Risk Scoring.
Risk Score

Risk Definition

Action Taken

0 - 1.99

Negligible

The risk is acceptable and at level where operational safety is
unaffected.

2 - 3.99

Low

The risk is acceptable and at level where operational safety is
assumed.

4 - 6.99

ALARP

The risk is neither acceptable nor unacceptable. Risks in the ALARP
band are to be managed to a level which is “As Low As Reasonably
Practicable”, based on the cost-effectiveness of implementing
additional risk control measures. These hazards and associated risk
control measures shall be regularly reviewed as part of the Safety
Management System.

7 - 8.99

Significant

The risk is unacceptable and additional risk control measures shall be
identified and implemented as soon as possible (or the activity /
operation temporarily suspended). These hazards and associated
risk control measures shall be regularly reviewed as part of the Safety
Management System.

9 - 10

High

The risk is unacceptable and additional risk control measures shall be
identified and implemented immediately (or the activity / operation
permanently suspended). These hazards and associated risk control
measures shall be regularly reviewed as part of the Safety
Management System.

The hazard log was scored twice, once for the baseline and then re-assessed applying proposed
possible additional mitigation measures (Annex D & Annex E) to assess the residual risk scores and
their effectiveness should they be implemented.
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8

NAVIGATION RISK ASSESSMENT RESULTS

8.1

BASELINE WITH EMBEDDED MITIGATION

A summary of the ranked hazard list for the baseline assessment with embedded mitigations is at
Table 10. The full hazard log is provided in Annex D. The assessment assumes the implementation of
all embedded risk control measures identified within Table 8.
All hazards were scored as ALARP or lower, with a total of 15 hazards scored within the ALARP band.
The highest scoring individual hazard assessed to be ‘Contact - Project Vessel with Project
Infrastructure’ which scored 6.48: ALARP reflecting the risk associated with berthing an LNGC
alongside followed by “Collision - Project Vessel with Port Services Vessel” to reflect the hazards
associated with tugs handling the LNGCs. Another 39 risks were classed as “low” in the baseline
unmitigated scoring and two final hazards was classed as “negligible.”
A summary of the average baseline hazard category scores is given in Figure 8-1. The highest scoring
overall hazard category was ‘Foundering / Swamping’ driven by a high consequence score and the
assessment of project vessels only within this hazard category. This was followed by ‘Fire / Explosion’
again driven by high consequence should this event occur. The lowest scoring overall hazard category
in the baseline assessment was ‘Mooring Incident / Breakout’ which was scored as 3.0 Low driven by
a low consequence in the event of a breakout of a project tug.
10
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2. Fire / Explosion

4. Contact : Project
Infrastructure
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project Infrastructure
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Figure 8-1: Average Risk Score by Hazard Category – Baseline Risk Assessment
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Table 10 : Summary Ranked Hazard List - Baseline With Embedded Risk Controls

ID

Hazard Cat

Hazard Title

Score

ID

Hazard Cat

Hazard Title

Score

47

Grounding

Grounding - Large Commercial & Dry Cargo Vessels

3.51

22

Contact

Contact - Project Vessel with Project Infrastructure

6.48

18

Collision

Collision - Small Commercial / Port Services Vessel ICW Small Commercial / Port Services Vessel

3.51

Collision

Collision - Tanker ICW Tanker

3.43

9

Collision

Collision - Project Vessel ICW Small Commercial / Port Services Vessel

5.16

1

2

Collision

Collision - Tanker ICW Project Vessel (FSRU or LNGC)

4.64

46

Grounding

Grounding - Project Vessel

3.42

8

Collision

Collision - Project Vessel ICW Small Passenger Vessel

4.50

55

Cable Snagging

Cable Snagged - Project Vessel

3.34

14

Collision

Collision - Large Commercial / Dry Cargo Vessel ICW Recreational Vessel

4.46

25

Contact

Contact - Small Commercial / Port Services Vessels with Project Infrastructure

3.28

11

Collision

Collision - Large Commercial / Dry Cargo Vessel ICW Large Commercial / Dry Cargo Vessel

3.27

27

Contact

Contact - Tanker with Non- Project Infrastructure

3.24

29

Contact

Contact - Large Commercial / Dry Cargo Vessels with Non- Project Infrastructure

3.24

21

Contact

Contact - Tanker with Project Infrastructure

3.20

39

Contact

Contact - Tanker with LNGC at anchor

3.20

45

Grounding

Grounding - Tanker

3.19

15

Collision

Collision - Small Passenger Vessel ICW Small Passenger Vessel

3.18

36

Contact

Contact - Small Passenger Vessels with Navigation Buoy

3.18

35

Contact

Contact - Large Commercial / Dry Cargo Vessels with Navigation Buoy

3.12

50

Grounding

Grounding - Recreational Vessel

3.06

49

Grounding

Grounding - Small Commercial / Port Services Vessel

3.00

48

Grounding

Grounding - Small Passenger Vessels

2.98

38

Contact

Contact - Recreational Vessels with Navigation Buoy

2.94

33

Contact

Contact - Tanker with Navigation Buoy

2.91

30

Contact

Contact - Small Passenger Vessel with Non- Project Infrastructure

2.74

31

Contact

Contact - Small Commercial / Port Services Vessel with Non- Project Infrastructure

2.53

42

Contact

Contact - Small Passenger Vessels with LNGC at anchor

2.44

26

Contact

Contact - Recreational Vessels with Project Infrastructure

2.42

37

Contact

Contact - Small Commercial / Port Services Vessels with Navigation Buoy

2.34

44

Contact

Contact - Recreational Vessels with LNGC at anchor

2.08

24

Contact

Contact - Small Passenger Vessels with Project Infrastructure

2.06

43

Contact

Contact - Small Commercial / Port Services Vessels with LNGC at anchor

1.75

53

Mooring Incident

Mooring Incident / Breakout - Small Commercial / Port Services Vessels

1.53

40

Contact

Contact - Project Vessel with LNGC at anchor

4.35

28

Contact

Contact - Project Vessel with Non- Project Infrastructure

4.28

19

Collision

Collision - Small Commercial / Port Services Vessel ICW Recreational Vessel

4.18

23

Contact

Contact - Large Commercial / Dry Cargo Vessels with Project Infrastructure

4.13

41

Contact

Contact - Large Commercial / Dry Cargo Vessels with LNGC at anchor

4.13

6

Collision

Collision - Tanker ICW Recreational Vessel

4.09

10

Collision

Collision - Project Vessel ICW Recreational Vessel

4.09

52

Mooring Incident

Mooring Incident / Breakout - Project Vessel

4.1

7

Collision

Collision - Project Vessel ICW Large Commercial / Dry Cargo Vessel

4.04

5

Collision

Collision - Tanker ICW Small Commercial / Port Services Vessel

4.03

51

Foundering

Foundering / Swamping - Project Vessel

3.98

4

Collision

Collision - Tanker ICW Small Passenger Vessel

3.94

13

Collision

Collision - Large Commercial / Dry Cargo Vessel ICW Small Commercial / Port Services Vessel

3.84

16

Collision

Collision - Small Passenger Vessel ICW Small Commercial / Port Services Vessel

3.84

3

Collision

Collision - Tanker ICW Large Commercial / Dry Cargo Vessel

3.82

20

Collision

Collision - Recreational Vessel ICW Recreational Vessel

3.81

12

Collision

Collision - Large Commercial / Dry Cargo vessel ICW Small Passenger Vessel

3.81

56

Fire / Explosion

Fire /Explosion - Project Vessel

3.74

32

Contact

Contact - Recreational Vessels with Non- Project Infrastructure

3.70

17

Collision

Collision - Small Passenger Vessel ICW Recreational Vessel

3.60

54

Tug Girting

Tug Girting / Towing Incident

3.60

34

Contact

Contact - Project Vessel with Navigation Buoy

3.54
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Average risk scores by vessel and hazard categories are analysed in Figure 8-2. All overall vessel
categories were scored as low in the baseline assessment with the exception of ‘Project Vessel’ with
an average risk score of 4.26 ALARP, driven by the hazard ‘Contact project Infrastructure: Project
Vessel’. The lowest scoring overall vessel categories were ‘Small Passenger Vessel’ and ‘Small
Commercial / Port Services Vessel’ with an average risk score of 3.29, driven primarily by low transit
frequency in the vicinity of the project infrastructure and low hazard consequences respectively.
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Figure 8-2: Baseline Assessment Risk Scores by Vessel and Hazard Category
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POSSIBLE ADDITIONAL RISK CONTROL MEASURES

A number of possible additional risk control measures were identified, informed by stakeholder
consultation, design analysis and the conclusions of the 2020 NRA. A review of the efficacy of the risk
control measures proposed in 2020 was undertaken, in light of Project revisions and, where applicable,
recommendations for their implementation have been made.
In total, 27 possible additional mitigation measures were identified as listed in Table 11 and explained
in detail in paragraphs 9.1 to 9.27 below. The hazards to which additional risk control measures apply
and their effectiveness are shown in Table 12.
Table 11 Possible Additional Mitigation Measures
ID

Risk Control Measure

Description

1

Update SMS

SFPC Safety Management System to be updated.

2

Towage Procedures

Produce LNG Towage Operating Procedures.

3

Emergency Plans

Local / Port emergency plans updated to reflect LNG terminal.

4

Update Navigation Chart

Jetty, FSRU and Control Zone to be marked on chart.

5

Corporate
Communications

Stakeholder, Corporate and Operational Communications will need to be
regular and proactive.

6

Operational
Communications

Communications between the pilot, the cutter, the tugs, mooring
gangs/boats and the terminal staff.

7

Marine Operating
Thresholds

A set of LNG operating thresholds will need to be produced.

8

Fire Fighting

Apply SIGTTO and SEVESO standards for fire-fighting provision.

9

Jetty Security

An ISPS plan will need to be produced by the operator.

10

Development of LNGC
Passage Plan

Development an optimum track for LNGC transits.

11

Arrival Preconditions

An LNGC should not enter unless the preconditions are met.

12

Additional Simulations

Additional ship to ship berthing, estuary and pilot station simulator
sessions.

13

Use of Appropriate Tugs

Tug design will be agreed and licensed by SFPC.

14

Mobile Control Zone

A control zone around an LNGC underway is recommended.

15

Static Control Zone

A static control zone around berthed LNG ships is recommended.

16

FSRU Fendering

It is recommended that at least five ‘Yokohama’ and two “baby” stern and
bow fenders are rigged.

17

Daylight Berthing

It is recommended that berthing and unberthing initially be limited to
daylight hours only.

18

Load Cells on Mooring
Equipment

Consideration should be given to utilising load cells on the jetty mooring
systems.
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ID

Risk Control Measure

Description

19

Use of Centimetric PPU for
Berthing

A Doppler docking system or PPU be fitted to allow berthing of the LNGC’s
outboard of the FSRU.

20

Annual Review of
Operating Limits and
Mitigations

It is recommended that this NRA, the mitigating measures and the
operating procedures are annually reviewed.

21

Schedule Deconfliction

It is recommended that an LNGC or FSRU arrival / departure does not
conflict with other large commercial estuary arrivals.

22

Restrict Anchoring in
Vicinity of Cables

It is recommended that SFPC formalise the prohibition of anchoring near
the Moneypoint submarine cables.

23

48 Hour Weather Forecast

A bespoke Shannon LNG 48-hour weather forecast service is implemented
to allow suitable operational cargo planning and if necessary enough time
for the LNGC to cease working cargo, detach and sail to anchor.

24

LNGC Operational
Discharge Plan

The LNGC discharge plan is such that, if required, the vessel can be
configured to a safe condition to allow it to sail to anchor within the 48
hour weather notice period.

25

LNGC Anchorage
Designated and Kept Free

An LNGC anchorage is assessed and nominated by SFPC. When an LNGC is
in port this anchorage will be kept free.

26

LNGC Notice for Sea at
Anchor

It is recommended that further mitigations for the LNGC at anchor are
considered by SFPC.

27

LNGC At Anchor Support
Tug

Consideration be given to nominating a tug to standby the LNGC at anchor
during a storm event.

9.1

MITIGATION 1 - UPDATE SAFETY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

The SFPC Safety Management System (SMS) will need to be formally reviewed and updated to reflect
the implemented changes to the port procedures as a result of the operation of the LNG project.

9.2

MITIGATION 2 - LNG TOWAGE AND OPERATION PROCEDURES

The procedures for LNG towage will need to be written and as a minimum, should examine the
following areas:
•

•

Define the number, capability and roles of each tug for:
o

Active escort;

o

Berthing;

o

Unberthing; and

o

Underway escort during cargo discharge.

Communications protocols;
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The firefighting capabilities required of each vessel – as a minimum equipped to FiFi 1 Class
standard12;

•

Where and when each individual tug is to be made fast;

•

What connecting up procedures are to be used;

•

Set the operating, seakeeping and weather limitations for tugs;

•

Describe emergency procedures underway and alongside;

•

The tugs role in enforcing the control zones both underway and alongside;

•

Set the levels of equipment and vessel redundancy needed to achieve required the towage
provision;

•

Determine the notice period to activate the standby tug and the second standby tug to
support the FSRU in poor weather; and

•

The berth, support infrastructure and maintenance arrangements for the tugs and compliance
with the requirements for the Maritime Labour Convention for the crew.

9.3

MITIGATION 3 - UPDATE EMERGENCY PLANS

The Irish national, regional, local and port emergency plans will need to be updated to reflect the
existence of the LNG terminal.

9.4

MITIGATION 4 - MARK STATIC CONTROL ZONE ON NAVIGATION CHART

The existence of the new jetty, the permanent presence of the FSRU and the 150m static control zone
will need to be adopted and shown on the navigational chart, initially as a Notice to Mariners but in
due course as a formal update to the chart and as a Byelaw.

9.5

MITIGATION 5 - CORPORATE COMMUNICATIONS

SFPC stakeholder communications will need to continue to be regular, proactive and positive and
should offer a forum for feedback and suggestions from the public. It is suggested that an estuary
stakeholders’ group, meeting regularly and independently chaired is the best vehicle for this. Similarly,
operational communications in the form of Notices to Mariners, daily publication of shipping

12

The class notation FiFi I means that the vessel is to be equipped with minimum 2 fire monitors, able to throw water to a minimum distance

of 120 meters from the vessel and to a height of minimum 45 meters. The monitors are to be remote controlled from the wheelhouse. FiFi
I Systems are normally installed on Escort tugs or Fire-fighting vessels.
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movements, public availability of LNG operating parameters and other operational messages will need
to be widely available, published online and updated regularly.

9.6

MITIGATION 6 - OPERATIONAL COMMUNICATIONS

The efficiency of the “tactical” level communications, estuary wide to as well as within the LNG
terminal is of clear importance, in particular during ship to ship berthing and cargo transfer. The
communications between the pilot, the cutter, the tugs, mooring gangs/boats and the terminal staff
including the berthing master must be effective, intrinsically safe and reliable.

9.7

MITIGATION 7 - DEFINE MARINE OPERATING THRESHOLDS

Separate from the detailed technical LNG operating manuals that will be required to safely run the
terminal, SFPC will also need to produce, benchmark, review and agree a set of LNG operating
thresholds including wind limits and subsequent actions. The example quoted by Moffatt and Nicol13
in Figure 9-1 is a useful starting point and the final limits should be formally reviewed on a regular
basis.

Figure 9-1 Typical LNG Operating Wind Conditions (Moffatt and Nichol)

13

Moffatt and Nichol NFE Berthing and Mooring Analysis Page 14.
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MITIGATION 8 - FIREFIGHTING MEASURES

The rigorous standards dictated by SIGTTO and SEVESO for the levels, capability and quality of shore
and afloat fire-fighting provision must be met for the LNG terminal.

9.9

MITIGATION 9 - JETTY SECURITY MEASURES

The Shannon Estuary Security Authority will need to review and approve the operators’ proposed ISPS
security plan for the addition of LNG operations at Ardmore Point. This will include all of the measures
necessary to keep the LNG terminal secure.

9.10

MITIGATION 10 - LNGC PASSAGE PLAN

The development of an SFPC agreed optimum track for LNGC and FSRU transits through the estuary,
including the expected boarding point, possible abort points and contingency plans is recommended.
Once approved, this standing passage plan should be incorporated into the Master Pilot Exchange as
well as into the Shannon Pilots PPUs and should be widely published on the SFPC website, by NTM
and in hard copy. In real time, the progress of the LNGC against this pre-agreed track can be monitored
by radar / AIS / PPU by a second pilot from ashore to provide assistance.

9.11

MITIGATION 11 - ARRIVAL PRECONDITIONS

It is recommended that the LNGC or FRSU will not be permitted to enter port14 unless all of the
following conditions are met:
•

All LNG vessels shall be under the control of a licensed Shannon Estuary pilot when in transit
to and from the designated pilot boarding station and the Shannon LNG facility;

•

Actual wind conditions at the berth are “not exceeding 25 knots from any direction;”

•

One “escort” capable tug is made fast (normally centre lead aft) to an arriving LNGC at or in
the vicinity of the pilot station;

•

A second “escort” capable tug is in attendance ahead of the vessel;

•

The LNG berth / FSRU has reported that it is ready for the LNGC to come alongside;

•

Suitable vessels and arrangements are made to make the moving “Control Zone” (see
mitigation number 14) enforceable. This would normally require a vessel stationed ahead of

14

For the purposes of this NRA, entering Port is taken to be passing the point of no return to the narrows at the Kilcredaun and Tail of Beal

Bar Buoys.
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the LNGC which has a sufficient reserve of speed so as to be able to intercept a potential
transgressor vessel before it broke the control zone limits. The Master of this vessel would
also need to have the delegated powers of the Shannon Harbour Master so as to be able to
issue ‘Special Directions’ with sufficient legal authority to enforce the control zone; and
•

There is at least a 48 hour “weather window” where wind speeds are not forecast to exceed
an agreed threshold speed. Also see Mitigations 23 to 25 below.

9.12

MITIGATION 12 - ADDITIONAL BERTHING SIMULATIONS

It is 12 years since the last set of LNG simulations were conducted at the NMCI (2009). It is recognised
that navigation in the estuary has not changed significantly and that the LNGCs can be considered to
be largely similar in size and handling characteristics to some other ships that are regularly using the
estuary. The following recommendations are made with regard to simulation:
•

Simulator sessions are conducted with Shannon Pilots, tug and berthing masters to
allow these personnel to gain better familiarity with ship-to-ship berthing. The 2021
project update has introduced the possibility of a mismatch in vessel sizes alongside
the LNG terminal in Shannon. The FSRU, at a maximum capacity of 180,000m3 and
therefore likely to be up to 300m in length overall could potentially be
accommodating a Q-MAX size vessel at 345m as an LNGC outboard. At the time of
writing the 2021 update to the Mooring and Berthing documentation from Moffat
and Nichol was not available for reference but this mismatch, however unlikely given
the scarcity of Q-Max size vessels, will need careful further and detailed scrutiny in
terms of berthing stability, the lead of lines, fendering and finally, in simulation with
Shannon Pilots;

•

The use of Pilot station Number 2 as a boarding point for all LNGC ships, including the
Q-Max sized vessels, should be examined and approved by Shannon Pilots in
simulation. In particular, confirmation is required that there is sufficient sea room for
a vessel of this size to safely abort its approach track to the Kilredaun Narrows should
the pilot not be able to board; and

•

A visit by the Shannon pilots and tug masters to a sister LNG port, and in particular
one that uses an FSRU would reap significant familiarisation benefits for the berthing
techniques used.
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MITIGATION 13 - USE APPROPRIATE TUGS

The specification of the tug design will be agreed with the LNG Operator and licensed by SFPC. This
will be guided by best practice, informed by the stipulations of Mitigation 2 and the tender for the
licence written accordingly. It is suggested that:
•

At least 2 of the 4 intended tugs should be “escort notated”. Escort tugs employed in the
“active” role should be designed such that they are capable speeds of approximately 1.5 times
the LNGC approach speed, thus allowing them to work at wide angles to the LNGC heading;

•

Tugs of wide beam and low towing points will prevent excessive heel angles developing;

•

Dynamic winches are also considered important so that higher bollard pulls may be safely
deployed in relatively high wave heights;

•

Fender systems should be designed to avoid point loadings above the maximum t/m2
specified for LNG carriers;

•

Towline configuration - The use of quick connection units and LNGC dedicated towing points
should be considered;

•

Freewheel/quick release facilities for winches which increase safety as they allow a tug to
release high load if required. Such facilities also assist when connecting up and when the tug
is dropping into position;

•

The berthing, maintenance and support arrangements for the tugs is anticipated that the
vessels will be permanently stationed at a purpose-built facility as part of the LNG jetty as
shown in Figure 9-3 in order to meet the service notice requirements.

9.14

MITIGATION 14 - MOBILE CONTROL ZONE

While underway, best practice indicates that a moving control zone of 1 nautical mile ahead, 150m
abeam and 0.5nm astern tethered to the LNGC and from which all other vessels are excluded is safe,
and enforceable. It also offers the least level of impact on other estuary users while remaining in
keeping with known commercial vessel bridge visibility shadow distances and expected LNGC
manoeuvrability limitations. The geometry and swept path of this moving zone is shown in Figure 9-2.
In terms of enforcement of this zone underway, it is expected that, initially, the control zone will be
enacted as a Shannon Harbour Master’s ‘Special Direction’ for each vessel movement and supported
by a widely published rolling Notice to Mariners, VHF broadcast and a website notification. In time
and if required for longer term legal status, the control zone protocols may be formally adopted as a
SFPC Byelaw.
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Figure 9-2: Mobile LNGC Control Zone

9.15

MITIGATION 15 - STATIC CONTROL ZONE

SIGTTO recommends that the dimensions and shape of any control zone around an LNG ship should
be determined in the context of the specific conditions of a port and allow a degree of latitude for the
port authority to implement a pragmatic and workable solution. Industry best practice for a control
zone around a stationary LNGC normally requires a 150m distance and it is expected that this will be
permanently applied around the FSRU in Shannon and when present, the LNGC as shown in Figure
9-3.
Whenever an LNGC is alongside the FSRU, it is intended that one tug will always be on station,
underway near the jetty and ready for immediate use; its primary function will be to provide seaward
element to the terminals fire-fighting capabilities during discharge but also to police the static control
zone around the berthed LNGC. Enforcement using this tug would ensure that commercial and other
leisure craft keep clear thereby reducing the risk of contact. This could be achieved using a Shannon
Harbour Masters ‘Special Direction’ for each LNGC period alongside and supported by a widely
published rolling Notice to Mariners, VHF broadcast and a website notification. In time and if required
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for longer term legal status, the control zone protocol may be formally adopted as a SFPC Byelaw. A
second tug will be at 30 minutes’ notice and the third and fourth tugs will be at 2 hours’ notice.
When the FSRU is alongside on its own, it is expected that there will be one tug available at the berth,
tied alongside but manned and available for immediate use with a second tug at 30 minutes’ notice.
The third and fourth tugs will be at 2 hours’ notice.

Figure 9-3: FSRU Static Control Zone

9.16

MITIGATION 16 – REVIEW OF FSRU FENDERING REQUIREMENTS

In any circumstances the arrangements for fendering two large ship alongside each other will always
require careful attention and the application of sensible seamanlike precautions will always want to
err on the side of caution when it comes to the provision of fendering. It is recommended that the
present proposal to use 4 large Yokohama fenders for ship-to-ship berthing is enhanced to require a
minimum of least five fenders are rigged in a string, three aft of the midships LNG cargo manifold and
the remaining two forward as shown in Figure 9-4.
It is also recommended that there are also two ‘baby’ fenders suspended on the upper fore and aft
limits of the parallel mid-body of the FSRU.
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In normal circumstances it would be expected that the pilot would always make the final berthing
approach such that the LNGC is perfectly parallel to the FSRU and then the fendering will comfortably
absorb any berthing pressures between the vessels.

As shown in Figure 9-5, however, very

occasionally this does not happen, despite best endeavours, and on these occasions, it is the function
of the fenders to absorb the closing momentum between the ships without the hulls coming into
contact.

Figure 9-4 Typical Ship to Ship Fender String

Figure 9-5: Ship to Ship Oblique Approach - Courtesy New Fortress Energy
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MITIGATION 17 - FSRU DAYLIGHT BERTHING

It is recommended that, until sufficient experience of berthing the LNGC alongside the FSRU is gained
by the Shannon Pilots, the tug crews and the berthing masters, that berthing and unberthing be
limited to daylight hours only. Unberthing by night can take place once each class / type of vessel has
unberthed in daylight and has been approved for night unberthing by the SFPC HM. These restrictions
should be reviewed and risk assessed periodically.

9.18

MITIGATION 18 - LOAD CELLS ON MOORING EQUIPMENT

SIGTTO and best practice from other LNG ports recommends that load cells are fitted to the jetty
mooring systems and to the FSRU. This will allow continuous and remote monitoring of the loading
placed on the FSRU lines; SFPC is recommended to encourage its provision. If practical, it is
recommended that a similar temporary system could be used on the lines between the FSRU and the
LNGC.

9.19

MITIGATION 19 - USE OF CENTIMETRIC PPU FOR BERTHING

It was initially proposed to use a fixed docking system to assist the pilots in situational awareness in
the critical final stages of berthing a ship alongside the LNG jetty. The addition of the FSRU to the
project has rendered the fixed docking system redundant when berthing an LNGC alongside the FSRU
(as it will not be able to “see” through the FSRU). Therefore, it is recommended that the provision of
a mobile docking system be investigated or alternatively, the acquisition of a highly accurate
centimetric level PPU which would provide the level of accuracy required to assist the pilot in the final
stages of berthing alongside the FSRU.

9.20

MITIGATION 20 - ANNUAL REVIEW OF OPERATING LIMITS AND MITIGATIONS

SFPC corporate experience with operating vessels to and from the LNG terminal will rapidly grow and
it is recommended that this NRA, the mitigating measures, and the operating procedures are formally
reviewed at least annually to ensure their relevance.

9.21

MITIGATION 21 - SCHEDULE DECONFLICTION

Traffic analysis has shown that in shipping number terms, the Shannon Estuary is relatively quiet. This
allows SFPC the latitude to stipulate that LNGC or FSRU arrivals / departures do not coincide
geographically or temporally with other large commercial shipping movements. If implemented, this
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mitigation measure significantly reduces the overall collision, contact and grounding risk profile of LNG
activity. Accordingly, it recommended that SFPC enact a regime whereby the LNGC /FSRU movements
are separated to ensure that these vessels are the only large commercial vessel underway within a
defined geographical area at any given time.

9.22

MITIGATION 22 - RESTRICT ANCHORING IN VICINITY OF CABLES

It is recommended that SFPC formalise the prohibition of anchoring near the subsea cables that are
laid east of the Moneypoint terminal and that this restriction be shown on the navigational chart.
While all Shannon Pilots already recognise the restriction, it is felt that the formalisation of this
measure might reduce the possibility of an inadvertent snagging and / or damaging of one the cables
by an LNGC vessels anchor.

9.23

MITIGATION 23 - 48 HOUR SHANNON LNG SPECIFIC WEATHER FORECAST

Notwithstanding the increased 70 knot limitation of the LNG jetty to allow the FSRU to remain
alongside for longer periods and in stronger winds, the LNGC will be required to stop transferring cargo
and to sail at a relatively lower threshold wind speed (as discussed in Mitigation 7) and this will require
a formalised planning and execution process. The key ingredient will be an accurate, detailed rolling
48 hour weather forecast service specifically focused on the Shannon LNG jetty which the operator
can use to plan cargo operations and if necessary, times of sailing for the LNGC to proceed to the
safety of an anchorage.

9.24

MITIGATION 24 - LNGC OPERATIONAL DISCHARGE PLAN

The detailed weather forecast will allow the operator to produce a cargo discharge plan for the LNGC
such that, in the event of a forecast storm event, the vessel can be configured into a safe condition in
time to allow her to sail to anchor and safely remain there until the storm has passed.

9.25

MITIGATION 25 - LNGC ANCHORAGE DESIGNATED AND KEPT FREE

SFPC will need to identify, risk assess and formally designate an anchorage that is suitable for use by
an LNGC as a storm refuge. Then, as a part of the pre-arrival conditions, the LNGC anchorage will need
to be kept free or be made available as a priority to the LNGC within the sailing notice limitations.
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MITIGATION 27 - LNGC TUG STANDBY

It is recommended that, in the event that an LNGC is required to go to anchor as a storm refuge,
consideration is given to providing a tug to standby to provide assistance to the LNGC. It is recognised
that this measure might conflict with the support role to the FSRU alongside envisaged for the LNG
tugs and that this decision will inevitably be guided by the immediate operational circumstances – for
e.g. the differing sizes of each vessel.

9.27

MITIGATION 26 - LNGC AT ANCHOR - NOTICE FOR SEA

In the event an LNGC is required to go to anchor to ride out a storm event, it is recommended that
SFPC consider mandating further notice for sea conditions such as:
1. The vessels bridge and engine rooms are manned or are at immediate notice.
2. Ships engines are ready for immediate start.
3. A second anchor is ready to let go.

10

MITIGATION MEASURE EFFECTIVENESS

An assessment of the effectiveness of the proposed mitigation measures against the 15 top ranked
hazards is at Table 12. This clearly demonstrates that correctly applied, the proposed mitigation
measures are assessed to reduce the baseline risk by nearly 20% or over, for 12 of the 15 top hazards.
As expected, even with the project design update the most significant risk reduction is for “Contact Project Vessel with Project Infrastructure,” “Collision - Tanker ICW Project Vessel (FSRU or LNGC)” and
“Collision - Small Commercial / Port Services Vessel ICW Recreational Vessel” with a reduction of over
30% for each hazard. In terms of individual mitigation measures and their effectiveness the most
commonly applied and the most effective measures can be grouped into 4 separate categories:
communication, harbour authority good practice, operational procedures and schedule deconfliction.
•

Communication – “Corporate Communications” and “Operational Communications” are
applied to every one of the top 12 hazards except one;

•

Harbour Authority Good Practice – “Update SMS” and “Annual Review of NRA and Mitigation
Measures” are applied to every one of the top 12 hazards;

•

Operational Procedures – Mitigation measures number 10 to 14 which all apply to the
handling of an LNGC while underway are the next most commonly applied. Similarly,
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mitigation measures 23 to 27 which address operational procedures for managing the LNGC
during severe weather; and
•

Schedule Deconfliction – the ability and space allowed to SFPC to physically separate the LNGC
from other large commercial vessels by way of schedule deconfliction is the single most
effective mitigation measure; self-evidently reducing the chance of primary collision or second
order, event-chain grounding or collisions caused by other vessel avoiding the LNG ships.

It is worth restating that the baseline risk score for all hazards was already “ALARP” but the application
of the proposed mitigation measures reduces all but one of the those hazards to a “Low” level
indicating that the proposed LNG project in the Shannon Estuary, with the mitigation measures
recommended in this NRA applied, is safe to operate from a navigational sense.
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Table12:AdditionalRiskControlEffectiveness–Top15HazardsScoringALARPinBaselineAssessment

Contact - Project Vessel with LNGC at Anchor
Contact - Project Vessel with Non- Project
Infrastructure
Collision - Small Commercial / Port Services Vessel
ICW Recreational Vessel
Contact - Large Commercial / Dry Cargo Vessels
with Project Infrastructure
Contact - Large Commercial / Dry Cargo Vessels
with LNGC at Anchor

Discharge Plan

Annual Review

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

4.35

2.13

33%

5.16

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

3.65

1.51

29%

4.64

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

3.1

1.54

33%

4.50

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

3.5

1

22%

4.46

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

3.53

0.93

21%

4.35

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

4.00

0.35

8%

4.28

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

3.4

0.75

21%

4.18

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

2.88

1.3

31%

4.13

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

3.38

0.34

8%

4.13

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

3.78

0.35

8%

LNGC at Anchor Tug

13

LNGC Notice for Sea

12

Anchorage Designated

11

48-hour weather Forecast

10

Restrict Anchoring Near Cables

9

Shipping Schedule Deconfliction

8

Use of Centimetric PPU

7

Load Cells on Mooring Equipment

6

FSU Daylight Berthing

5

Review of FSU Fendering

4

Static Control Zone

3

Mobile Control Zone

2

Use Appropriate LNG Tugs

1

Additional Simulations

6.48

Arrival Preconditions

Effectiveness

41

ICW Recreational Vessel

Reduction

23

Collision - Large Commercial / Dry Cargo Vessel

Residual Score

19

Vessel

Jetty Security Measures

28

Collision - Project Vessel ICW Small Passenger

Firefighting Measures

40

LNGC)

Define Operating Thresholds

14

Collision - Tanker ICW Project Vessel (FSRU or

Operational Communications

8

Port Services Vessel

Corporate Communications

2

Collision - Project Vessel ICW Small Commercial /

Mark on Navigation Chart

9

Update Emergency Plans

Contact - Project Vessel with Project Infrastructure

Towage Procedures

22

Update SMS

Hazard Title

Baseline Risk

ID

LNGC Passage Plan

Risk Controls Applied (Blue = Yes)

6

Collision - Tanker ICW Recreational Vessel

4.09

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

3.25

0.84

21%

10

Collision - Project Vessel ICW Recreational Vessel

4.09

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

3.10

0.98

24%

52

Mooring Incident / Breakout - Project Vessel

4.1

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

2.58

1.52

37%

4.04

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

3.01

1.03

25%

4.03

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

3.29

0.74

18%

7

5

Collision - Project Vessel ICW Large Commercial /
Dry Cargo Vessel
Collision - Tanker ICW Small Commercial / Port
Services Vessel
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CONCLUSION

The assessment of navigational risk as a result of the presence of the LNG Project at Ardmore Point,
including project design changes since the original 2008 and the 2020 NRAs alongside the baseline
navigation profile, has concluded that the Project is acceptable in terms of navigational risk and should
have minimal impact on the existing navigational risk profile, assuming compliance with embedded
and implementation of proposed mitigation measures.
The project design continues to evolve and, in an effort to reduce the footprint of the project ashore,
the FSU has been changed to an FSRU since the 2020 NRA. Additionally, the developer has responded
to the recommendations of the 2020 NRA by spending considerable effort to uprate the design of the
LNG jetty and FRSU to increase in the wind limitation threshold 60 knots to 70 knots.

11.1

RECOMMENDATIONS

In the time since the original 2008 NRA, a number of proposed mitigations have already been adopted
by SFPC and embedded into the fabric of the operating procedures or the layout of the estuary, all of
which have served to reduce the overall baseline navigational risk.
The 2021 NRA update revisited the data and conclusions of the 2020 NRA including stakeholder
consultation and confirmed that 22 of the 23 possible additional mitigation measures in the 2020 NRA
remain relevant. The only additional mitigation from the 2020 NRA to be dropped was number 23
which strongly recommended additional measures, and specifically storm wires were used to
accommodate 60-knot wind loading for the 2020 jetty design. This measure was removed from the
2021 NRA after the developer uprated the design of the jetty and the FSRU alongside to 70-knot wind
speeds.
The 2021 NRA update identified 5 additional mitigation measures chiefly aimed at addressing the
safety of an LNGC during a potential storm event, which would be required to stop working cargo and
sail to anchorage.
In terms of the greatest risks, the 2021 NRA update continued to assess “Contact - Project Vessel with
Project Infrastructure” as the top risk although the residual mitigated score still remains firmly in the
lower end of the ALARP range.
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Two new risks emerged as number 2 and 3 in the list, both addressing the very unlikely but the high
consequence of a contact between a vessel and the LNGC once it had proceeded to anchor in advance
of a storm event. Again, both risks were in the Low range.
It is recommended that SFPC give detailed consideration to the implementation of each of the 27
additional mitigation measures and especially those that apply to 6 hazards that scored in the ALARP
range in the baseline (unmitigated) assessment.
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NRA Methodology
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RISK ASSESSMENT METHODOLOGY
The Navigation risk assessment methodology was based on the Formal Safety Assessment
methodology as adopted by IMO. Marico Marine uses a form of risk assessment that has been
specifically adapted for navigational use. It is unique to Marico and is fundamentally based on
concepts of “Most Likely” and “Worst Credible”, which reflect the range of outcomes arising from a
shipping accident.

Formal Safety Assessment Risk Assessment Process.
IMO Guidelines define a hazard as “something with the potential to cause harm, loss or injury”, the
realisation of which results in an accident. The potential for a hazard to be realised can be combined
with an estimate or known consequence of outcome. This combination is termed “risk”. Risk is
therefore a measure of the frequency and consequence of a particular hazard. One way to compare
risk levels is to use a matrix approach as illustrated below. At the lowest end of the scale, frequency
is extremely remote and consequence insignificant such that a risk can be said to be negligible. At the
high end, where hazards are defined as frequent and the consequence catastrophic, then risk is
termed intolerable. Between the two lies an area known “As Low As Reasonably Practicable” (ALARP).
The IMO guidelines allow the selection of definitions of frequency and consequence to be made by
the organisation carrying out the risk assessment. This is important, as it allows risk to be applied in
a qualitative and comparative way. To identify high risk levels in a purely mathematically quantitative
way would require a large volume of casualty data, which is rarely available in the maritime context.
ALARP can be accepted as being “Tolerable”, if the further reduction of the risk is impracticable, or if
the cost of such reduction would obviously be highly disproportionate to the improvement. It can also
be considered “Tolerable”, if the cost of reducing the risk is greater than any improvement gained.
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Frequency / Consequence Chart.

Vessel types were assessed and were subdivided into categories befitting vessel operations within the
Shannon Estuary. The resultant vessel categories are identified below.
Vessel Categories
Category

Description

Commercial
Tankers

Including product tankers, crude oil tankers, gas carriers (not associated
with the project).

Large Commercial & Including general cargo, containers, non-liquid bulk carriers, cruise ships.
Dry Cargo Vessels
Project Vessels

LNGCs / FSRU

Passenger Vessels

Ferries, dolphin watch / excursion vessels up to 100 Pax.

Other
Small Commercial /

Including tugs, pilot boats, workboats, ports vessels and fishing vessels.

Port Services Vessels
Recreational Vessels

Sailing yachts, motor yachts, sailing dinghies, Rigid Inflatable Boats (RIB),
Personal Watercraft (PWC) etc.
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The identified vessel categories were then combined with accident categories to establish hazards for
assessment. The hazard categories identified as relevant to this study, and the number of resultant
individual assessed hazard categories are as follows:
Hazard Categories
Ref

Hazard
Category

Hazard Detail

Comments

Individual
Assessed
Hazards

1

Collision

All Vessel Types

Two or more vessels impact each other
whilst manoeuvring.

20

2

Contact

Non- Project
Infrastructure

One or more vessels contacts a berth,
pier or jetty.

6

Project
Infrastructure

One or more vessels contacts a
stationary / berthed vessel. Also known
as striking.

6

LNGC at Anchor

One or more vessels contacts LNGC at
anchor.

6

Navigation Buoy

One or more vessels contacts a
navigation buoy.
Also known as
striking.

6

3

Grounding

All Vessel Types

A vessel unintentionally contacts the
seabed.

6

4

Foundering /

Project Vessels

A vessel fills with water for any reason
including
capsize,
and
when
overwhelmed, sinks.

1

Project Vessels

FSRU breaks away from jetty. A vessel
ranges (moves excessively) whilst
alongside the berth or when one or
more mooring lines fail resulting in the
vessel unintentionally breaking away
from its moored position.

2

Project Vessels

A cable is snagged by a project vessel’s
anchor.

1

Project Vessels

A fire breaks out on berthed FSRU or
LNG supply vessel.

1

Project Tugs

A tug girts while project vessel is under
tow.

1

Swamping
5

Mooring /
Breakout

6

Cable
Snagging

7

Fire /
Explosion

8

Tug Girting

Each hazard was reviewed with respect to cause and “Most Likely” and “Worst Credible” outcome for
risk assessment in terms of frequency and consequence.
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Assessment of Consequence
Using the assessed notional frequency for the “most likely” and “worst credible” scenarios for each
hazard, an assessment was made for the consequences to people, property, environment and
business, using the criteria outlined below.
Consequence Criteria.
Cat
1

People

Property

Environment

Business

Negligible

Negligible

Negligible

Negligible

Possible very
minor injury
(e.g. bruising)

Costs <10k

No effect of note. Tier1 may be
declared
but
criteria
not
necessarily met
Costs <10k

2

Minor

Minor

Minor

Minor

(single minor
injury)

Minor damage

Tier 1 – Tier 2 criteria reached.

Costs 10k –100k

Small operational (oil) spill with
little effect on environmental
amenity

Bad local publicity
and/or short-term loss
of revenue

CEAS Site warning
Costs 10K–100k
3

Moderate

Moderate

Moderate

Moderate

Multiple minor
or single major
injury

Moderate damage

Tier 2 spill criteria reached but
capable of being limited to
immediate area within site

Bad
widespread
publicity Temporary
suspension
of
operations
or
prolonged restrictions

Costs 100k - 1M

COMAH site evacuation
Costs 100k -1M
4

Major

Major

Major

Major

Multiple major
injuries or single
fatality

Major damage

Tier 3 criteria reached with
pollution
requiring
national
support.

National
publicity,
Temporary closure

Costs 1M -10M

Chemical spillage or small gas
release
COMAH local evacuation
Costs 1M - 10M
5

Catastrophic

Catastrophic

Catastrophic

Multiple
fatalities

Catastrophic
damage

Tier 3 oil spill criteria
International support
Widespread
contamination. Serious
or gas release.

reached.
required.
shoreline
chemical

Significant
threat
environmental amenity.

to

Costs >10M

Catastrophic
International media
publicity. Operations
and revenue seriously
disrupted for more
than two days. Ensuing
loss of revenue.

COMAH major area evacuation
Costs >10M
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Note that the Oil Pollution Preparedness, Response Co-operation Convention15 defines the following
response levels for oil spills in Ireland:
•

Tier 1 Local (within the capability of the operator on site): A Tier 1 response is the
lowest response level and requires resources to be available locally. Depending on
the characteristics of the oil this may or may not include the use of dispersants. By
definition these resources must be at or near the incident site. It is expected that
these resources will be deployed as quickly as operational circumstances allow.

•

Tier 2 Regional (beyond the in-house capability of the operator): For larger pollution
incidents, local resources may be insufficient to deliver a proper response. In these
cases it may be that resources from a regional centre will be required. A key
component of IRCG offshore Tier 2 response is that operators are expected to have
this capability mobilised and applied within 2 to 6 hours of an oil pollution incident.

•

Tier 3 National (requiring national resources): For very large pollution incidents,
resources supplied from national and international sources may be required. A key
component of IRCG offshore Tier 3 response is that operators are expected to have
this capability mobilised and applied within 6 to 18 hours of an oil pollution incident.

The “Most Likely” and “Worst Credible” scenarios for each hazard, the probable consequences
associated with each were assessed in terms of damage to:
•

People - Personal injury, fatality etc.;

•

Property – including third party;

•

Environment - Oil pollution etc.; and

•

Business - Reputation, financial loss, public relations etc.

Assessment of Frequency
Frequencies were derived for notional hazard events in each case, using the frequency bands defined
below.
Frequency Criteria.

15

Scale

Description Definition

F1

Rare

An event that could happen or has happened beyond 100 years

F2

Unlikely

An event that could happen or has happened between 10 to 99 years.

F3

Possible

An event that could happen or has happened between 1 to 9 years.

F4

Likely

An event that could happen or has happened annually.

F5

Frequent

An event that could happen or has happened in 1 month.

The Merchant Shipping (Oil Pollution Preparedness, Response Co-operation Convention) Regulations 1998, Statutory Instrument 1998 No.

1056
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Once the frequency and consequence have been determined for the “Most Likely” and “Worst
Credible” scenarios, these scores are combined using a weighted average to produce a single numeric
value representing the final risk score for each hazard, between 0 (negligible) and 10 (high) as
indicated by the project risk matrix below.

Consequences

Project Risk Matrix.
Cat 5

5.1

5.9

7.0

8.3

10.0

Cat 4

4.1

4.9

5.9

7.4

9.4

Cat 3

2.9

3.5

4.4

5.9

8.3

Cat 2

1.5

1.8

2.4

3.5

5.9

Cat 1

0

0

0

0

0

Frequency

>100 years

10-99 years 1-9 years

Annually

Within 1
month

These scores are then assigned a risk band that indicates their acceptability. Hazard risk scores are
categorised as either negligible, low, As Low as Reasonably Practicable (ALARP), significant or high,
where ALARP represents a level of risk is neither acceptable nor unacceptable and for which further
investment of resources for risk reduction may or may not be justifiable – i.e. risks which fall within
the ALARP band should be reduced unless there is a disproportionate cost to the benefits obtained.
Navigation hazards with a risk score of significant or high are deemed unacceptable and, as such,
additional risk control measures must be implemented to reduce the risk to an acceptable level.
Risk bands
Matrix
Outcome

Risk Definition

Action Taken

0 – 1.99

Negligible Risk

A level where operational safety is unaffected.

2 -3.99

Low risk

A level where operational safety is assumed.

4 – 5.99

As Low As
Reasonably
Practicable (ALARP)

Neither acceptable or unacceptable. Consideration should
be given to the application of possible additional risk
controls where their implementation shows a marked
reduction in risk. Risk controls in place should be regularly
reviewed in the ensuing SMS.

6 – 7.99

Significant Risk

A level where existing risk control is automatically reviewed
and suggestions made where additional risk control could
be applied if appropriate. New risk controls identified
should be introduced within a timescale of two years.

8 - 10

High Risk

A level requiring immediate mitigation.
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Stakeholder Consultation Minutes
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Minutes of Meeting held on 26th May 2020 – Shannon Pilots
Client:
Project:
Venue:
Date of Meeting:
Present:

Shannon Foynes Port
Shannon LNG
Teleconference
Tuesday 26th May 2020, 15:00
Shannon Pilots (SP)
Marico Marine (MM)

Paul Brown (DF)
Rebecca Worbey (RW)
Shannon Foynes Port (SFP) Hugh Conlon (HC)
Item Notes for the Record
Actions
1 Introduction
PB introduced the project and changes that have occurred since the last NRA in
2008:
• FSU vessel alongside permanently
• Feeder ships delivering LNG at a rate of 1 feeder ship per week which will
remain alongside for approximately 24 hours arriving and departing on the
flood tide.
• Approximately 1,800 movements per year. LNG vessels will add
approximately 100 movements per year.
• Tugs planned to be based just inside the jetty, LNG development will have
its own towage facility.
2 Background to Stakeholder Operations
• Pilot operations unchanged since the 2008 NRA. The number of tugs and
pull capacity of the tugs to remain unchanged from the
previous risk assessment.
• 8 pilots in total with 6 pilots on duty at a time, 3 ‘inbound’ and 3 ‘outbound’
pilots. Only cover opposite direction from time to time.
• Pilot cutter is based at Kilrush.
• It takes approximately 1 hour to take a vessel to Tarbert from boarding
point.
• PPU’s – Pilots currently use Navicom Dynamics Channel Pilots and Wartsila
software which work well.
[In reference to proposed LNG vessel track plot]
• Points 4 and 5 just east of Ballybunnion Buoy is pilot boarding area 2. Pilots
will be looking for a lee to board the vessel.
o Plenty of room to board as 2 – 3 miles to the entrance of the
channel.
o Speed maintained through the narrows.
• Points 6 – 12 – estuary pilotage at 10 knots. Course is essentially straight
in fair weather, keeping Asdee Buoy on the starboard side.
• In contact with vessels using the anchorages at all times.
• Glencloosagh Bay anchorage is rarely used. Not used by pilots at all.
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Hazard Identification
• Definitely no pilot shortages as there are six pilots on at any one time so
there is always someone available to board.
• No issue with leading lights which are easily visible. Tail of Beal Bar buoy has
AIS.
• Due to the prevailing wind there are no issues with restricted visibility (it is
unusual).
• Narrow section between Beal Spit and Kilcredaun Point probably carries the
highest navigational risk due to risk of grounding.
o With both 3-4 knots of tide and wind behind you coming out of the
narrow section into the turn, this section needs to be carefully
navigated past Beal Spit.
o Flood tide generally 2.5 knots. Spring tide can be up to 5 knots in
this section of the estuary.
• Escort Tug to be made fast after pilot boarding.
• Next pinch point with grounding risk is at
Carrig / Rineanna shoals. Shouldn’t get close to Rineanna shoal as will be
coming down from full speed so will still have good steering.
• The additional tugs would be picked up at Rineanna Buoy and made fast by
North Carrig Buoy. After which start dropping speed.
• Plenty of room to swing on to berth south of the bridges. No reason to be in
the middle of the channel to make the turn. Predominant wind direction is west
/ southwest.
• Cables are present to the east of Ardmore Point with two further cables due
to be laid.
o SP are not sure what depth they were buried to. In case of need to
emergency anchor, would have to wait until the cables had been
passed.
o There shouldn’t be a need to use anchor with tugs attached.
Mitigation Measures
• The 2008 NRA says that remote pilotage wont be permitted, however, SP feel
that vessel equipment is much better now than in 2008 and that remote pilotage
should be considered as an option.
o Pilots currently use remote pilotage on Panamax vessels and
unloaded Cape size vessels to great effect in poor weather conditions
where pilotage transfer is unsafe at the outer pilot boarding areas.
• SP agree with 2008 NRA mitigation was that if wind exceeds 25 knots the
vessel doesn’t come in and vessel should wait at outside anchorage. As these are
large ships with a high freeboard, we feel that LNG carriers may set heavily in
windy conditions. Mooring at up to 25 knots should be achievable with four tugs.
• The escort tug attached astern no problem as long as they can comfortably
match the speed of the vessel. Additional tugs aid turning.
• Boarding closer to Ballybunnion Buoy would give longer to board and
ensure sufficient handling control before committing. Once through the
narrows there isn’t a turn point.
o At the time of the initial risk assessment it was deemed that we had
approximately 12 days of gale force wind per year. Judging by the past
few winters we have experienced, boarding/disembarking two miles
west of the Ballybunnion racon buoy would not be achievable a lot of the
time.
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SP recommend abort positions at Ballybunnion racon buoy and another east
of Doonaha Buoy.
• SP happy with the exclusion zone proposed in the 2008 NRA. The port is not
overly busy so it should not interfere with other river users.
• SP don’t think any additional marks are required to mark the berth given that
the pilots are using PPUs and already have good situation al awareness.
• SP wonder if the four fenders suggested by the Moffat and Nichol study are
enough.
o SP not certain on tidal pattern at Ardmore Point, but tides are
precarious across the estuary near Moneypoint.
• SP suggest running stern lines
• Doppler berthing system
• Daylight limitations should be enforced to start with until pilots have
reviewed handling of LNG vessels as they will not handle the same as bulkers.
LNG vessels should be more modern and more easily able to get up to speed.
• The pilots feel simulation training for berthing alongside a FSU would be
desirable.
• The pilots also feel that familiarisation with watching an LNG tanker berthing
and unberthing from an FSU in another LNG port would be important.
• Consideration could be given to getting a new pilot boat that has better sea
keeping abilities if remote pilotage is not an option.
Historical Incidents
• No buoy contacts have occurred to SP’s knowledge while a pilot has been on
board.
• Two vessels have taken out the Doonaha Buoy, however, they were smaller
vessels not under pilotage and they buoy has now been moved to a better
location.
• SP have experienced 1 mechanical failure in 11 years of piloting. In this
scenario they would go to anchor and wait for assistance.
Other
• There has been a reduction in the amount of commercial traffic
with Moneypoint and Tarbert electricity
• Generating stations operating at minimum output. Both Jetties only get 1-2
ships per year.
• Dolphin watching and yachting still take place in this part of the estuary, but
usually in the summer months only.
• No PEC holders in the estuary
• Operation shutdown data at RUSAL Aughinish would give an indication of the
number of poor weather days > 30 knot winds.
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Minutes of Meeting held on 26th May 2020 – Aughinish Alumina
Client:
Project:
Venue:
Date of Meeting:
Present:

Shannon Foynes Port
Shannon LNG
Teleconference
Tuesday 26th May 2020, 12:00
Aughinish Alumina (AA)
Marico Marine (MM)

Paul Brown (PB)
Rebecca Worbey (RW)
Shannon Foynes Port (SFP) Hugh Conlon (HC)
Item Notes for the Record
Actions
1 Introduction
PB introduced the project and changes that have occurred since the last NRA in
2008:
• FSU vessel alongside permanently.
• Feeder ships delivering LNG at a rate of 1 feeder ship per week which will
remain alongside for approximately 24 hours arriving and departing on the
flood tide.
• HC – In terms of frequency, there are approximately 1,800 movements per
year. LNG vessels will add approximately 100 movements per year.
AA – questioned how big the vessels will be.
• PB – Planning application is based on supply vessels of between 130,000
and 180,000 cubic meters. They will therefore be approximately 260m long,
11.5m draught and 90,000 tonnes deadweight.
• FSU vessel will be slightly larger and may go to sea once per month at most
in order to maintain seagoing certification.
2 Background to Stakeholder Operations
• Approximately 320 ships per year serving the Aughinish Alumina Ltd.
Alumina refinery.
o 70 – 80 225m LOA vessels delivering bauxite ore.
o Discharge every 3-4 days – approximately 16,000 tonnes
• As will be the case for the LNG supply vessels. AA’s vessels berth and leave
on the flood tide.
• AA’s vessels are restricted by weather and are intense users of the
anchorages. AA likes to have at least one ship at anchor so that they are able
to bring in the next vessel for loading immediately after the previous has been
loaded.
• PB – Have there been any major operational changes since 2008?
o Reduction in (Heavy Fuel Oil) HFO shipments
o Increase in parcel size of caustic fuel oil tankers.
3 Hazard Identification
• AA questioned whether the feeder vessels will need to use the anchorages
as any constraints on the number of ships at anchor could be a threat
to AA’s business. AA’s vessels are restricted by weather and are intense users
of the anchorages. Queueing for anchorages would be AA’s main
concern. Queuing is primarily an issue in winter and typically occurs once or
twice per winter season.
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The delivery vessels will only have to go to anchor if there is a need
to wait for a suitable weather window. In this case, the deep
water anchorage outside would be used.
o HC – may have to hinder a bauxite vessel coming into anchor by 30
minutes or so, but they will get priority over any LNG vessel that is
coming in for an early berthing.
• AA questioned if there will be defined exclusion zones while the vessel is
underway and while they are berthed?
o PB explained that there are no official LNG exclusion zone
guidelines and the NRA will inform the ports decision on exclusion
zones.
o Any exclusion zone will likely be no different to that enforced for
one of AA’s bulkers.
o The jetty itself will have an 150m policed exclusion zone enforced
at all times.
• AA questioned whether the exclusion zones around the LNG supply vessels
will limit use of the anchorages.
o LNG supply vessels will arrive ready to berth and will be held
outside until cleared for entrance. It is not envisaged that they will
need to come in to anchor.
• It was questioned whether berthing limits have been determined at this
point?
o The NRA will aid in the determination of berthing limits.
o Berthing in up to 25 knot winds is anticipated in line with 2008
NRA.
o In the event that an LNG vessel breaks off, an anchor may need to
be used to bring her back in again.
• AA questioned pilot availability.
o HC - No conflict is envisaged.
• AA considers that the consequences in the event of an incident are the
primary concern as opposed to an increase in frequency of occurrence.
o If an incident to occur it may impact their operations.
• Of the navigational hazards discussed, breakout was of greatest concern,
with the potential to disrupt and delay operations.
o AA questioned what would happen in the event of a breakout
while undertaking ship to ship transfer operations.
o PB explained that safety features will ensure shut off if vessel
breaks away.
• Collision risk is thought to be unchanged /slightly increase.
Mitigation Measures
AA asked if daylight restrictions will apply?
• Vessels will have doppler systems and berthing aids therefore should be
more than capable of operating at night. This will be considered as part of the
NRA.
• AA suggested that an incident response plan should be formulated.
AA questioned if tug crews will be separate?
• LNG vessels will have their own towage fleet.
• Two separate licenses will be issued.
• Four-hour callout for shipping movements
• Unlikely that the same crews will be used, however, this has not yet been
determined.
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Tugs will need to be available 24/7 if an LNG supply vessel is present.

Actions
AA would like to be involved in the operational assessment going forward.
AA asked if the NRA will be shared once completed.
• HC explained that all stakeholders will have sight of the finished report.
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Minutes of Meeting held on 28th May 2020 – ESB Moneypoint
Client:
Project:
Venue:
Date of Meeting:
Present:

Shannon Foynes Port
Shannon LNG
Teleconference
Tuesday 28th May 2020, 15:30
ESB Moneypoint (ESB)
Marico Marine (MM)

Paul Brown (PB)
Rebecca Worbey (RW)
FoynesHugh Conlon (HC)

Shannon
Port (SFP)
Item Notes for the Record
Actions
1 Introduction
PB introduced the project and changes that have occurred since the last NRA in
2008:
• FSU vessel alongside permanently receiving LNG via ship-to-ship transfer.
• Feeder ships delivering LNG at a rate of 1 feeder ship per week which will
remain alongside for approximately 24 hours arriving and departing on the
flood tide.
• LNG vessels will add approximately 100 movements per year.
2 Background to Stakeholder Operations
• ESB Moneypoint is based directly across the river from the proposed LNG
jetty.
• ESB receives one coal supply vessel per year and one heavy fuel oil vessel.
• Vessels berth at the top of high water.
• ESB delivery vessels do not use the anchorages
3 Hazard Identification
Collision
• No concerns/ comments about potential collisions through the narrows /
estuary approaches.
• LNG vessel is to berth at the end of high water, as such there should be
natural separation between the Moneypoint and LNG vessels.
• No concerns in the vicinity of Moneypoint and Ardmore Point as the
estuary is wide therefore swinging should not be an issue.
Contact
• No concerns/ comments about the risk of contacts through the narrows /
estuary approaches.
• Only concerns in the vicinity of Moneypoint and Ardmore Point is if the
presence of the LNG supply vessel alongside the FSU pushes other river traffic
closer to Moneypoint.
o HC - LNG vessel moored alongside the FSU will not encroach on the
navigable channel and therefore its presence should not push vessel
traffic closer to Moneypoint.
•
As the estuary is wide (approximately 2 miles) swinging on to the
berth should not increase the risk of contact with the Moneypoint jetty.
Grounding
• There have been some issues in vicinity of the ‘bar’ in the past.
o However, LNG vessel draught is significantly lower than that of the
Moneypoint vessels.
Wash
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ESB questioned if there would be any issues with wash affecting their jetty
as a result of the LNG vessel turning to berth.
o It was agreed that owing to the width of the river and the location
of the proposed supply vessel track the effects of wash would likely be
minimal. The vessel would have to deviate somewhat from its course
to cause and cause enough wash to interfere with Moneypoint
operations.
Tug Availability
• Tug availability leading to operational delays is ESB’s greatest concern.
• ESB enquired how many tugs would be required to bring in an LNG vessel:
o 1 tug to attach to the stern at ‘the narrows’.
o 1 Forward tug to attach around Letter Point Buoy.
o Another two tugs will then assist in the turn into Ardmore Point
and coming alongside the jetty.
Cables
• There are plans by the national grid to lay further cables on the eastern
side of the existing cable.
• Consideration should be given to this if emergency anchoring is required
following mechanical failure for example.
Mitigation Measures
Anchorages / Waiting
• ESB delivery vessels do not use the anchorages. ESB questioned procedure
in case of vessels arriving at the same time.
o Normal port procedures will be enforced to determine who goes
first in a situation where two vessels arrive at once.
o LNG vessel is to berth at the end of high water, as such there
should be natural separation between the Moneypoint and LNG
vessels.
Communication
• Active communication between port and estuary users.
Towage
• It is intended that the LNG vessels will have their own towage so
Moneypoint will not be competing for towage.
MetOcean
• Can be poor weather conditions between October and March.
• Berthing limit of up to 25 knots
• If winds exceed berthing limits vessels to remain offshore to mitigate
grounding risk / interaction with ‘the bar’.
Other
Future Scenario
•
There is a possibility that ESB may diversify operations in the future,
exporting ash for example, which will require 3,000 – 4,000 ton ships to berth
at Moneypoint and as such there may be more traffic transiting to
the Moneypoint jetty in the future. Planning is in the early stages and as such
no specifics or guarantees can be made at this time.
• There is another smaller jetty used by ESB to the west referred to as ‘barge
landing’ on the chart. There could potentially be activity here in the future but
unable to forecast usage as of yet.
LNG Vessel Berthing
• ESB questioned if the LNG supply vessels will always berth facing out into
the flood (turning on arrival).
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PB – berthing port side to was a recommendation of the 2008 NRA
that was also trailed at simulation by the pilots who preferred this
option.
o HC - Jetty designed has been designed at an angle of 260° to
accommodate this.
FSU Operations
• ESB questioned whether the FSU will ever move away from the jetty.
o HC - The FSU will move away once a month in order to maintain
seagoing certifications.
Application / Planning Status
• ESB questioned the status of the planning application
o MM – is unable to comment on the status of the planning
application.
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Minutes of Meeting held on 26 May 2020 – National Oil Reserve Agency (NORA)
Client:
Project:
Venue:
Date of Meeting:
Present:

Shannon Foynes Port
Shannon LNG
Teleconference
Tuesday 26th May 2020, 11:00
NORA
Marico Marine (MM)

Paul Brown (PB)
Rebecca Worbey (RW)
Shannon Foynes Port (SFP) Hugh Conlon (HC)
Item Notes for the Record
Actions
1 Introduction
NORA is not familiar with LNG shipping or LNG operations in general.
PB introduced the project and changes that have occurred since the last NRA in
2008:
o FSU vessel alongside permanently.
o Feeder ships delivering LNG at a rate of 1 feeder ship per week
2 Background to Stakeholder Operations
• Three terminals in Ireland owned and managed by Nora:
o Two in Dublin
o One in Shannon (Tarbert)
• Four storage tanks in Tarbert of 40 million liter capacity used exclusively to
store oil stocks for use in an oil supply emergency (national or international).
o Three tanks contain diesel
o One tank contains Kerosene
• Tanks, which formally belonged to the power station, were refurbished by
NORA in 2012.
• Fuel is tested every 6 months to check it has not gone off spec. Fuel can
stay on spec for 10 to 15 years. In the event that it has gone off spec then the
fuel would require replacing.
• Internal tank inspections occur every 10 to 15 years so next delivery will be
roughly 2025 unless a national emergency occurs requiring fuel to be used.
o In this event fuel would be taken out by ship.
• Nora has the ability to take stock in and out by ship or truck.
• Frequency of shipping into or out of the terminal is very low.
o The only shipping activity to date being the initial importation of
oil stocks to fill the terminal in 2012.
3 Hazard Identification
• Due to the very limited level of shipping activity in which NORA engages
into and out of Tarbert, the Agency is not sufficiently familiar with the
navigational profile to assess the navigational risks that might exist at present,
or in the future, in the event of shipping of LNG.
• NORA does not consider that the increased frequency of vessel
movements will be a concern given that movements are anticipated to be of
low frequency.
• NORA doesn’t have any navigational concerns resulting from the project.
4 Other
• NORA questioned what pressure LNG is stored at.
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MM explained that it is kept at low temperature and it is this low
temperature that significantly reduces its volume for transport and
storage.
5

Actions
-
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Minutes of Meeting held on 26 May 2020 – MARINE SURVEY OFFICE (MSO)
Client:
Project:
Venue:
Date of Meeting:
Present:

Shannon Foynes Port
Shannon LNG
Teleconference
Written Response
MSO
Marico Marine (MM)

Paul Brown (PB)
Rebecca Worbey (RW)
Shannon Foynes Port (SFP) Hugh Conlon (HC)
Item Notes for the Record
1 Introduction
o Written response received reproduced below.

2

Actions

Written Response
I have been asked by Deputy Chief Surveyor, Marine Survey Office, to address your
request and that of “Marico Marine” to participate in the consultation process with
respect to the development of the Shannon LNG Terminal.
As regulators, and consistent with the principles of maintaining impartiality, this
office does not engage in consultation nor offer advice to third parties, this office
does however, assess each foreshore application with respect to navigational
safety issues on receipt of applications from the relevant departments under the
Foreshore Act 1933 to 1998.
Notwithstanding the above, I can confirm that I was first introduced to this project
in October of 2006 by way of a foreshore application, my initial response at that
time was among other requirements, to call for the developer to produce a
Navigational Risk Assessment (NRA) to be considered by this office.
A navigational risk assessment was subsequently produced in 2008, which was
quite acceptable at that time. Although the dynamics have expressively changed in
as much as the LNG discharge process will now be by means of ship to ship transfer
as opposed to ship to terminal transfer, much of the previous risk assessment is
still very relevant, the only fundamental change will require a detailed risk analysis
to reflect this significant change to the discharge arrangement. This new
development introduces an additional risk element with respect to ship to ship
contact during manoeuvring operations in particular and will require
commensurate mitigation to reduce the possibility of such contact.
This office, having considered the mitigation measures outlined in the 2008 NRA
and in particular to the additional measures contained in Annex “A”; is satisfied
that much of our concerns have been addressed however we would like the
developer and SFPC to also consider the following:
o The developer and Shannon Foynes Port Company (SFPC), should
consider the inclusion of additional aids to navigation in the channel.
o Additional training for pilots.
o Additional training for tug masters.
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Emergency response training to consider collision, contact
damage, grounding, equipment failure, break away, meteorological
limitations, tow line parting and tug break down etc.
o Establishment of visual readouts to provide real-time information
on wind speed and direction, speed of approach, current and tidal
information etc.
o Consideration of under keel clearance at the pinch point shallows.
o Speed restrictions of passing traffic.
o Development of Mooring plans.
o Development of Master / Pilot exchange of information.
o Fendering to comply with ISO standards.
o Enhanced VTS management.
o Contingencies to ensure expeditious response to mother and
daughter vessels being able to vacate the berth in response to any
possible security, fire or other significant treat.
It should be noted that much of the control measures have to be developed by
SFPC as the local port authority, new bye-laws may have to be introduced for which
there is provision under the Harbours Act.
I trust you will find this of some assistance.
Kind regards.
Marine Survey Office.
An Roinn Iompair, Turasóireachta agus Spóirt
Department of Transport, Tourism and Sport
An Tsráid Mhór Uachtarach, Béal Átha Seanaidh, Co. Dhún Na Ngall, F94 C44W
Upper Main Street, Ballyshannon, Co Donegal, F94 C44W
__
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Minutes of Meeting held on 29 May 2020 – Shannon Estuary Marine
Client:
Project:
Venue:
Date of Meeting:
Present:

Shannon Foynes Port
Shannon LNG
Teleconference
Tuesday 29th May 2020, 11:00
Shannon Estuary Marine (SEM)
Marico Marine (MM)

Paul Brown (PB)
Rebecca Worbey (RW)
Hugh Conlon (HC)

Shannon Foynes Port (SFP)
Item Notes for the Record
Actions
1 Introduction
PB introduced the project and changes that have occurred since the last NRA in
2008:
• FSU vessel alongside permanently.
• Feeder ships delivering LNG at a rate of 1 feeder ship per week which will
remain alongside for approximately 24 hours arriving and departing on the
flood tide.
2 Background to Stakeholder Operations
• Shannon Estuary Marine is a small business based at Kilrush that has been
running in the Shannon Estuary for the last three years.
• SEM operates a number of different work boats, barges and tugs and is the
official work boat provider at the nearby terminal at Moneypoint.
3 Hazard Identification
• SEM would consider any additional navigation risk due to the
introduction of LNG ships to be negligible due to the sheer size of the
Shannon Estuary and low frequency of transits.
• No additional navigational risk due to the LNG terminal location.
o Moneypoint is used rarely these days so turning
here shouldn’t be an issue.
4 Mitigation Measures
• Based on the recommendations which were recommended after the
2008 report we don't consider any further measures are necessary.
• Consideration should be given to also having a smaller more
maneuverable security type vessel on site when a ship is present.
5 Other
• Since 2008 SFPC has had a sizable increase in its tonnage throughput.
• The only observation we would make would be relating to site and ship
security/protection.
o HC – A discussion can be had around this at a later stage. It is not
a navigation hazard and therefore doesn’t need to be considered
within the NRA.
• SEM is very supportive of the project as this area of the estuary is
underused.
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Minutes of Meeting held on 28 May 2020 – IRISH COAST GUARD (ICG)
Client:
Project:
Venue:
Date of Meeting:
Present:

Shannon Foynes Port
Shannon LNG
Written Response
Written Response
ICG
Marico Marine (MM)

Paul Brown (PB)
Rebecca Worbey (RW)
Shannon Foynes Port (SFP) Hugh Conlon (HC)
Item Notes for the Record
1 Introduction
o Written response received reproduced below.

2

Actions

Written Response
The IRCG whilst happy to support the consultation process, would again highlight
our principle remit as residing in maritime SAR and Ship causality, pollution
preparedness and response.
In terms of the specifics of the navigational risk assessment we would not have
comment or observation at this stage, again comment from the Irish Maritime
Administration on the assessment lie’s principle within the competency of the
MSO. However, we would like to draw your attention to the statutory
requirements for robust contingency planning arrangements for such facilitates in
respect to preparedness and response. Further and as you may be aware, activities
such as Ship to Ship Transfers (STS) are prescribed activities within our
EEZ. Such activities when conducted outside of Port/Harbour limit and require a
permit on each occasion from the IRCG (DTTAS).
I would be happy to provide any additional relevant detail you may require and
would like to also take this opportunity and highlight the pending publication of
our National Maritime Oil and HNS Spill Contingency Plan. Mr Hugh Conlon has an
awareness of the Plans content and arrangements.
Finally, we are happy to support future consultation as required and reserve the
right to make comments or observations in the areas within which the Coast Guard
has a competence.
Regards
Head of Section
Preparedness, Response & Planning
Irish Coast Guard
Irish Maritime Administration
An Roinn Iompair, Turasóireachta agus Spóirt
Department of Transport, Tourism and Sport
Lána Líosain, Baile Átha Cliath, D02 TR60
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Leeson Lane, Dublin, D02 TR60
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Minutes of Meeting held on 03rd June 2020 – Carrigaholt Dolphin Watch
Client:
Project:
Venue:
Date of Meeting:
Present:

Shannon Foynes Port
Shannon LNG
Teleconference
Tuesday 03rd June 2020, 12:00
Carrigaholt Dolphin Watch
(CDW)
Marico Marine (MM)
Paul Brown (PB)
Rebecca Worbey (RW)
Shannon Foynes Port (SFP) Hugh Conlon (HC)

Item Notes for the Record
Actions
1 Introduction
PB introduced the project and changes that have occurred since the last NRA in
2008:
• FSU vessel alongside permanently.
• Feeder ships delivering LNG at a rate of 1 feeder ship per week which will
remain alongside for approximately 24 hours arriving and departing on the
flood tide.
• Approximately 1,800 movements annually through Shannon Foynes Port.
LNG vessels will add approximately 100 movements per year.
2 Background to Stakeholder Operations
• Capacity for 48 passengers and 2 crew on board CDW vessel.
• Operate out of base in Carrigaholt
• Operate primarily around the edges of the channel / outside of the
channel
• Trips vary depending on state of tide and behaviour of dolphins.
o April - July: On the incoming tide to the north of Beal Point and the
south east of Kilcredaun Point (close to the narrow section of the
estuary) are dolphin hotspots.
o Additionally, on the flood tide, the south / south east of Beal Bar
Buoy is a dolphin hotspot particularly in the last two hours of flood.
o From August on it is very unlikely that CDW will be in the abovementioned areas as the dolphins head west closer to Ballybunnion
Buoy perhaps due to the end of the salmon season
3 Hazard Identification
Collision
• CDW operate in accordance with COLREGS and are used to navigating in
the estuary with big ships without incident.
• CDW operate in and around the navigation channel most of the time and
on occasions that they are in the channel move well in advance of an
approaching vessel in line with regulations.
• The estuary is very wide, which cannot be easily appreciated from the
navigation charts / photos.
Contact
• CDW only very rarely (maybe 3-4 times per year when swell is too bad to
go west) operate to the east out of Carrigaholt.
• Area 1 mile east of the North Carrig Buoy is a very popular place for
dolphins and if weather does not permit other options then CDW will go here
but rarely.
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CDW is rarely in the vicinity of Ardmore Point and as such contact with the
jetty structure is not of concern.
Grounding
• There is a very strong current through the narrow section between the Beal
Bar and Kilcredaun Point where ships commence turn at Doonaha Buoy.
• One ship came into grief here 15-20 years ago.
No major concerns in terms of navigation risks. CDW operations shouldn’t need
to be altered in any way owing to the additional ship movements.
Mitigation Measures
Exclusion Zone
• While CDW was happy with the proposed 150m side supply vessel
exclusion zones, CDW questioned whether a the proposed 1 mile ahead was
necessary given the experience of the local operators such as CDW utilizing the
channel and the potential impact to their business should they lose the
dolphins as a result of moving out of the way of a ship.
• However, CDW was happy that, while a shorter forward exclusion zone
would be preferable, if a mile was required in line with similar global
operations and LNG operating procedures that CDW would be able to work
around this measure.
Historic Incidents
• There have been a couple of historic incidents of vessels getting wrapped
up in buoys. One vessel hit a buoy at Aughinish.
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Minutes of Meeting held on 26th May 2020 – Shannon Ferries
Client:
Project:
Venue:
Date of Meeting:
Present:

Shannon Foynes Port
Shannon LNG
Teleconference
Tuesday 26th May 2020, 12:00
Shannon Ferries (SF)
Marico Marine (MM)

Paul Brown (PB)
Rebecca Worbey (RW)
Shannon Foynes Port (SFP) Hugh Conlon (HC)
Item Notes for the Record
Actions
1 Introduction
PB introduced the project and changes that have occurred since the last NRA in
2008:
• FSU vessel alongside permanently.
• Feeder ships delivering LNG at a rate of 1 feeder ship per week which will
remain alongside for approximately 24 hours arriving and departing on the
flood tide.
• Approximately 1,800 movements per year. LNG vessels will add
approximately 100 movements per year.
Tugs planned to be based just inside the jetty, LNG development will have its own
towage facility.
2 Background to Stakeholder Operations
• Operate the Killimer-Tarbert Car Ferry adjacent to the proposed terminal.
• Ferry has been in operation for 50 years.
• Ferries are highly maneuverable quadruple screw.
• EW traffic has the right of way therefore highly maneuverable ferries
operating at 90° to the main direction of traffic give way and wait.
• Two shuttles hold ferries against the tide. Two at each end which are used
for steering.
3 Hazard Identification
• No major concerns about the proposed LNG operations. SF suspects
operations such as these will be highly regulated and monitored therefore
reducing the likelihood of an incident.
• Collision – No increased concern.
• Contact – No increased concern.
• Grounding – No increased concern.
• From our perspective, the greatest navigational risks exist adjacent to the
line between Tarbert and Moneypoint power stations as this is immediately
adjacent to our plying limits.
• SF considers breaking of moorings causing drifting vessels into their area
of operation or loss of control to be the greatest hazards to be introduced by
the project
o SF - in the flood tide 2 miles of separation if something goes
wrong isn’t that far.
o PB - Four tugs are planned to be attached at the time of berthing
maximising control.
• Fire or explosions would also be a concern (in terms of consequence). SF
questioned what the impact to the area would be in this event.
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Mitigation Measures?
• Adequate berthage and transfer facilities with strict safety protocols in
place.
o Appropriate safeguards should be in place to prevent breakaway
from moorings.
• Obviously strict navigational limits and protocols will need to be in place.
• Measures / procedures should be put in place to respond in the event of a
fire / explosion.
Other
SF - Obviously a facility of this nature comes with operational and navigational
risks, but there are plenty similar facilities worldwide on which to draw on their
best practise.
The area has an abundance of natural landscape but again best practise can be
drawn upon to ensure minimal impact. The general area has been devoid of any
commercial development for many years and notwithstanding the economic
benefits of such development. The estuary is prime for such development, in a
tasteful way that has the local landscape and environment to the forefront at all
times.
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Minutes of Meeting held on 28th May 2020 – Fishing Community
Client:
Project:
Venue:
Date of Meeting:
Present:

Shannon Foynes Port
Shannon LNG
Teleconference
Tuesday 26th May 2020, 11:30
N/A
Marico Marine (MM)

Paul Brown (PB)
Rebecca Worbey (RW)
Shannon Foynes Port (SFP) Hugh Conlon (HC)
Item Notes for the Record
Actions
1 Introduction
PB introduced the project and changes that have occurred since the last NRA in
2008:
• FSU vessel alongside permanently.
• Feeder ships delivering LNG at a rate of 1 feeder ship per week which will
remain alongside for approximately 24 hours arriving and departing on the
flood tide.
• Approximately 1,800 movements per year. LNG vessels will add
approximately 100 movements per year.
• Tugs planned to be based just inside the jetty, LNG development will have
its own towage facility.
2 Background to Stakeholder Operations
Charter angling skipper and previously a commercial fisherman.
• I would anchor to the east of Carrig island just to the NW of the proposed
site to fish in shelter a few times a year.
• Commercial fishing would take place all along the proposed track and
boats would be crossing the channel and hauling pots at the edge of the
channel.
• Area between Kilcloher Head and Rinevella Bay on the north side of the
estuary there is some commercial fishing. This is almost exclusively potting
outside of the exclusion zone.
• Most fishing vessels are small at < 20m, with the majority likely <12m.
• Very few pots in the narrowest section due to the strength of the tide.
• Lobster and crab season is after March.
• Angling boats work north of the Beal Spit.
o Dolphin Watch Boat works here too in the summer.
• East of Beal Point, there will just be the occasional angler and the Dolphin
Watch Vessels which are operated by experienced crew.
o Almost no fishing activity in vicinity of the turn on to the berth.
o May be occasional use of the sheltered buoy east of Ardmore
Point.
o Occasionally use the area east of Carrig Island as a bad weather
fishing point but an 150m exclusion zone off of the jetty shouldn’t
impact this.
o Occasionally there are regattas up and down to Foynes.
3 Hazard Identification
• As an angling boat I would be most affected at the narrows between
Carrigaholt and Kilconly Point / Beal Bar as it is more confined and we would
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often fish at anchor in this area, however, always outside of the marked
shipping channel.
o This area also has higher traffic than other parts of the estuary as
boats operating from Carrigaholt have to pass through here to head
out to sea.
• The requirement for vessels to give extra room outside of the shipping
channel (mobile exclusion zone) will cause interference both to potting boats
hauling their fishing gear and to angling boats anchored on fishing marks,
especially if already hauling or anchored before the LPG ship approaches.
• I would not expect much additional risk from the presence of the terminal
except when boats are being berthed.
o Large ships with restricted ability to maneuver will of course add
to risk although I would not expect this to be high.
• Exclusion Zone will affect us the most at the narrows, which is 3 miles
across, as this will decrease the available sea space. Especially if the area is
closed 30 minutes prior to the LNG supply vessel’s arrival.
o PB – Exclusion Zone will be assessed within the NRA
and should not have the effect of closing the channel.
o HC- Exclusion Zone is planned to be 150m either side so should not
significantly impact fishing outside of the channel.
Collision
• Not heard of any or seen any collisions. Main concern is the winter / metocean conditions through the narrows.
Mitigation Measures
• Operations to occur within good weather (within operation limits).
• Communication with the fishing and angling vessels should be
maintained.
• LNG supply vessel transits should be visible on the ship visits register /
schedule.
Other
We would like to see local vessels/ operators used in the development.
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Minutes of Meeting held on 2 June 2020 – Irish Whale and Dolphin Group
Client:
Project:
Venue:
Date of Meeting:
Present:

Shannon Foynes Port
Shannon LNG
Teleconference
Tuesday 02nd June 2020, 0930
Irish Whale and Dolphin
Group (IWDG)
Marico Marine (MM)
Paul Brown (PB)
Rebecca Worbey (RW)
Shannon Foynes Port (SFP) Hugh Conlon (HC)

Item Notes for the Record
Actions
1 Introduction
PB introduced the project and changes that have occurred since the last NRA in
2008:
• FSU vessel alongside permanently.
• Feeder ships delivering LNG at a rate of 1 feeder ship per week which will
remain alongside for approximately 24 hours arriving and departing on the
flood tide.
• Approximately 1,800 movements annually through Shannon Foynes Port.
LNG vessels will add approximately 100 movements per year.
2 Background to Stakeholder Operations
•
We carry out boat based monitoring of the dolphins using photo-id,
typically mainly during summer (May to October) but some winter too. This has
been ongoing since 1993 and the boat effort varies each year depending on
available resources as we don’t get funded. We also carry out long term acoustic
monitoring at Moneypoint through deploying a CPOD off their mooring dolphins.
We visit once every 3-4 months.
3 Hazard Identification
•
From a dolphin perspective? The area off Tarbert and Moneypoint
are favoured foraging areas for dolphins. Consideration should be given to dolphin
watching vessels, but I know you have been in touch with them.
•
We are concerned with noise outputs creating an "acoustic barrier" to
dolphin communication but this isn’t really relevant to navigation.
•
Extra noise in the estuary created by increased shipping has a potential
cumulative effect. We are not concerned with collision risk between dolphins and
large or small vessels.
4 Mitigation Measures
• By navigation I'm thinking of a ship moving, transiting and being serviced.
Apart from noise and potential risk from spillages, I’m not sure how relevant
this is to dolphins ??
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Minutes of Meeting held on 28 May 2020 – Foynes Yacht Club
Client:
Project:
Venue:
Date of Meeting:
Present:

Shannon Foynes Port
Shannon LNG
Teleconference
Thursday 28th May 2020, 14:30
Foynes Yacht Club (FYC)
Marico Marine (MM)

Paul Brown (PB)
Rebecca Worbey (RW)
Shannon Foynes Port (SFP) Hugh Conlon (HC)
Item Notes for the Record
Actions
1 Introduction
PB introduced the project and changes that have occurred since the last NRA in
2008:
• FSU vessel alongside permanently
• Feeder ships delivering LNG at a rate of 1 feeder ship per week which will
remain alongside for approximately 24 hours arriving and departing on the
flood tide.
2 Background to Stakeholder Operations
• Formed in 1962
• 120 members
• 30 dinghies, 40 cruisers
• Season runs from April to end of October / stat of November.
3 Hazard Identification
[In reference to LNG planned vessel track]
• Few recreational users head out of the estuary through the ‘narrows’ and
on past the Ballybunnion Buoy.
o Mainly those in this region would be en route to the north /south
coast. Normal navigation procedures would be adhered to.
o Some yachts occasionally head out of the estuary to events in the
summer months- probably no more than 3 or 4 boats, 5 or 6 times per
year.
Events are held with Kilrush Marina, but these events are held near to Scattery
Island and not enter the navigation channel.
Collision
• FYC questioned whether the turn on the to the berth at Ardmore Point
would cause a pinch point in the river for the recreational users.
o PB explained that the LNG vessel will berth into the flood tide 1
hour before HW.
o FYC was happy that this should deconflict the FYC and LNG vessels
as FYC vessels would leave Foynes at HW and reach Ardmore at HW+2
at which time the LNG vessel will have already berthed.
Contact
FYC does not think that the project will increase contact risk. The FSU and exclusion
zone are clear of the navigation channel which FYC members utilise. FYC members
do not utilise Ardmore Point.
FYC is happy that the LNG project should not impact the clubs operations.
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Mitigation Measures
Exclusion Zone
• The exclusion zones are considered to be the only potential concern of
the club, however, the frequency of movements are so small that
opportunities for interaction with the supply vessels are limited and the
exclusion zone at Ardmore Point is clear of FYC areas of operation.
Communication
• Communication is key. FYC always check the shipping movements
schedule prior to the training schools going out on to the water.
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Minutes of Meeting held on 28 May 2020 – Kilrush Marina
Client:
Project:
Venue:
Date of Meeting:
Present:

Shannon Foynes Port
Shannon LNG
Teleconference
Tuesday 28th May 2020, 12:30
Kilrush Marina (KM)
Marico Marine (MM)

Paul Brown (PB)
Rebecca Worbey (RW)
Shannon Foynes Port (SFP) Hugh Conlon (HC)
Item Notes for the Record
Actions
1 Introduction
PB introduced the project and changes that have occurred since the last NRA in
2008:
• FSU vessel alongside permanently
• Feeder ships delivering LNG at a rate of 1 feeder ship per week which will
remain alongside for approximately 24 hours arriving and departing on the
flood tide.
2 Background to Stakeholder Operations
• Planned LNG supply-ship track was shown to KM.
• Day sail area is in vicinity of Carrigaholt away from navigational channel.
• In area between Carrigaholt and Beal Point (through narrows en route out
of the estuary) – recreational vessels will likely be on route to Galway or Dingle.
However, transits in this area will be few and far between and really only in the
summer months. The majority of KM customers stay local.
• Last year there were an average of around 5 visiting boats to the
Marina from outside of Ireland.
• Racing area/ October Series located to the west of Scattery Islands. A lot
of customers do a ‘round the island trip’ around Scattery Island.
• The eastern course passes Scattery Island but does not extend past the
lighthouse.
• Dolphin watch trips also run out of the Kilrush Marina.
• Vessels do not operate in the vicinity of the LNG jetty.
3 Hazard Identification
• KM does not foresee any major navigational concerns as a result of the
LNG operations.
• Increased frequency of vessels in the lower Shannon Estuary.
• SPFC is a successful and busy port that is used to dealing with large
commercial vessel movements. Commercial vessels / pilots’ knowledge of the
area is good which helps to mitigate risks.
• KM has not heard of any negative interactions between large commercial
vessels and recreational vessels.
• KM wouldn’t lay a course that would interfere with the proposed
navigation track.
4 Mitigation Measures
• LNG supply vessels should be included in the ships schedule published by
SFPC. The majority of clients do not check these though as they do not venture
close to the main channel – however, those travelling further afield would
check it.
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•

Port safety measures to be adhered to at all times – particularly in the
vicinity of the jetty.
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Minutes of Meeting held on 28th May 2020 – Tarbert Island Maritime Club
Client:
Project:
Venue:
Date of Meeting:
Present:

Shannon Foynes Port
Shannon LNG
Teleconference
Tuesday 28th May 2020, 13:30
Tarbert Island Maritime
Club (TI)
Marico Marine (MM)

Paul Brown (PB)
Rebecca Worbey (RW)
Shannon Foynes Port (SFP) Hugh Conlon (HC)
Item Notes for the Record
Actions
1 Notes
Declined attendance as TI does not consider there to be any change in navigational
risk as a result of the additional transits, which will be infrequent.
The following feedback was received in writing:
• TI rarely operate outside of the navigation channel in vicinity of the LNG
development.
• Navigational risk during transit of supply vessels will be highest between
‘the narrows’.
2 Mitigation Measures
•
•

Terminal should be lit in accordance with normal procedures.
Correct navigation buoys (if necessary).
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Minutes of Meeting held on 29 May 2020 – Western Yacht Club
Client:
Project:
Venue:
Date of Meeting:
Present:

Shannon Foynes Port
Shannon LNG
Teleconference
Tuesday 29th May 2020, 10:00
Western Yacht Club (WYC)
Marico Marine (MM)
Shannon Foynes Port (SFP)

Paul Brown (PB)
Rebecca Worbey (RW)
Hugh Conlon (HC)

Item Notes for the Record
Actions
1 Introduction
PB introduced the project and changes that have occurred since the last NRA in
2008:
• FSU vessel alongside permanently.
• Feeder ships delivering LNG at a rate of 1 feeder ship per week which will
remain alongside for approximately 24 hours arriving and departing on the
flood tide.
2 Background to Stakeholder Operations
• WYC is located at Kilrush and operates racing areas North of 6 10 (of proposed LNG vessel track) of the approach channel and North of 11-12
of the approach channel.
• Yacht race courses are laid around racing marks which are put down and
lifted on the day of events.
• Larger yacht races on the estuary may have courses that include rounding
of the Port hand channel marks with Yachts returning North of the shipping
channel.
3 Hazard Identification
• I would consider the navigation risk to be minimal.
• The likelihood of an incident occurring between an LNG tanker would be
minimal.
• Cruising Yachts that are locally owned have considerable experience in
navigating the Shannon Estuary.
• The rules of the road allow shipping full access to the deep draught
channels.
• I would consider the main risk factors to be explosion and fire during
offloading at the LNG terminal.
• Risks of vessel collisions as the Estuary is wide and deep especially in the
turning area North of Ardmore point.
Page Break

4

Mitigation Measures
• Prior to planning a Yacht racing event contact is made with the pilot station
to get advice on shipping movements so that yacht races occur at times so as not
to interfere with shipping.
• Maintaining communication will be the most important thing.
• Fire boat on site.
• Ensuring the availability of tractor tugs to escort and berth a vessel
• The standard of control of the Shannon pilots would mean that a collision
style accident would be very minimal.
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Other
•

Visiting cruising yachts use the estuary to call at Carrigaholt, Kilrush
Marina and Foynes.
o Visitors tend to follow instructions from the Irish Cruising Club
cruising guide so that they might not be fully aware of the areas they
can navigate that are clear of the shipping channels.
o WYC suggested Irish Cruising Club guide editor could be
contacted to issue updates on LNG plans.
• RNLI lifeboat stationed at Kilrush is a class Atlantic 85. divisional base is at
Swords Co Dublin. They will be able to advise on possible rescue
operations with regard to LNG shipping etc.
o The Kilrush station covers the Shannon estuary, most call outs are
to pleasure vessels, fishermen, with minimal call outs to commercial
shipping.
o The lifeboat operates under control of the Irish Coastguard who will
also be able to advise on their policies with regard to LNG shipping.
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2008 NRA Mitigation Measures Not Adopted
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The following recommendations were proposed within the 2008 NRA but on review and re-evaluation
were not recommended for consideration within the 2020 NRA. In the 2021 NRA update these
measures were again reviewed and the 2020 conclusion to exclude them was endorsed. The text and
discussion from the 2020 NRA update is included below for completeness.
VTS
The 2008 NRA was very firm in its recommendation that SFPC should formally upgrade its surveillance
equipment such that it could become a classified VTS authority. IALA states that the “The purpose of
VTS is to improve the maritime safety and efficiency of navigation, safety of life at sea and the
protection of the marine environment and/or the adjacent shore area, work sites and offshore
installations from possible adverse effects of maritime traffic in a given area.”16
VTS is often identified as a powerful mitigation measure capable of reducing risk across a wide range
of accident categories, however for SFPC to install a VTS and gain accreditation as a VTS authority
would require a commitment to a significant long term and sustained investment to maintain such a
capability. For clarity, the IALA guidance indicates that “VTS is generally appropriate in areas that may
include any, or a combination, of the following:
•

High traffic density;

•

Traffic carrying hazardous cargoes;

•

Conflicting and complex navigation patterns;

•

Difficult hydrographical, hydrological and meteorological elements;

•

Shifting shoals and other local hazards and environmental considerations;

•

Interference by vessel traffic with other waterborne activities;

•

Number of casualties in an area during a specified period;

•

Existing or planned vessel traffic services on adjacent waterways and the need for cooperation
between neighbouring states, if appropriate;

•

Narrow channels, port configuration, bridges, locks, bends and similar areas where the
progress of vessels may be restricted; and

•

Existing or foreseeable changes in the traffic pattern in the area.”

The purpose of this paper is not to conduct a full VTS risk assessment which would be required to
endorse the establishment of such a capability but it has examined enough elements of the list above
to be able to conclude that, having analysed the comparatively low traffic flows in the estuary, risk

16

IALA VTS Manual Ch 7 Paragraph 0703
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assessed the relatively benign navigational circumstances and the low accident rates over the last 5
years, there does not appear to be a case for the arrival of the LNG project to trigger the establishment
of a VTS in the Shannon Estuary. However, it is strongly recommended that this circumstance is
reviewed periodically by SFPC and not less than every 2-3 years.
Marking the Glencloosagh Bay Shallows
The shallow waters in Glencloosagh Bay was considered by the 2008 NRA to be the nearest
navigational hazard to LNGCs manoeuvring onto and off the berth and as such, a recommendation
was made that they should be marked by a buoy. The nearest part of the Glencloosagh shallows to
the proposed manoeuvring area is just over a mile and it is considered that an LNGC ship manoeuvring
with 4 tugs attached and handled by experienced professional pilots is extremely unlikely to deviate
this significantly from its planned track either during berthing or unberthing. Even if this unlikely event
was to occur, modern navigation technology with ECDIS and PPUs has advanced sufficiently to make
the marking of the shallows largely unnecessary.
Remove/reposition small ship anchorage at Glencloosagh Bay
The 2008 NRA recommended that consideration be given to moving or disestablishing the
Glencloosagh anchorage citing concerns that an arriving or departing LNGCs could come close to
vessels in the anchorage. Notwithstanding the fact that the LNG ships will have 4 tugs attached during
berthing and will have a pilot embarked, as well as being over a mile separated geographically, the
track data for shipping in the estuary shows that the Glencloosagh bay anchorage was not used at all
in 2019 making interaction between LNGCs and vessels in the anchorage extremely unlikely.
Additionally, the Harbour Master was keen to retain this facility for the possible occasional use by
smaller vessels seeking shelter in the face of southerly gales.
Designated Channel
The 2008 NRA proposed formalisation of a charted deep-water channel that would help other port
users anticipate the likely movements of LNG carriers. Aside from the fact that the preferred
navigational track already follows the deep-water channel it is felt that the relatively low levels of
traffic in the estuary makes this measure overly proscriptive and unnecessary.
Reposition Carrigaholt Buoy
The 2008 NRA proposed the repositioning of the Carrigaholt Buoy onto the 14.9m patch to the west
of Doonaha Buoy in order to providing a useful visual turning reference on the outside of the turn and
at the limit of the navigable water in the channel. In 2013, SFPC instead moved the comparatively
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redundant Doonaha buoy 500m westwards to a position to mark the outer limit of the channel and to
be in line with the Corlis leading lights transit, leaving the Carrigaholt buoy in position to mark the
deep-water transit from Kilcredaun to the Inner Estuary.
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Hazard Log – Baseline Assessment
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Collision

Collision

Collision Tanker ICW
Project Vessel
(FSRU or LNGC)

Collision Tanker ICW
Large
Commercial /
Dry Cargo
Vessel

Shannon Foynes Port Company

4

4

4

4

Hazard Detail

Possible Causes

Most Likely Outcome

Worst Credible Outcome

Tanker collides with
another Tanker

Tanker collides with
another tanker as a result
of taking avoiding action
with an LNGC or FSRU
underway. As a result of
mechanical defect / failure,
master or pilot error,
reduced visibility or
miscommunication
between two vessels
underway in vicinity of
anchorages or within the
narrows, scheduling error.

Single minor injury;
Minor damage to
property; No effect of
note. Tier 1 may be
declared but criteria not
necessarily met; Very
short-term disruption to
services with ensuing loss
of revenue.

Multiple major injuries or
single fatality; Major
damage to property; Tier 3
criteria reached with
pollution requiring national
support. Adverse national
publicity. Temporary
suspension of activities.

Tanker collides with
a Project Vessel

Tanker collides with LNGC
or FSRU while underway in
the vicinity of anchorages
or within the narrows as a
result of mechanical defect
/ failure, master / pilot
error, avoiding action with
3rd party vessel, reduced
visibility,
miscommunication
between ships, scheduling
error.

Glancing blow. Single
minor injury; Moderate
damage to property, Tier
1 may be declared but
criteria not necessarily
met; Widespread local
publicity ensuing loss of
revenue.

Head-on collision. Multiple
major injuries or single
fatality; Major damage to
property; Tier 2 spill criteria
reached but capable of
being limited to immediate
area; Adverse international
publicity. Long-term
suspension of LNG
operations and prolonged
restrictions.

2

3

2

3

3.0

4

4

3

5

Collision - Tanker
ICW Large
Commercial / Dry
Cargo Vessel

Tanker collides with a Large
Commercial Vessel / Dry
Cargo Vessel (including
cruise ship) as a result of
taking avoiding action with
an LNGC or FSRU
underway. As a result of
mechanical defect / failure,
master or pilot error,
reduced visibility or
miscommunication
between two vessels
underway in vicinity of
anchorages or within the
narrows, scheduling error.

Large Commercial / Dry
Cargo Vessel collides with
Tanker on river passage.
Single minor injury;
Minor damage to
property. Tier 1 may be
declared but criteria not
necessarily met; Very
short-term disruption to
services with ensuing loss
of revenue.

Tanker collides with cruise
ship on estuary passage.
Multiple major injuries or
single fatality; Catastrophic
damage to property; Tier 3
criteria reached with
pollution requiring national
support. Adverse
international publicity.
Long-term suspension of
operations, prolonged
restrictions.

2

2

2

2

3.0

4

5

4

5

3.0

Possible Additional
Mitigation Measures

3.43

1 , 5 , 6 , 11 , 13 , 14 ,
20 , 21.

2.0

4.64

1 , 2 , 5 , 6 , 10 , 11 ,
12 , 13 , 14 , 17 , 20 ,
21 , 23.

1.5

3.82

1 , 5 , 6 , 10 , 11 , 17 ,
20 , 21.

Frequency

2

Business

2

Environment

2

Property

2

Frequency

Business

Collision Tanker ICW
Tanker

Worst Credible Consequence

Risk Score

2

Collision

Hazard Title

Environment

1

Category

Property

ID

People

Most Likely Consequence

People
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Risk Score

Tanker collides with
a Small Passenger
Vessel

Collision with DWV as a
result of Tanker taking
avoiding action with LNGC
or FSRU underway or
Dolphin watch vessel
operating in vicinity of the
narrows fails to take
necessary IRPCS actions.
As a result of mechanical
defect / failure, master /
skipper or pilot error,
reduced visibility or
misunderstanding between
master of DWV and pilots.

Glancing blow at low
speed in the narrows;
multiple minor injuries or
a single major; minor
damage to property,
negligible environmental
impact; bad widespread
local publicity.

Dolphin watch vessel with
up to 50 passengers fails to
take avoiding action and is
knocked down; multiple
fatalities; Moderate
damage; Negligible
environmental impact;
International media
publicity, operations
disrupted for more than two
days.

2

2

1

3

3.0

5

3

1

5

1.5

3.94

1 , 5 , 6 , 11 , 20 , 21.

Tanker collides with
a Small Commercial /
Port Services Vessel

Tanker taking avoiding
action with LNGC or FSRU
underway and collides with
small commercial / port
services vessel. Or Project
tug en-route to LNGC /
FSRU collides with Tanker
in narrows. Result of
mechanical defect / failure,
master / skipper or pilots
error or as a result of
reduced visibility.

Glancing blow between
tanker and ship assist tug
or other workboat in the
narrows or estuary.
Single minor injury;
Negligible damage to
property; Tier 1 may be
declared but criteria not
necessarily met small
operational oil spill; Very
short-term disruption to
services.

Port Services Vessel fails to
take avoiding action and is
knocked down; multiple
minor injuries or a single
major injury; Major
damage; Moderate
environmental impact;
Major national publicity and
temporary suspension of
activities.

3

1

2

2

3.0

4

3

4

4

2.0

4.03

1 , 2 , 5 , 6 , 10 , 11 ,
12 , 13 , 14 , 17 , 20 ,
21 , 23.

Tanker collides with
a Recreational Vessel

Tanker taking avoiding
action from an LNGC or
FSRU underway and
collides with recreational
vessel. Or Tanker collides
with Recreational Vessel in
narrows. As a result of
mechanical defect / failure,
master / skipper error or
pilot error, or reduced
visibility, or sailing vessel
taking additional risks
during racing or visiting
vessels unfamiliar with
local regulations.

Glancing blow to
recreational vessel at low
speed. Single minor
injury; Minor damage to
property; Negligible
impact on environment;
Bad local publicity.

Recreational vessel sunk.
Multiple fatalities; Major
damage to vessel; Tier 1
may be declared but criteria
not necessarily met;
National publicity.
Temporary suspension of
commercial activities and/or
prolonged restrictions.

2

2

1

2

3.5

5

3

1

4

3.0

4.09

1 , 5 , 6 , 10 , 11 , 20 ,
21.

Possible Causes

Frequency

Business

Possible Additional
Mitigation Measures

Hazard Detail

Frequency

Environment

Collision Tanker ICW
Recreational
Vessel

Property

Collision

Collision Tanker ICW
Small
Commercial /
Port Services
Vessel

Worst Credible Outcome

People

6

Collision

Collision Tanker ICW
Small Passenger
Vessel

Most Likely Outcome

Business

5

Collision

Hazard Title

Environment

4

Category

Property

ID

Worst Credible Consequence

People

Most Likely Consequence
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9

Collision

Collision

Collision Project Vessel
ICW Small
Passenger
Vessel

Collision Project Vessel
ICW Small
Commercial /
Port Services
Vessel

Shannon Foynes Port Company

4

5

4

5

Hazard Detail

Possible Causes

Most Likely Outcome

Worst Credible Outcome

Project Vessel
collides with a Large
Commercial / Dry
Cargo Vessel

Large Commercial / Dry
Cargo collides with LNGC or
FSRU while underway in
the vicinity of anchorages
or within the narrows as a
result of mechanical defect
/ failure, master / pilot
error, avoiding action with
3rd party vessel, reduced
visibility,
miscommunication
between ships, scheduling
error.

General Cargo Vessel
collides with LNGC / FSRU
on river passage. Single
minor injury; Minor
damage to property. Tier
1 may be declared but
criteria not necessarily
met; Very short-term
disruption to services
with ensuing loss of
revenue.

LNGC or FSRU collides with
cruise ship on river passage.
Multiple major injuries or
single fatality; Catastrophic
damage to property; Tier 3
criteria reached with
pollution requiring national
support. Adverse
international publicity.
Long-term suspension of
operations, prolonged
restrictions.

Project Vessel
collides with a Small
Passenger Vessel

Dolphin watch vessel
operating in vicinity of the
narrows fails to take
necessary IRPCS actions
when LNGC or FSRU is on
approach. As a result of
mechanical defect / failure,
Master / Skipper error or
Pilot error, avoiding action
with 3rd party vessel,
reduced visibility or
misunderstanding between
master of DWV and pilot.

Glancing blow at low
speed in the narrows;
multiple minor injuries or
a single major; minor
damage to property,
negligible environmental
impact; bad widespread
local publicity.

Dolphin watch vessel with
up to 50 passengers fails to
take avoiding action and is
knocked down; multiple
fatalities; Moderate
damage; Small operational
oil spill with little
environmental impact;
International publicity,
operations and revenue
disrupted for more than two
days.

2

2

1

3

3.5

5

3

2

5

Project Vessel
collides with a Small
Commercial / Port
Services Vessel

Collision during pilot
boarding and landing or
when tug on route to LNGC
fails to take appropriate
avoiding action or small
commercial / Port Service
Vessel fails to take
necessary IRPCS actions
when LNGC or FSRU is on
approach. As a result of
mechanical defect / failure,
master / skipper / pilot
error, avoiding action with
3rd party vessel, reduced
visibility or
misunderstanding between
master of Port Service
Vessel and pilot.

Glancing blow (in
particular tug whilst
towing). Single minor
injury; Very minor
damage to property; No
effect of note. Tier 1 may
be declared but criteria
not necessarily met; Very
short-term disruption to
services with ensuing loss
of revenue.

Head-on collision or Small
Commercial / Port Services
Vessel being overrun / sunk.
Multiple major injuries or
single fatality; Major
damage to property; Tier 1
– Tier 2 criteria reached.
Small operational (oil) spill
with little effect on
environmental amenity;
Adverse local publicity.
Short-term loss of revenue
including minor disruption
to commercial activities.

3

1

2

2

4.0

4

4

3

4

3.0

Possible Additional
Mitigation Measures

4.04

1 , 2 , 5 , 6 , 10 , 11 ,
12 , 13 , 14 , 17 , 20 ,
21 , 23.

2.0

4.50

1 , 2 , 5 , 6, 10 , 11 ,
12 , 13 , 14 , 20 , 21 ,
23.

3.0

5.16

1 , 2 , 5 , 6 , 10 , 11 ,
12 , 13 , 14 , 17 , 20 ,
21 , 23.

Frequency

2

Business

2

Environment

2

Property

2

Frequency

Business

Collision Project Vessel
ICW Large
Commercial /
Dry Cargo
Vessel

Worst Credible Consequence

Risk Score

8

Collision

Hazard Title

Environment

7

Category

Property

ID

People

Most Likely Consequence

People
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Risk Score

Project Vessel
collides with a
Recreational Vessel

An LNGC or FSRU underway
collides with Recreational
Vessel. As a result of
mechanical defect / failure,
skipper or pilot error, or
reduced visibility, or sailing
vessel taking additional
risks during racing or
visiting vessels unfamiliar
with local regulations.

Glancing blow to
recreational vessel at low
speed. Single minor
injury; Minor damage to
property; Negligible
impact on environment;
Bad local publicity.

Recreational vessel sunk.
Multiple fatalities; Major
damage to vessel; Tier 1
criteria declared but not
necessarily met; National
publicity. Temporary
suspension of commercial
activities and/or prolonged
restrictions.

2

2

1

2

3.5

5

3

1

4

3.0

4.09

1 , 2 , 5 , 6 , 10 , 11 ,
12 , 13 , 14 , 20 , 21 ,
23.

Large Commercial /
Dry Cargo Vessel
collides with a
large Commercial /
Dry Cargo Vessel

Large Commercial / Dry
Cargo Vessel collides with a
large Commercial / Dry
Cargo Vessel as a result of
taking avoiding action with
an LNGC or FSRU
underway. As a result of
mechanical defect / failure,
Master or Pilot error,
reduced visibility or
miscommunication
between two vessels
underway in vicinity of
anchorages or within the
narrows, scheduling error.

Large Commercial / Dry
Cargo Vessel collides with
Large Commercial / Dry
Cargo Vessel on estuary
passage or manoeuvring
in the anchorages. Single
minor injury; Minor
damage to property. Tier
1 may be declared but
criteria not necessarily
met; Very short-term
disruption to services
with ensuing loss of
revenue.

Large Commercial / Dry
Cargo Vessel collides with
cruise ship at passage speed
within the estuary. Multiple
fatalities; Catastrophic
damage to property; Tier 2
spill criteria reached.
Adverse international
publicity. Long-term
suspension of operations,
prolonged restrictions.

2

2

2

2

2.0

4

5

3

5

1.0

3.27

1 , 5 , 6 , 10 , 11 , 17 ,
20 , 21.

Large Commercial /
Dry Cargo Vessel
collides with a Small
Passenger Vessel

Collision with DWV as a
result of Large Commercial
/ Dry Cargo Vessel taking
avoiding action with LNGC
or FSRU underway. Or
Dolphin watch vessel
operating in vicinity of the
narrows failing to take
necessary IRPCS actions.
As a result of mechanical
defect / failure, master /
skipper or pilot error,
reduced visibility or
misunderstanding between
master of DWV and pilots.

Glancing blow at low
speed in the narrows;
multiple minor injuries or
a single major; minor
damage to property,
negligible environmental
impact; bad widespread
local publicity.

Dolphin watch vessel with
up to 50 passengers fails to
take avoiding action and is
knocked down; Multiple
fatalities; Moderate
damage; Tier 1 or Tier 2
environmental impact;
Major national publicity and
temporary suspension of
activities.

2

2

1

3

3.0

5

3

2

4

1.0

3.81

1 , 5 , 6 , 11 , 20 , 21.

Frequency

Business

Possible Additional
Mitigation Measures

Frequency

Worst Credible Outcome

Environment

Collision - Large
Commercial /
Dry Cargo
vessel ICW
Small Passenger
Vessel

Most Likely Outcome

Property

Collision

Collision - Large
Commercial /
Dry Cargo
Vessel ICW
Large
Commercial /
Dry Cargo
Vessel

Possible Causes

People

12

Collision

Collision Project Vessel
ICW
Recreational
Vessel

Hazard Detail

Business

11

Collision

Hazard Title

Environment

10

Category

Property

ID

Worst Credible Consequence

People

Most Likely Consequence
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13

14

15

Collision

Collision

Collision

Collision - Large
Commercial /
Dry Cargo
Vessel ICW
Small
Commercial /
Port Services
Vessel

Collision - Large
Commercial /
Dry Cargo
Vessel ICW
Recreational
Vessel

Collision - Small
Passenger
Vessel ICW
Small Passenger
Vessel

Shannon Foynes Port Company

2

2

3.0

4

3

2

4

2.0

3.84

Large Commercial /
Dry Cargo Vessel
collides with a
Recreational Vessel

Large Commercial / Dry
Cargo Vessel taking
avoiding action from an
LNGC or FSRU underway
and collides with
Recreational Vessel. Or
Large Commercial / Dry
Cargo Vessel collides with
Recreational Vessel in
narrows. As a result of
mechanical defect / failure,
Master / Skipper error or
Pilot error, or reduced
visibility, or sailing vessel
taking additional risks
during racing or visiting
vessels unfamiliar with
local regulations.

Glancing blow to
recreational vessel at low
speed. Single minor
injury; Minor damage to
property; Negligible
impact on environment;
Bad local publicity.

Recreational vessel sunk.
Multiple fatalities; Major
damage to vessel; Tier 1
may be declared but criteria
not necessarily met;
National publicity.
Temporary suspension of
commercial activities and/or
prolonged restrictions.

2

2

1

2

3.5

5

3

4

4

3.0

4.46

1 , 5 , 6 , 11 , 20 , 21.

Small Passenger
Vessel collides with a
Small Passenger
Vessel

Dolphin watch vessel
operating in vicinity of the
narrows fail to take
necessary IRPCS actions
and collides with other
small passenger vessel as a
result of avoiding action
from approaching with
LNGC / FSRU. Result of
Master / Skipper error,
reduced visibility,
mechanical failure,
miscommunication
between skippers.

Glancing blow at low
speed; multiple minor
injuries or a single major;
minor damage to
property, negligible
environmental impact;
bad widespread local
publicity.

Dolphin watch vessel with
up to 50 passengers fails to
take avoiding action and
one vessel is holed; multiple
major injuries or a single
fatality; Moderate damage;
Negligible environmental
impact; Major national
publicity and temporary
suspension of activities.

2

2

1

3

2.0

4

3

1

4

1.5

3.18

1 , 5 , 10 , 11 , 20 ,
21.

Frequency

1

Business

3

1 , 2 , 5 , 6 , 10 , 11 ,
12 , 14 , 17 , 20 , 21 ,
23.

Environment

Glancing blow (in
particular tug whilst
towing). Single minor
injury; Very minor
damage to property; No
effect of note. Tier 1 may
be declared but criteria
not necessarily met; Very
short-term disruption to
services with ensuing loss
of revenue.

Head-on collision or Small
Commercial / Port Services
Vessel being overrun.
Multiple major injuries or
single fatality; Major
damage to property; Tier 1
– Tier 2 criteria reached.
Small operational (oil) spill
with little effect on
environmental amenity;
Adverse local publicity.
Short-term loss of revenue
including minor disruption
to commercial activities.

Property

Large Commercial /
Dry Cargo Vessel
collides with a Small
Commercial / Port
Services Vessel

Large Commercial / Dry
Cargo Vessel taking
avoiding action with LNGC
or FSRU underway and
collides with small
commercial / port services
vessel. Or Project tug en
route to LNGC / FSRU
collides with Tanker in
narrows. Result of
mechanical defect / failure,
Master / Skipper or Pilots
error, schedule error or as
a result of reduced
visibility.

People

Possible Additional
Mitigation Measures

Frequency

Worst Credible Outcome

Possible Causes

Business

Most Likely Outcome

Hazard Detail

Environment

Hazard Title

Property

Category

People

ID

Worst Credible Consequence

Risk Score

Most Likely Consequence
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Risk Score

Small Passenger
Vessel collides with a
Small Commercial /
Port Services Vessel

Pilot vessels or tugs
transiting through the
narrows to LNGC or FSRU
collide with Dolphin watch
vessel. As a result of
mechanical defect / failure,
master / skipper error,
result of avoiding action
with 3rd party vessel,
reduced visibility,
miscommunication
between skippers.

Glancing blow at low
speed; multiple minor
injuries or a single major;
minor damage to
property, negligible
environmental impact;
bad widespread local
publicity.

Dolphin watch vessel with
up to 50 passengers fails to
take avoiding action and is
holed; multiple major
injuries or a single fatality;
Moderate damage; Tier 1 or
Tier 2 environmental
impact; Major national
publicity and temporary
suspension of activities.

2

2

1

3

3.0

4

3

2

4

2.0

3.84

1 , 2 , 5 , 6, 13 , 20 ,
21 , 23.

Small Passenger
Vessel collides with a
Recreational Vessel

Dolphin Watch Vessel takes
avoiding action from an
LNGC or FSRU underway
and collides with
Recreational Vessel. As a
result of mechanical defect
/ failure, master / skipper
error, or reduced visibility,
or sailing vessel taking
additional risks during
racing or visiting vessels
unfamiliar with local
regulations. Recreational
vessel passing too close to
dolphin watch vessel within
the narrows.

Glancing blow to
recreational vessel at low
speed. Single minor
injury; Minor damage to
property; Negligible
impact on environment;
Bad local publicity.

Recreational vessel sunk.
Multiple major injuries or
single fatality; Major
damage to vessel; Tier 1
may be declared but criteria
not necessarily met;
National publicity.
Temporary suspension of
commercial activities and/or
prolonged restrictions.

2

2

1

2

3.5

4

3

4

4

2.0

3.60

1 , 5 , 6 , 10 , 11 , 20 ,
21.

Small Commercial /
Port Services Vessel
collides with a Small
Commercial / Port
Services Vessel

Collision during pilot
boarding and landing or
when tug on route to LNGC
fails to take appropriate
avoiding action or small
commercial / Port Service
Vessel fails to take
necessary IRPCS actions
when LNGC or FSRU is on
approach. As a result of
mechanical defect / failure,
master / skipper error or
pilot error, avoiding action
with 3rd party vessel,
reduced visibility or
misunderstanding between
master of Port Service
Vessel and pilot. Fishing
activity (potting) within the
narrows.

Glancing blow at low
speed during towage
operations; single minor
injury; minor damage to
property, negligible
environmental impact;
negligible publicity.

One vessel is holed and
sinks; multiple major
injuries or a single fatality;
Moderate damage; Tier 1 or
Tier 2 environmental
impact; Local publicity and
possible suspension of
activities / operational
delays.

2

2

1

1

3.5

4

3

2

2

3.0

3.51

1 , 2 , 5 , 6 , 7 , 10 ,
11 , 12 , 13 , 14 , 17 ,
20 , 21 , 23.

Frequency

Business

Possible Additional
Mitigation Measures

Frequency

Worst Credible Outcome

Environment

Collision - Small
Commercial /
Port Services
Vessel ICW
Small
Commercial /
Port Services
Vessel

Most Likely Outcome

Property

Collision

Collision - Small
Passenger
Vessel ICW
Recreational
Vessel

Possible Causes

People

18

Collision

Collision - Small
Passenger
Vessel ICW
Small
Commercial /
Port Services
Vessel

Hazard Detail

Business

17

Collision

Hazard Title

Environment

16

Category

Property

ID

Worst Credible Consequence

People

Most Likely Consequence
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Risk Score

Small Commercial /
Port Services Vessel
collides with a
Recreational Vessel

Collision between vessels
as a result of either taking
avoiding action with
arriving LNGC / FSRU.
Mechanical defect / failure,
master / skipper error,
reduced visibility or sailing
vessel taking additional
risks during racing or
visiting vessels unfamiliar
with local regulations.
Increased likelihood of
interaction in the narrows
and north of Scattery
Island.

Pilot vessel collides with
a yacht. Glancing blow to
recreational vessel at low
speed. Single minor
injury; Minor damage to
property; Negligible
impact on environment;
Bad local publicity.

Recreational or Small
Commercial Vessel sunk.
Multiple major injuries or
single fatality; Major
damage to either vessel;
Tier 1 may be declared but
criteria not necessarily met;
Local publicity. Temporary
suspension of operations.

2

2

1

2

4.0

4

4

2

3

3.0

4.18

1 , 2 , 5 , 6, 10 , 11 ,
12 , 13 , 14 , 20 , 21 ,
23.

Recreational Vessel
collides with another
Recreational Vessel

2 recreational vessels
collide as a result of taking
avoiding action from
approaching LNGC or FSRU.
Mechanical defect / failure,
Skipper error, reduced
visibility, Sailing vessel
taking additional risks
during racing, visiting
vessels unfamiliar with
local regulations.

Glancing blow (especially
during racing). Single
minor injury; Very minor
damage to property; No
effect of note. Tier 1 may
be declared but criteria
not necessarily met; Very
short-term disruption to
services with ensuing loss
of revenue.

Either or both recreational
vessels sink. Multiple major
injuries or single fatality;
Moderate damage to
property; No effect of note.
Tier 1 may be declared but
criteria not necessarily met;
Adverse local publicity.
Short-term loss of revenue
including minor disruption
to commercial activities.

2

2

1

2

4.0

4

3

1

2

3.0

3.81

1 , 5 , 6 , 10 , 11 , 13 ,
20 , 21.

Mechanical defect / failure,
Pilot or Master error,
Adverse weather
conditions.

Mechanical failure causes
tanker to drift across the
estuary towards the
moored FSRU. Impact
minimised by tanker
using anchor to slow
closure rate. Single minor
injury; minor damage to
property, Possible
moderate Tier 2 spill; Bad
widespread publicity.

Mechanical failure causes
tanker to drift across the
estuary and strikes the
FSRU. Multiple minor or
single major injury;
moderate damage; Tier 3
Criteria reached, Adverse
international publicity.
Long-term suspension of
operations, prolonged
restrictions.

2

2

2

2

2.0

4

3

4

5

1.0

3.20

1 , 4 , 7 , 15 , 16 , 20 ,
23.

A Tanker underway
contacts project
infrastructure
including; Jetty, FSRU
or a moored LNG
supply vessel.

Frequency

Business

Possible Additional
Mitigation Measures

Frequency

Worst Credible Outcome

Environment

Contact Tanker with
Project
Infrastructure

Most Likely Outcome

Property

Contact

Collision Recreational
Vessel ICW
Recreational
Vessel

Possible Causes

People

21

Collision

Collision - Small
Commercial /
Port Services
Vessel ICW
Recreational
Vessel

Hazard Detail

Business

20

Collision

Hazard Title

Environment

19

Category

Property

ID

Worst Credible Consequence

People

Most Likely Consequence
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Risk Score

Mechanical defect / failure.
Master, Pilot / Tug error,
Adverse weather
conditions. Poor
communications between
vessel and shore.
Inadequate project
fendering. Lack of pilot
situational awareness.

Inexperience of pilots
berthing LNGC vessels
alongside FSRU resulting
in light contact with
FSRU. Superficial damage
to both vessels and subframes. Multiple minor or
single major injury.
Moderate damage to
vessels; Minor
environmental impact;
National publicity and
temporary closure.

Inexperience of pilots
berthing LNGC vessels
alongside FSRU resulting in
a heavy contact with FSRU.
Substantial damage to both
vessels and jetty. Multiple
major injuries or a single
fatality; Major damage;
Major gas release;
International media
coverage; Operations and
revenue seriously disrupted.

3

3

2

4

4.0

4

4

3

5

3.0

6.48

1 , 2 , 3 , 6 , 7 , 8 , 10 ,
11 , 12 , 13 , 16 , 17 ,
18 , 19 , 20 , 23 , 24.

Mechanical defect / failure.
Master / pilot error.
Adverse weather
conditions.

Vessel not under
command or disabled
drifts at slow speed
across the estuary.
Multiple minor or single
major injury. Moderate
damage to vessels; Minor
environmental impact;
National publicity and
temporary closure.

Propulsion control failure
leading to heavy contact
with FSRU or LNGC by cruise
ship or bulker. Substantial
damage to both vessels and
jetty. Multiple major injuries
or a single fatality; major
damage; Gas release;
International media
coverage; Operations and
revenue seriously disrupted.

2

2

1

4

2.5

4

4

2

5

1.0

4.13

1 , 4 , 5 , 6 , 15 , 16,
20 , 23.

Mechanical defect / failure.
Master error. Adverse
weather conditions.

Vessel not under
command or disabled
drifts at slow speed
across the estuary.
Dolphin watch operating
near terminal gets too
close or loses propulsion
or steering and drifts at
slow speed into FSRU.
Single minor injury.
Minor damage to vessels;
Negligible environmental
impact; Bad local
publicity.

Propulsion control failure
leading to heavy contact
with FSRU or LNGC by
Dolphin Watch Vessel.
Moderate damage to
Dolphin Watch Vessel.
Multiple minor or single
major injury; Moderate
damage to Dolphin Watch
Vessel; Negligible
environmental impact; Bad
widespread local media
coverage.

2

2

1

2

2.0

3

3

1

3

1.0

2.06

1 , 4 , 5 , 6 , 15 , 16 ,
20.

Frequency

Possible Additional
Mitigation Measures

Frequency

Business

A Small Passenger
Vessel contacts
project
infrastructure
including Jetty, FSRU
or a moored LNG
supply vessel.

Worst Credible Outcome

Environment

Contact - Small
Passenger
Vessels with
Project
Infrastructure

A Large Commercial
/ Dry Cargo Vessel
contacts project
infrastructure
including Jetty, FSRU
or a moored LNGC.

Most Likely Outcome

Property

Contact

Contact - Large
Commercial /
Dry Cargo
Vessels with
Project
Infrastructure

A Project Vessel
contacts project
infrastructure
including during
berthing; either FSRU
onto Jetty or LNGC
onto FSRU.

Possible Causes

People

24

Contact

Contact Project Vessel
with Project
Infrastructure

Hazard Detail

Business

23

Contact

Hazard Title

Environment

22

Category

Property

ID

Worst Credible Consequence

People

Most Likely Consequence
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Inexperience of tug masters
berthing LNGC vessels
alongside FSRU resulting in
a heavy contact. Moderate
damage to LNGC / FSRU or
jetty. Multiple minor or a
single major injury; No gas
release, negligible
environmental impact; Bad
local publicity.

2

1

1

1

5.0

3

3

1

2

2.0

3.28

1 , 2 , 4 , 5 , 6 , 12 ,
13 , 15 , 20 , 23.

Mechanical defect / failure,
Skipper error and / or
adverse weather conditions
causes recreational vessel
to get too close to LNG
terminal. Visiting
yachtsman with poor local
knowledge.

Recreational vessel
bounces off LNG terminal
or FSRU and sustains
superficial damage.
Single minor injury,
negligible damage,
negligible environmental
impact, negligible
publicity.

Recreational vessel
becomes entangled in LNG
jetty structure or makes
heavy contact with FSRU /
LNGC in adverse weather /
tidal conditions, vessel
sinks. Multiple minor
injuries or a single major
injury; Minor damage;
Negligible environmental
impact; Temporary
suspension of activities;
Minor commercial impact.

2

1

1

1

4.0

3

2

1

2

2.0

2.42

1 , 4 , 5 , 6 , 13 , 15 ,
20.

Result of tanker taking
IRPCS avoiding action with
LNGC or FSRU Underway.
Mechanical defect / failure,
Master, Pilot / tug error.
Adverse weather
conditions.

Loss of tanker control /
mechanical failure
resulting in low velocity
impact with non-project
estuary infrastructure
e.g. Money Point jetty.
Single minor injury,
Minor damage; Minor
environmental impact;
Bad widespread publicity.

Tanker on passage in the
estuary suffers mechanical
breakdown and contacts
anchored vessel. Multiple
minor or single major injury;
Moderate damage to vessel;
Minor environmental
impact; Major national
publicity; disruption to
operations.

2

2

2

3

2.0

4

3

2

4

1.0

3.24

1 , 5 , 6 , 10 , 11 , 14 ,
20 , 21.

Frequency

Mechanical defect / failure.
Tug error. Adverse weather
conditions. Poor
communications between
vessel and shore.

Inexperience of tug
masters berthing LNGC
vessels alongside FSRU
resulting in light contact
with FSRU. Project tugs
and workboats are in
routine contact with LNG
vessels and jetty. Single
minor injury. Negligible
damage to vessel;
Negligible environmental
impact; Negligible
publicity.

Frequency

Business

A Tanker contacts
non-project
infrastructure
including vessel at
anchor, stationary
vessels alongside,
piers and jetties.

Worst Credible Outcome

Environment

Contact Tanker with
Non- Project
Infrastructure

Recreational Vessel
contacts project
infrastructure
including Jetty, FSRU
or a moored LNG
supply vessel.

Most Likely Outcome

Property

Contact

Contact Recreational
Vessels with
Project
Infrastructure

A Small Commercial /
Port Services Vessel
contacts project
infrastructure
including Jetty, FSRU
or a moored LNG
supply vessel.

Possible Causes

People

27

Contact

Contact - Small
Commercial /
Port Services
Vessels with
Project
Infrastructure

Hazard Detail

Business

26

Contact

Hazard Title

Environment

25

Category

Property

ID

Worst Credible Consequence

People

Most Likely Consequence

Risk Score

Report No:20UK1690
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Possible Additional
Mitigation Measures
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Result of Large Commercial
/Dry Cargo Vessel taking
IRPCS avoiding action with
LNGC or FSRU Underway.
Mechanical defect / failure,
Master, Pilot / tug error.
Adverse weather
conditions.

Contact - Small
Passenger
Vessel with
Non- Project
Infrastructure

A Small Passenger
Vessel contacts nonproject
infrastructure
including; vessel at
anchor, stationary
vessels alongside,
piers and jetties.

Result of small passenger
vessel taking IRPCS
avoiding action with LNGC
or FSRU Underway.
Mechanical defect / failure,
Master, Pilot / tug error.
Adverse weather
conditions.

Dolphin watch vessel
loses propulsion / control
and drifts onto anchored
vessel/ jetty / fails to take
avoiding action. Multiple
minor or single major
injury; minor damage to
vessel; minor
environmental impact;
bad local publicity.

Shannon Foynes Port Company

Large Commercial / Dry
Cargo Vessel on passage in
the estuary suffers
mechanical breakdown and
contacts anchored project
LNGC. Multiple minor or
single major injury;
Moderate damage to vessel;
Minor environmental
impact; Major national
publicity; disruption to
operations.
Dolphin watch vessel makes
heavy contact with
anchored vessel and is
holed / sinks. Multiple
major injuries / single
fatality; moderate damage;
Tier 2 spill criteria reached;
moderate environmental
impact; Bad widespread
local publicity.

Risk Score

Contact - Large
Commercial /
Dry Cargo
Vessels with
Non- Project
Infrastructure

A Large Commercial
/ Dry Cargo Vessel
contacts non-project
infrastructure
including; vessel at
anchor, stationary
vessels alongside,
piers and jetties.

Large Commercial / Dry
Cargo Vessel loses
control resulting in low
velocity impact with nonproject estuary
infrastructure e.g. Money
Point jetty. Single minor
injury, Minor damage;
Minor environmental
impact; Bad widespread
publicity.

A Project Vessel
contacts non-project
infrastructure
including; vessel at
anchor, stationary
vessels alongside,
piers and jetties.

Business

As a result of steering or
mechanical failure, project
vessel strikes non-project
infrastructure such as
Money Point jetty very
heavily and is holed or
possibly founders. Multiple
minor or single major injury;
Major damage to vessel;
Moderate environmental
damage, Tier 2 spill criteria;
International publicity,
temporary closure of LNG /
stakeholder operations.

Environment

Result of avoiding action
with 3rd party vessel.
Mechanical defect / failure,
Master / Pilot / tug error.
Loss of control. Adverse
weather conditions.
Berthing error.

As a result of steering or
mechanical failure,
project vessel is blown or
swept onto non-project
infrastructure such as
Money Point jetty. Very
minor impact, absorbed
by fenders tugs and
anchoring. Single minor
injury; Minor damage to
vessel; Negligible
environmental impact;
Moderate bad
widespread local
publicity, temporary
suspension of operations.

Possible Additional
Mitigation Measures

2

2

1

3

3.0

3

4

3

5

2.0

4.28

1 , 2 , 5 , 6 , 7 , 10 ,
11 , 12 , 13 , 20 , 23.

2

2

2

3

2.0

4

3

2

4

1.0

3.24

1 , 5 , 6 , 10, 11 , 14 ,
20 , 21.

2

2

2

2

2.0

4

3

3

3

1.0

2.74

1 , 5 , 11 , 20 , 21.

Frequency

Worst Credible Outcome

Property

Contact

Most Likely Outcome

People

30

Contact

Possible Causes

Contact Project Vessel
with NonProject
Infrastructure

Hazard Detail

Business

29

Contact

Hazard Title

Environment

28

Category

Property

ID

Worst Credible Consequence

People

Most Likely Consequence

Frequency
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Tug berthing error or
Project tug or pilot launch
suffer a breakdown and are
disabled in the estuary.
Result of avoiding action
with 3rd party vessel.
Mechanical defect / failure.
Master error. Loss of
control. Adverse weather
conditions.

As a result of steering or
mechanical failure,
project tug / workboat /
pilot boat is blown or
swept onto non-project
infrastructure such as
Money Point jetty. Very
minor impact, absorbed
by fenders tugs and
anchoring. Single minor
injury; Minor damage to
vessel; Negligible
environmental impact;
Bad local publicity,
temporary suspension of
operations.

As a result of steering or
mechanical failure, project
tug / pilot boat / workboat
strikes non-project
infrastructure such as
Money Point jetty very
heavily and is holed or
possibly founders. Multiple
minor or single major injury;
Major damage to vessel;
Minor environmental
damage; Bad widespread
local publicity, temporary
closure of LNG / stakeholder
operations.

2

2

1

2

2.0

3

4

2

3

1.0

2.53

1 , 2 , 5 , 7 , 11 , 13 ,
20 , 21 , 23.

Result of avoiding action
with an approaching LNGC
or FSRU. Mechanical defect
/ failure. Master error.
Adverse weather
conditions.

Recreational vessel loses
propulsion / control and
drifts onto anchored
vessel / jetty. Vessel fails
to take avoiding action.
Multiple minor or single
major injury; minor
damage to vessel;
Negligible environmental
impact; bad local
publicity.

Recreational vessel makes
heavy contact with
anchored vessel and is
holed / sinks. Multiple
major injuries / single
fatality; moderate damage;
Tier 2 spill criteria reached;
moderate environmental
impact; Bad widespread
local publicity.

2

2

1

2

4.0

4

3

3

3

2.0

3.70

1 , 2 , 5 , 6 , 10 , 11 ,
13 , 14 , 20 , 21.

Mechanical defect / failure.
Master error. Pilot error.
Adverse weather. Reduced
visibility. Result of avoiding
action with 3rd party
vessel.

Glancing blow. Very
minor injury; Very minor
damage to property; No
effect of note. Tier 1 may
be declared but criteria
not necessarily met; Very
short-term disruption to
services with ensuing loss
of revenue.

Navigation buoy is sunk.
Very minor injury; Minor
damage to property; No
effect of note. Tier 1 may
be declared but criteria not
necessarily met; Bad
widespread local publicity.

2

2

1

3

2.5

2

3

1

3

2.0

2.91

1 , 6 , 10 , 11 , 20 ,
21.

Mechanical defect / failure.
Master error. Pilot error.
Adverse weather. Reduced
visibility. Result of avoiding
action with 3rd party
vessel.

Glancing blow on the
Doonaha buoy as pilot
misjudges turn. Very
minor injury; Very minor
damage to property; No
effect of note. Tier 1 may
be declared but criteria
not necessarily met; Very
short-term disruption to
services. Bad widespread
publicity.

Navigation buoy is sunk.
Single minor injury;
Moderate damage to
property; Tier 1 may be
declared but criteria not
necessarily met; Very shortterm disruption to services;
National publicity.

2

2

1

3

3.0

2

3

1

4

2.0

3.54

1 , 2 , 6 , 10 , 11 , 12 ,
13 , 14 , 20 , 21 , 23.

Frequency

Possible Additional
Mitigation Measures

Frequency

Risk Score

A Project Vessel
contacts a navigation
buoy in the approach
channel.

Business

Contact Project Vessel
with Navigation
Buoy

A Tanker contacts a
navigational buoy in
the approach
channel.

Worst Credible Outcome

Environment

Contact

Contact Tanker with
Navigation
Buoy

Recreational Vessel
contacts non-project
infrastructure
including; vessel at
anchor, stationary
vessels alongside,
piers and jetties.

Most Likely Outcome

Property

34

Contact

Contact Recreational
Vessels with
Non- Project
Infrastructure

A Small Commercial /
Port Services Vessel
contacts non-project
infrastructure
including; vessel at
anchor, stationary
vessels alongside,
piers and jetties.

Possible Causes

People

33

Contact

Contact - Small
Commercial /
Port Services
Vessel with
Non- Project
Infrastructure

Hazard Detail

Business

32

Contact

Hazard Title

Environment

31

Category

Property

ID

Worst Credible Consequence

People

Most Likely Consequence
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36

37

38

39

Most Likely Outcome

Worst Credible Outcome

People

Property

Environment

Business

Navigation buoy is sunk.
Very minor injury; Minor
damage to property; No
effect of note. Tier 1 may
be declared but criteria not
necessarily met; Very shortterm disruption to services;
Bad widespread local
publicity.

2

2

1

3

3.0

2

3

1

3

2.0

3.12

1 , 6 , 10 , 11 , 20 ,
21.

Frequency

Possible Causes

Frequency

Hazard Detail

Business

Hazard Title

Environment

35

Category

Property

ID

Worst Credible Consequence

People

Most Likely Consequence

Risk Score
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Possible Additional
Mitigation Measures

Contact

Contact - Large
Commercial /
Dry Cargo
Vessels with
Navigation
Buoy

A Large Commercial
/ Dry Cargo Vessels
contacts a
navigational buoy in
the approach
channel.

Mechanical defect / failure.
Master error. Pilot error.
Adverse weather. Reduced
visibility. Result of avoiding
action with 3rd party
vessel.

Glancing blow. Very
minor injury; Very minor
damage to property; No
effect of note. Tier 1 may
be declared but criteria
not necessarily met; Very
short-term disruption to
services with ensuing loss
of revenue.

Contact

Contact - Small
Passenger
Vessels with
Navigation
Buoy

A Small Passenger
Vessel contacts a
navigation buoy in
the approach
channel while
avoiding an LNGC,
FSRU underway.

Result of small passenger
vessel taking avoiding
action with approaching
LNGC. Mechanical defect /
failure or master /pilot
error, adverse weather or
reduced visibility.

Glancing blow on a buoy.
Single minor injury; Very
minor damage to
property; Negligible
environmental impact;
Minor Local publicity.

Navigation buoy / small
passenger vessel is sunk.
Multiple major injuries or a
single fatality; Moderate
damage / vessel lost; Tier 2
spill criteria; National
publicity.

2

2

1

2

2.5

4

3

3

4

2.0

3.18

1 , 5 , 6 , 10 , 11 , 20 ,
21.

A Small Commercial /
Port Services Vessel
contacts a navigation
buoy in the approach
channel.

Project tug / pilot launch /
workboat has a mechanical
defect / failure or as a
result of Master error,
Adverse weather or
Reduced visibility. Or as a
result of small commercial
vessels taking avoiding
action with approaching
LNGC and strikes buoy.

Glancing blow on the
Doonaha buoy as master
misjudges turn. Very
minor injury; Very minor
damage to property; No
effect of note. Tier 1 may
be declared but criteria
not necessarily met; Bad
local publicity.

Navigation buoy is sunk.
Single minor injury;
Moderate damage to
property; Tier 1 may be
declared but criteria not
necessarily met; Very shortterm disruption to services;
Bad local publicity.

2

2

1

2

3.5

2

3

1

2

1.0

2.34

1 , 2 , 6 , 10 , 11 , 12 ,
13 , 14 , 20 , 21 , 23.

A Recreational Vessel
contacts a navigation
buoy in the approach
channel.

As a result of avoiding
action with LNGC on entry
or departure, recreational
vessel hits navigational
buoy. Also as a result of
mechanical defect / failure,
skipper error, adverse
weather or reduced
visibility.

Glancing blow. Single
minor injury; Negligible
damage to property;
Negligible environmental
impact; Negligible
business impact.

Recreational Vessel sinks;
Multiple minor injuries or a
single major injury;
Moderate damage to vessel;
Tier 1 small operational oil
spill; Temporary closure,
Bad widespread local
publicity.

2

1

1

1

4.0

3

3

2

3

2.5

2.94

1 , 5 , 6 , 10 , 11 , 20 ,
21.

Mechanical defect / failure,
Pilot or Master error,
Adverse weather
conditions.

Mechanical failure causes
tanker to collide with the
anchored LNGC. Impact
minimised by tanker
using anchor to slow
closure rate. Single minor
injury; minor damage to
property, Possible
moderate Tier 2 spill; Bad
widespread publicity.

Mechanical failure causes
tanker to collide with the
anchored LNGC. Multiple
minor or single major injury;
moderate damage; Tier 3
Criteria reached, Adverse
international publicity.
Long-term suspension of
operations, prolonged
restrictions.

2

2

2

2

2.0

4

3

4

5

1.0

3.20

1 , 4 , 7 , 15 , 16 , 20 ,
23 , 25 , 26 , 27.

Contact

Contact

Contact

Contact - Small
Commercial /
Port Services
Vessels with
Navigation
Buoy

Contact Recreational
Vessels with
Navigation
Buoy

Contact Tanker with
LNGC at anchor

Shannon Foynes Port Company

A Tanker underway
contacts LNGC at
anchor.
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Risk Score

Mechanical defect / failure.
Master, Pilot / Tug error,
Adverse weather
conditions. Lack of pilot
situational awareness.

Mechanical failure causes
FSRU to collide with the
anchored LNGC. Impact
minimised by FSRU using
anchor to slow closure
rate. Single minor injury;
minor damage to
property, Possible
moderate Tier 2 spill; Bad
widespread publicity.

Mechanical failure causes
FSRU to collide with the
anchored LNGC. Multiple
minor or single major injury;
moderate damage; Tier 3
Criteria reached, Adverse
international publicity.
Long-term suspension of
operations, prolonged
restrictions.

3

3

2

4

2.0

4

4

3

5

1.0

4.35

1 , 2 , 3 , 6 , 7 , 8 , 10 ,
13 , 20 , 23 , 26 , 27.

Mechanical defect / failure,
Pilot or Master error,
Adverse weather
conditions.

Mechanical failure causes
Large Commercial / Dry
Cargo Vessel to collide
with the anchored LNGC.
Impact minimised by
vessel using anchor to
slow closure rate. Single
minor injury; minor
damage to property,
Possible moderate Tier 2
spill; Bad widespread
publicity.

Mechanical failure causes
Large Commercial / Dry
Cargo Vessel (Cruise Ship) to
collide with the anchored
LNGC. Multiple minor or
single major injury;
moderate damage; Tier 3
Criteria reached, Adverse
international publicity.
Long-term suspension of
operations, prolonged
restrictions.

2

2

1

4

2.5

4

4

2

5

1.0

4.13

1 , 4 , 5 , 7 , 15 , 16,
20 , 23 , 25 , 26 , 27.

A Small Passenger
Vessel contacts
anchored LNGC.

Mechanical defect / failure.
Master error.
Adverse weather
conditions.

Vessel not under
command or disabled
drifts at slow speed
across the estuary.
Dolphin watch operating
near terminal gets too
close or loses propulsion
or steering and drifts at
slow speed into LNGC at
anchor. Single minor
injury. Minor damage to
vessels; Negligible
environmental impact;
Bad local publicity.

Propulsion control failure
leading to heavy contact
with LNGC at anchor by
Dolphin Watch Vessel.
Multiple minor or single
major injury; Moderate
damage to Dolphin Watch
Vessel; Negligible
environmental impact; Bad
widespread local media
coverage.

2

2

1

2

2.0

4

3

1

3

1.0

2.44

1 , 4 , 5 , 6 , 15 , 16 ,
25 , 26 , 27.

A Small Commercial /
Port Services Vessel
contacts LNGC at
anchor

Mechanical defect / failure.
Tug error.
Adverse weather
conditions.
Inexperience of tug
masters.

Tug makes light contact
with anchored LNGC.
Single minor injury.
Negligible damage to
vessel; Negligible
environmental impact;
Negligible publicity.

Tug makes heavy contact
with anchored LNGC.
Moderate damage to LNGC.
Multiple minor or a single
major injury; No gas release,
negligible environmental
impact; Bad local publicity.

2

1

1

1

2.0

3

3

1

2

1.0

1.75

1 , 2 , 4 , 6 , 12 , 13 ,
25 , 26 , 27.

FSRU forced to sail
due to extreme
weather and
contacts anchored
LNGC.

A Large Commercial
/ Dry Cargo Vessel
contacts LNGC at
anchor.

Frequency

Possible Additional
Mitigation Measures

Hazard Detail

Frequency

Business

Contact

Contact - Small
Commercial /
Port Services
Vessels with
LNGC at anchor

Environment

Contact

Contact - Small
Passenger
Vessels with
LNGC at anchor

Worst Credible Outcome

Property

43

Contact - Large
Commercial /
Dry Cargo
Vessels with
LNGC at anchor

Most Likely Outcome

People

42

Contact

Contact Project Vessel
with LNGC at
anchor

Possible Causes

Business

41

Contact

Hazard Title

Environment

40

Category

Property

ID

Worst Credible Consequence

People

Most Likely Consequence
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Risk Score

Recreational Vessel
contacts LNGC at
anchor.

Mechanical defect / failure,
Skipper error and / or
adverse weather conditions
causes recreational vessel
to get too close to LNGC at
anchor. Visiting yachtsman
with poor local knowledge.

Recreational vessel
bounces off LNGC at
anchor and sustains
superficial damage.
Single minor injury,
negligible damage,
negligible environmental
impact, negligible
publicity.

Recreational vessel makes
heavy contact with LNGC at
anchor in adverse weather /
tidal conditions, vessel
sinks. Multiple minor
injuries or a single major
injury; Minor damage;
Negligible environmental
impact; Temporary
suspension of activities;
Minor commercial impact.

2

1

1

1

3.0

3

2

1

2

2.0

2.08

1 , 4 , 5 , 6 , 25 , 26 ,
27.

A Tanker runs
aground

Tanker grounds while
transiting in the vicinity of
the Beal Bar, the Doonaha
Shoal or the Carrig Shoal.
As a result of mechanical
defect / failure, master /
pilot error or adverse
weather or reduced
visibility or as a result of
avoiding action with LNGC.

Vessel touches the
bottom and re-floats.
Very minor injury; Minor
damage to property; No
effect of note. Tier 1 may
be declared but criteria
not necessarily met; Very
short-term disruption to
services with ensuing loss
of revenue.

Vessel heavily aground.
Multiple minor or single
major injury; Moderate
damage to property; Tier3
spill criteria reached;
Adverse international
publicity. Temporary
suspension of operations,
prolonged restrictions and
loss of revenue.

2

2

1

2

2.0

3

3

4

5

1.5

3.19

1 , 6 , 10 , 11 , 20 ,
21.

A Project Vessel runs
aground

LNGC grounds while
transiting in the vicinity of
the Beal Bar, the Doonaha
Shoal or the Carrig Shoal or
on route to anchor. As a
result of mechanical defect
/ failure, master / pilot
error or adverse weather or
reduced visibility or as a
result of avoiding action
with 3rd party vessel.

Vessel touches the
bottom and refloats. Very
minor injury; Minor
damage to property;
Negligible environmental
impact. Moderate bad
publicity.

2

2

1

2

2.5

3

3

3

5

2.0

3.42

1 , 2 , 5 , 6 , 10 , 11 ,
12 , 13 , 14 , 20 , 21 ,
23 , 24 , 25.

A Large Commercial
Vessel runs aground

Large Commercial grounds
while transiting in the
vicinity of the Beal Bar, the
Doonaha Shoal or the
Carrig Shoal. As a result of
mechanical defect / failure,
master / pilot error or
adverse weather or
reduced visibility or as a
result of avoiding action
with LNGC.

Vessel touches the
bottom and re-floats.
Very minor injury; Minor
damage to property; No
effect of note. Tier 1 may
be declared but criteria
not necessarily met; Very
short-term disruption to
services with ensuing loss
of revenue.

2

2

1

2

2.5

4

3

3

5

2.0

3.51

1 , 6 , 10 , 11 , 20 ,
21.

Vessel heavily aground.
Multiple minor or single
major injury; Moderate
damage to property; Tier 2
spill criteria reached but
capable of being limited to
immediate area within site;
Adverse international
publicity. Temporary
suspension of operations,
prolonged restrictions and
loss of revenue.
Vessel (cruise ship) heavily
aground. Multiple minor or
single major injury;
Moderate damage to
property; Tier 2 spill criteria
reached but capable of
being limited to immediate
area within site; Adverse
international publicity.
Temporary suspension of
operations, prolonged
restrictions and loss of
revenue.

Frequency

Possible Additional
Mitigation Measures

Hazard Detail

Frequency

Business

Grounding Large
Commercial &
Dry Cargo
Vessels

Environment

Grounding

Grounding Project Vessel

Worst Credible Outcome

Property

47

Grounding

Grounding Tanker

Most Likely Outcome

People

46

Grounding

Contact Recreational
Vessels with
LNGC at anchor

Possible Causes

Business

45

Contact

Hazard Title

Environment

44

Category

Property

ID

Worst Credible Consequence

People

Most Likely Consequence
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Dolphin watch vessel
touches the bottom and
re-floats. Single minor
injury; Very minor
damage to property;
Negligible environmental
impact; Minor Local
publicity.

Dolphin watch vessel
heavily aground requiring
commercial salvage.
Multiple minor injuries or
single major; Moderate
damage / vessel lost; Tier 1 small operational oil spill;
National publicity.

2

1

1

2

3.0

3

3

2

4

2.0

2.98

1 , 5 , 11 , 20 , 21.

A Small Commercial /
Port Services Vessel
runs aground

Project tug / workboat /
pilot launch transiting in
the vicinity of the Beal Bar,
the Doonaha Shoal or the
Carrig Shoal suffers a
mechanical defect / failure
and drifts into shallows.
Master error, adverse
weather, reduced visibility
or as a result of avoiding
action with a 3rd party
vessel.

Vessel touches the
bottom and re-floats.
Very minor injury; Minor
damage to vessel;
Negligible environmental
impact. Moderate bad
publicity.

Vessel heavily aground.
Multiple minor or single
major injury; Moderate
damage to property; Tier 1 small operational oil spill;
Bad widespread local
publicity. Temporary
suspension of operations,
short term loss of revenue.

1

2

1

3

2.5

3

3

2

3

2.0

3.00

1 , 2 , 6 , 10 , 11 , 12 ,
13 , 14 , 20 , 21 , 23.

A Recreational Vessel
runs aground.

Recreational vessel
grounds on Beal Bar or the
Doonaha Shoal as a result
of avoiding action with 3rd
party vessel / LNGC on
entry or departure through
narrows. Mechanical defect
/ failure, skipper error,
adverse weather or
reduced visibility.

Vessel touches the
bottom and re-floats.
Minor injury; Very minor
damage to property;
Negligible environmental
impact; Negligible
publicity, no loss of
revenue.

Vessel heavily aground.
Multiple minor or a single
major injury; Minor damage
to property; Small oil spill
with little effect on
environment; Widespread
local publicity.

2

1

1

1

4.0

3

2

2

3

3.0

3.06

1 , 5 , 11 , 20 , 21.

Mechanical defect / failure,
human error, malicious
intent.

Vessel takes on water but
source of water ingress is
detected in time to avoid
sinking. Single minor
injury; minor damage to
property; Tier 1 may be
declared but criteria not
necessarily met; Very
short-term disruption to
services with ensuing loss
of revenue, widespread
local publicity.

Vessel sinks at berth or at
anchor. Multiple minor
injuries or single major;
Major damage to vessel;
Tier 2 may be declared but
criteria not necessarily met;
International publicity and
operations and revenue
seriously disrupted.

2

2

1

3

3.0

3

4

2

5

1.5

3.98

1 , 3 , 7 , 8 , 9 , 20 ,
23 , 24 , 25 , 26 , 27.

Project Vessel
Founders.

Frequency

A Small Passenger
Vessel runs aground

Result of small passenger
vessel taking avoiding
action with approaching
LNGC in narrows.
Mechanical defect / failure
or master / pilot error or
adverse weather or
reduced visibility.

Frequency

Business

Foundering /
Swamping Project Vessel

Worst Credible Outcome

Environment

Foundering /
Swamping

Grounding Recreational
Vessel

Most Likely Outcome

Property

51

Grounding

Grounding Small
Commercial /
Port Services
Vessel

Possible Causes

People

50

Grounding

Grounding Small Passenger
Vessels

Hazard Detail

Business

49

Grounding

Hazard Title

Environment

48

Category

Property

ID

Worst Credible Consequence

People

Most Likely Consequence

Risk Score
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52

53

54

55

Mooring
Incident

Mooring
Incident

Tug Girting

Cable
Snagging

Mooring
Incident /
Breakout Project Vessel

Mooring
Incident /
Breakout Small
Commercial /
Port Services
Vessels

Tug Girting /
Towing Incident

Cable Snagged Project Vessel

Shannon Foynes Port Company

Project Vessel
Mooring Incident /
Breakout

Failure of ship's mooring
gear. Failure of jetty / FSRU
fixed mooring gear or
anchor cable parts.
Inadequate seamanship /
watch keeping. Extreme
weather. Excessive tidal
stream. Vandalism.

2

2

1

2

4.0

3

3

2

4

3.0

4.1

1,2,3,5,6,7,8,
9 , 11 , 16 , 17 , 18 ,
19, 20, 23 , 24 , 25 ,
26 , 27.

1

1

1

1

2.5

3

3

1

3

2.0

1.53

1 , 2 , 5 , 6 , 7 , 9 , 20 ,
23.

Frequency

A single mooring line
parts. Very minor injury;
Minor damage to
property; Negligible
environmental impact;
Bad local publicity, shortterm disruption to
services.

All mooring lines part and
vessel breaks away from the
berth or anchor cable parts
and drifts in the estuary.
Multiple minor or single
major injury; Moderate
damage to property; Minor
impact on environment.
National publicity,
temporary suspension of
operations, prolonged
estuary restrictions /
stakeholder delays.

Business

Possible Additional
Mitigation Measures

Environment

Worst Credible Outcome

Property

Most Likely Outcome

Frequency

Possible Causes

Business

Hazard Detail

Environment

Hazard Title

Property

Category

People

ID

Worst Credible Consequence

Risk Score

Most Likely Consequence

People
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A Small Commercial
Vessel / Port Services
Vessel is ranged or
breaks away from its
mooring.

Failure of project tug /
workboat's mooring gear.
Failure of fixed mooring
gear. Extreme weather.
Excessive wash or draw-off.
Water surge caused by
large vessel. Vandalism.

A mooring line parts.
Very minor injury; Very
minor damage to
property; Negligible
environmental impact;
Very short-term
disruption to services.

All mooring lines part and
vessel breaks away from the
berth / jetty and drifts in the
estuary/ runs aground.
Multiple minor or single
major injury; Moderate
damage to property;
Negligible impact on
environment. Widespread
local publicity; temporary
suspension of operations.

A Tug Girts while
Project Vessel under
tow

Mechanical defect / failure
in the tug or the project
vessel being assisted.
Master / Pilot / Skipper
error (tug or vessel being
assisted). Adverse weather,
Inappropriate tugs utilised.

Tug overrun during
towage operation. Single
minor injury; Minor
damage to property;
Negligible environmental
damage; Bad local
publicity.

Tug girts. Multiple major
injuries or single fatality;
Major damage to vessel /
vessel lost; No effect of
note. Minor pollution;
Adverse national publicity;
Temporary suspension of
operations.

2

2

1

2

3.5

4

4

3

4

2.0

3.60

1 , 2 , 6 , 7 , 10 , 11 ,
12 , 13 , 14 , 17, 20 ,
23.

Cable Snagged by
Project Vessel
Anchor

Project vessel is disabled
and drifts upstream on the
tide, crew deploy anchor
and snag underwater
cables across the estuary.
Mechanical defect / failure,
breakout / mooring
Incident, master / pilot
error or adverse weather.

Anchor hooks cable
causing: Negligible injury;
Negligible damage to
vessel; Negligible
environmental impact.
Bad widespread publicity
and possible suspension
of operations and
interruptions to
stakeholder supplies.

Anchor snags cable.
Multiple minor or a single
major injury; Moderate
damage to vessel; Negligible
environmental impact;
Major national publicity.
Medium-term suspension of
operations or prolonged
restrictions, major
disruption to commercial
activities.

1

1

1

3

3.0

3

3

1

4

2.0

3.34

1 , 7 , 20 , 22.
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2

2

1

3

2.0

5

4

4

5

1.0

Risk Score

Large persistent vessel fire
while undertaking discharge
operations. Fatalities; Major
injuries or fatality; damage
to vessel(s); Gas release;
Tier 3 support required;
Operations and revenue
seriously disrupted;
temporary closure, national
media coverage.

Frequency

Small fire, quickly under
control. Single minor
injury; Minor damage to
property; Negligible
impact on the
environment; Minor
disruption to operations;
Bad widespread publicity.

Frequency

Worst Credible Outcome

Business

Mechanical Defect /
Failure. Crew error.
Deliberate act.

Most Likely Outcome

Environment

Fire breaks out on
berthed FSRU or LNG
Supply Vessel.

Possible Causes

Worst Credible Consequence

Property

Fire /Explosion Project Vessel

Hazard Detail

Business

Fire /
Explosion

Hazard Title

Environment

56

Category

Property

ID

People

Most Likely Consequence

People
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3.74

Possible Additional
Mitigation Measures

1 , 3 , 6 , 8 , 9 , 13 ,
20.
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Environment

Business

Frequency

Collision - Tanker
ICW Small
Passenger Vessel

Property

Collision

Collision - Tanker
ICW Large
Commercial / Dry
Cargo Vessel

Worst Credible Outcome

People

4

Collision

Collision - Tanker
ICW Project Vessel
(FSRU or LNGC)

Most Likely Outcome

Frequency

3

Collision

Collision - Tanker
ICW Tanker

Possible Causes

Business

2

Collision

Hazard Title

Environment

1

Category

Property

ID

Worst Credible Consequence

People

Most Likely Consequence

Risk Score

Report No: 20UK1690
Issue No: Final

Tanker collides with
another Tanker

Tanker collides with another
tanker as a result of taking
avoiding action with an LNGC
or FSRU underway. As a result
of mechanical defect / failure,
master or pilot error, reduced
visibility or miscommunication
between two vessels underway
in vicinity of anchorages or
within the narrows, scheduling
error.

Single minor injury; Minor
damage to property; No
effect of note. Tier 1 may be
declared but criteria not
necessarily met; Very shortterm disruption to services
with ensuing loss of revenue.

Multiple major injuries or single
fatality; Major damage to
property; Tier 3 criteria reached
with pollution requiring national
support. Adverse national
publicity. Temporary suspension
of activities.

2

2

2

2

2.0

4

4

4

4

1.0

2.96

Tanker collides with a
Project Vessel

Tanker collides with LNGC or
FSRU while underway in the
vicinity of anchorages or within
the narrows as a result of
mechanical defect / failure,
master / pilot error, avoiding
action with 3rd party vessel,
reduced visibility,
miscommunication between
ships, scheduling error.

Glancing blow. Single minor
injury; Moderate damage to
property, Tier 1 may be
declared but criteria not
necessarily met; Widespread
local publicity ensuing loss of
revenue.

Head-on collision. Multiple
major injuries or single fatality;
Major damage to property; Tier
2 spill criteria reached but
capable of being limited to
immediate area. ; Adverse
international publicity. Longterm suspension of LNG
operations and prolonged
restrictions.

2

2

2

2

1.5

4

4

3

5

1.0

3.10

Collision - Tanker ICW
Large Commercial / Dry
Cargo Vessel

Tanker collides with a Large
Commercial Vessel / Dry Cargo
Vessel (including cruise ship) as
a result of taking avoiding
action with an LNGC or FSRU
underway. As a result of
mechanical defect / failure,
master or pilot error, reduced
visibility or miscommunication
between two vessels underway
in vicinity of anchorages or
within the narrows, scheduling
error.

Large Commercial / Dry Cargo
Vessel collides with Tanker on
river passage. Single minor
injury; Minor damage to
property. Tier 1 may be
declared but criteria not
necessarily met; Very shortterm disruption to services
with ensuing loss of revenue.

Tanker collides with cruise ship
on estuary passage. Multiple
major injuries or single fatality;
Catastrophic damage to
property; Tier 3 criteria reached
with pollution requiring national
support. Adverse international
publicity. Long-term suspension
of operations, prolonged
restrictions.

2

2

2

2

2.0

4

5

4

5

1.0

3.34

Tanker collides with a
Small Passenger Vessel

Collision with DWV as a result
of Tanker taking avoiding action
with LNGC or FSRU underway
or Dolphin watch vessel
operating in vicinity of the
narrows fails to take necessary
IRPCS actions. As a result of
mechanical defect / failure,
master / skipper or pilot error,
reduced visibility or
misunderstanding between
master of DWV and pilots.

Glancing blow at low speed in
the narrows; multiple minor
injuries or a single major;
minor damage to property,
negligible environmental
impact; bad widespread local
publicity.

Dolphin watch vessel with up to
50 passengers fails to take
avoiding action and is knocked
down; multiple fatalities;
Moderate damage; Negligible
environmental impact;
International media publicity,
operations disrupted for mrore
than two days.

2

2

1

3

2.0

5

3

1

5

1.0

3.41

Hazard Detail
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Environment

Business

Frequency

Collision - Project
Vessel ICW Small
Passenger Vessel

Property

Collision

Collision - Project
Vessel ICW Large
Commercial / Dry
Cargo Vessel

People

8

Collision

Collision - Tanker
ICW Recreational
Vessel

Possible Causes

Frequency

7

Collision

Collision - Tanker
ICW Small
Commercial / Port
Services Vessel

Hazard Detail

Business

6

Collision

Hazard Title

Environment

5

Category

Property

ID

Worst Credible Consequence

People

Most Likely Consequence

Risk Score
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Tanker collides with a
Small Commercial / Port
Services Vessel

Tanker taking avoiding action
with LNGC or FSRU underway
and collides with small
commercial / port services
vessel. Or Project tug en-route
to LNGC / FSRU collides with
Tanker in narrows. Result of
mechanical defect / failure,
master / skipper or pilots error
or as a result of reduced
visibility.

Glancing blow between
tanker and ship assist tug or
other workboat in the
narrows or estuary. Single
minor injury; Negligible
damage to property; Tier 1
may be declared but criteria
not necessarily met small
operational oil spill; Very
short-term disruption to
services.

Port Services Vessel fails to take
avoiding action and is knocked
down; multiple minor injuries or
a single major injury; Major
damage; Moderate
environmental impact; Major
national publicity and temporary
suspension of activities.

3

1

2

2

2.0

4

3

4

4

1.0

3.29

Tanker collides with a
Recreational Vessel

Tanker taking avoiding action
from an LNGC or FSRU
underway and collides with
recreational vessel. Or Tanker
collides with Recreational
Vessel in narrows. As a result
of mechanical defect / failure,
master / skipper error or pilot
error, or reduced visibility, or
sailing vessel taking additional
risks during racing or visiting
vessels unfamiliar with local
regulations.

Glancing blow to recreational
vessel at low speed. Single
minor injury; Minor damage
to property; Negligible impact
on environment; Bad local
publicity.

Recreational vessel sunk.
Multiple fatalities; Major
damage to vessel; Tier 1 may be
declared but criteria not
necessarily met; National
publicity. Temporary suspension
of commercial activities and/or
prolonged restrictions.

2

2

1

2

3.0

5

3

1

4

1.5

3.25

Project Vessel collides
with a Large
Commercial / Dry Cargo
Vessel

Large Commercial / Dry Cargo
collides with LNGC or FSRU
while underway in the vicinity
of anchorages or within the
narrows as a result of
mechanical defect / failure,
master / pilot error, avoiding
action with 3rd party vessel,
reduced visibility,
miscommunication between
ships, scheduling error.

General Cargo Vessel collides
with LNGC / FSRU on river
passage. Single minor injury;
Minor damage to property.
Tier 1 may be declared but
criteria not necessarily met;
Very short-term disruption to
services with ensuing loss of
revenue.

LNGC or FSRU collides with
cruise ship on river passage.
Multiple major injuries or single
fatality; Catastrophic damage to
property; Tier 3 criteria reached
with pollution requiring national
support. Adverse international
publicity. Long-term suspension
of operations, prolonged
restrictions.

2

2

2

2

1.5

4

5

4

4

0.5

3.01

Project Vessel collides
with a Small Passenger
Vessel

Dolphin watch vessel operating
in vicinity of the narrows fails
to take necessary IRPCS actions
when LNGC or FSRU is on
approach. As a result of
mechanical defect / failure,
Master / Skipper error or Pilot
error, avoiding action with 3rd
party vessel, reduced visibility
or misunderstanding between
master of DWV and pilot.

Glancing blow at low speed in
the narrows; multiple minor
injuries or a single major;
minor damage to property,
negligible environmental
impact; bad widespread local
publicity.

Dolphin watch vessel with up to
50 passengers fails to take
avoiding action and is knocked
down; multiple fatalities;
Moderate damage; Small
operational oil spill with little
environmental impact;
International publicity,
operations and revenue
disrupted for more than two
days.

2

2

1

3

2.0

5

3

2

5

1.0

3.50

Most Likely Outcome

Worst Credible Outcome
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Property

Environment

Business

Frequency

Collision - Large
Commercial / Dry
Cargo Vessel ICW
Large Commercial
/ Dry Cargo Vessel

People

Collision

Collision - Project
Vessel ICW
Recreational
Vessel

Worst Credible Outcome

Frequency

11

Collision

Collision - Project
Vessel ICW Small
Commercial / Port
Services Vessel

Most Likely Outcome

Business

10

Collision

Hazard Title

Environment

9

Category

Property

ID

Worst Credible Consequence

People

Most Likely Consequence

Risk Score
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Project Vessel collides
with a Small Commercial
/ Port Services Vessel

Collision during pilot boarding
and landing or when tug on
route to LNGC fails to take
appropriate avoiding action or
small commercial / Port Service
Vessel fails to take necessary
IRPCS actions when LNGC or
FSRU is on approach. As a
result of mechanical defect /
failure, master / skipper / pilot
error, avoiding action with 3rd
party vessel, reduced visibility
or misunderstanding between
master of Port Service Vessel
and pilot.

Glancing blow (in particular
tug whilst towing). Single
minor injury; Very minor
damage to property; No
effect of note. Tier 1 may be
declared but criteria not
necessarily met; Very shortterm disruption to services
with ensuing loss of revenue.

Head-on collision or Small
Commercial / Port Services
Vessel being overrun / sunk.
Multiple major injuries or single
fatality; Major damage to
property; Tier 1 – Tier 2 criteria
reached. Small operational (oil)
spill with little effect on
environmental amenity; Adverse
local publicity. Short-term loss
of revenue including minor
disruption to commercial
activities.

3

1

2

2

2.5

4

4

3

4

1.0

3.45

Project Vessel collides
with a Recreational
Vessel

An LNGC or FSRU underway
collides with Recreational
Vessel. As a result of
mechanical defect / failure,
skipper or pilot error, or
reduced visibility, or sailing
vessel taking additional risks
during racing or visiting vessels
unfamiliar with local
regulations.

Glancing blow to recreational
vessel at low speed. Single
minor injury; Minor damage
to property; Negligibile
impact on environment; Bad
local publicity.

Recreational vessel sunk.
Multiple fatalities; Major
damage to vessel; Tier 1 criteria
declared but not neccesserily
met; National publicity.
Temporary suspension of
commercial activities and/or
prolonged restrictions.

2

2

1

2

2.5

5

3

1

4

1.5

3.10

Large Commercial / Dry Cargo
Vessel collides with a large
Commercial / Dry Cargo Vesse
as a result of taking avoiding
action with an LNGC or FSRU
underway. As a result of
mechanical defect / failure,
Master or Pilot error, reduced
visibility or miscommunication
between two vessels underway
in vicinity of anchorages or
within the narrows, scheduling
error.

Large Commercial / Dry Cargo
Vessel collides with Large
Commercial / Dry Cargo
Vessel on estuary passage or
manoeuvering in the
anchorages. Single minor
injury; Minor damage to
property. Tier 1 may be
declared but criteria not
necessarily met; Very shortterm disruption to services
with ensuing loss of revenue.

Large Commercial / Dry Cargo
Vessel collides with cruise ship
at passage speed within the
estuary. Multiple fatalities;
Catastrophic damage to
property; Tier 2 spill criteria
reached. Adverse international
publicity. Long-term suspension
of operations, prolonged
restrictions.

2

2

2

2

1.0

4

5

3

5

1.0

3.09

Hazard Detail

Possible Causes

Large Commercial /
Dry Cargo Vessel
collides with a large
Commercial / Dry
Cargo Vessel
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Worst Credible Outcome

Property

Environment

Business

Frequency

Collision - Large
Commercial / Dry
Cargo Vessel ICW
Recreational
Vessel

Most Likely Outcome

People

Collision

Collision - Large
Commercial / Dry
Cargo Vessel ICW
Small Commercial
/ Port Services
Vessel

Possible Causes

Frequency

14

Collision

Collision - Large
Commercial / Dry
Cargo vessel ICW
Small Passenger
Vessel

Hazard Detail

Business

13

Collision

Hazard Title

Environment

12

Category

Property

ID

Worst Credible Consequence

People

Most Likely Consequence

Risk Score
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Large Commercial / Dry
Cargo Vessel collides
with a Small Passenger
Vessel

Collision with DWV as a result
of Large Commercial / Dry
Cargo Vessel taking avoiding
action with LNGC or FSRU
underway. Or Dolphin watch
vessel operating in vicinity of
the narrows failing to take
necessary IRPCS actions. As a
result of mechanical defect /
failure, master / skipper or pilot
error, reduced visibility or
misunderstanding between
master of DWV and pilots.

Glancing blow at low speed in
the narrows; multiple minor
injuries or a single major;
minor damage to property,
negligible environmental
impact; bad widespread local
publicity.

Dolphin watch vessel with up to
50 passengers fails to take
avoiding action and is knocked
down; Multiple fatalities;
Moderate damage; Tier 1 or Tier
2 environmental impact; Major
national publicity and temporary
suspension of activities.

2

2

1

3

2.0

5

3

2

4

1.0

3.44

Large Commercial / Dry
Cargo Vessel collides
with a Small Commercial
/ Port Services Vessel

Large Commercial / Dry Cargo
Vessel taking avoiding action
with LNGC or FSRU underway
and collides with small
commercial / port services
vessel. Or Project tug en-route
to LNGC / FSRU collides with
Tanker in narrows. Result of
mechanical defect / failure,
Master / Skipper or Pilots error,
schedule error or as a result of
reduced visibility.

Glancing blow (in particular
tug whilst towing). Single
minor injury; Very minor
damage to property; No
effect of note. Tier 1 may be
declared but criteria not
necessarily met; Very shortterm disruption to services
with ensuing loss of revenue.

Head-on collision or Small
Commercial / Port Services
Vessel being overrun. Multiple
major injuries or single fatality;
Major damage to property; Tier
1 – Tier 2 criteria reached. Small
operational (oil) spill with little
effect on environmental
amenity; Adverse local publicity.
Short-term loss of revenue
including minor disruption to
commercial activities.

3

1

2

2

2.0

4

3

2

4

1.5

3.29

Large Commercial / Dry
Cargo Vessel collides
with a Recreational
Vessel

Large Commercial / Dry Cargo
Vessel taking avoiding action
from an LNGC or FSRU
underway and collides with
Recreational Vessel. Or Large
Commercial / Dry Cargo Vessel
collides with Recreational
Vessel in narrows. As a result
of mechanical defect / failure,
Master / Skipper error or Pilot
error, or reduced visibility, or
sailing vessel taking additional
risks during racing or visiting
vessels unfamiliar with local
regulations.

Glancing blow to recreational
vessel at low speed. Single
minor injury; Minor damage
to property; Negligible impact
on environment; Bad local
publicity.

Recreational vessel sunk.
Multiple fatalities; Major
damage to vessel; Tier 1 may be
declared but criteria not
necessarily met; National
publicity. Temporary suspension
of commercial activities and/or
prolonged restrictions.

2

2

1

2

3.0

5

3

4

4

1.5

3.53
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Environment

Business

Frequency

Small Passenger Vessel
collides with a
Recreational Vessel

Dolphin Watch Vessel takes
avoiding action from an LNGC
or FSRU underway and collides
with Recreational Vessel. As a
result of mechanical defect /
failure, master / skipper error,
or reduced visibility, or sailing
vessel taking additional risks
during racing or visiting vessels
unfamiliar with local
regulations. Recreational vessel
passing too close to dolphin
watch vessel within the
narrows.

Property

Collision - Small
Passenger Vessel
ICW Recreational
Vessel

Small Passenger Vessel
collides with a Small
Commercial / Port
Services Vessel

Dolphin watch vessel operating
in vicinity of the narrows fail to
take necessary IRPCS actions
and collides with other small
passenger vessel as a result of
avoiding action from
approaching with LNGC / FSRU.
Result of Master / Skipper
error, reduced visibility,
mechanical failure,
miscommunication between
skippers.
Pilot vessels or tugs transiting
through the narrows to LNGC
or FSRU collide with Dolphin
watch vessel. As a result of
mechanical defect / failure,
master / skipper error, result of
avoiding action with 3rd party
vessel, reduced visibility,
miscommunication between
skippers.

People

Collision

Collision - Small
Passenger Vessel
ICW Small
Commercial / Port
Services Vessel

Small Passenger Vessel
collides with a Small
Passenger Vessel

Possible Causes

Frequency

17

Collision

Collision - Small
Passenger Vessel
ICW Small
Passenger Vessel

Hazard Detail

Business

16

Collision

Hazard Title

Environment

15

Category

Property

ID

Worst Credible Consequence

People

Most Likely Consequence

Risk Score
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Glancing blow at low speed;
multiple minor injuries or a
single major; minor damage
to property, negligible
environmental impact; bad
widespread local publicity.

Dolphin watch vessel with up to
50 passengers fails to take
avoiding action and one vessel is
holed; multiple major injuries or
a single fatality; Moderate
damage; Negligible
environmental impact; Major
national publicity and temporary
suspension of activities.

2

2

1

3

1.0

4

3

1

4

1.0

2.79

Glancing blow at low speed;
multiple minor injuries or a
single major; minor damage
to property, negligible
environmental impact; bad
widespread local publicity.

Dolphin watch vessel with up to
50 passengers fails to take
avoiding action and is holed;
multiple major injuries or a
single fatality; Moderate
damage; Tier 1 or Tier 2
environmental impact; Major
national publicity and temporary
suspension of activities.

2

2

1

3

2.0

4

3

2

4

1.0

3.12

Glancing blow to recreational
vessel at low speed. Single
minor injury; Minor damage
to property; Negligible impact
on environment; Bad local
publicity.

Recreational vessel sunk.
Multiple major injuries or single
fatality; Major damage to vessel;
Tier 1 may be declared but
criteria not necessarily met;
National publicity. Temporary
suspension of commercial
activities and/or prolonged
restrictions.

2

2

1

2

3.0

4

3

4

4

1.5

3.20

Most Likely Outcome

Worst Credible Outcome
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Environment

Business

Frequency

Contact

Contact - Tanker
with Project
Infrastructure

Property

Collision

Collision Recreational
Vessel ICW
Recreational
Vessel

People

21

Collision - Small
Commercial / Port
Services Vessel
ICW Recreational
Vessel

Possible Causes

Frequency

20

Collision

Collision - Small
Commercial / Port
Services Vessel
ICW Small
Commercial / Port
Services Vessel

Hazard Detail

Business

19

Collision

Hazard Title

Environment

18

Category

Property

ID

Worst Credible Consequence

People

Most Likely Consequence

Risk Score
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Small Commercial / Port
Services Vessel collides
with a Small Commercial
/ Port Services Vessel

Collision during pilot boarding
and landing or when tug on
route to LNGC fails to take
appropriate avoiding action or
small commercial / Port Service
Vessel fails to take necessary
IRPCS actions when LNGC or
FSRU is on approach. As a
result of mechanical defect /
failure, master / skipper error
or pilot error, avoiding action
with 3rd party vessel, reduced
visibility or misunderstanding
between master of Port Service
Vessel and pilot. Fishing activity
(potting) within the narrows.

Glancing blow at low speed
during towage operations;
single minor injury; minor
damage to property,
negligible environmental
impact; negligible publicity.

One vessel is holed and sinks;
multiple major injuries or a
single fatality; Moderate
damage; Tier 1 or Tier 2
environmental impact; Local
publicity and possible
suspension of activities /
operational delays.

2

2

1

1

3.0

4

3

2

2

1.0

2.55

Small Commercial / Port
Services Vessel collides
with a Recreational
Vessel

Collision between vessels as a
result of either taking avoiding
action with arriving LNGC /
FSRU. Mechanical defect /
failure, master / skipper error,
reduced visibility or sailing
vessel taking additional risks
during racing or visiting vessels
unfamiliar with local
regulations. Increased
likelihood of interaction in the
narrows and north of Scattery
Island.

Pilot vessel collides with a
yacht. Glancing blow to
recreational vessel at low
speed. Single minor injury;
Minor damage to property;
Negligible impact on
environment; Bad local
publicity.

Recreational or Small
Commercial Vessel sunk.
Multiple major injuries or single
fatality; Major damage to either
vessel; Tier 1 may be declared
but criteria not necessarily met;
Local publicity. Temporary
suspension of operations.

2

2

1

2

2.5

4

4

2

3

1.5

2.88

Recreational Vessel
collides with another
Recreational Vessel

2 recreational vessels collide as
a result of taking avoiding
action from approaching LNGC
or FSRU. Mechanical defect /
failure, Skipper error, reduced
visibility, Sailing vessel taking
additional risks during racing,
visiting vessels unfamiliar with
local regulations.

Glancing blow (especially
during racing). Single minor
injury; Very minor damage to
property; No effect of note.
Tier 1 may be declared but
criteria not necessarily met;
Very short-term disruption to
services with ensuing loss of
revenue.

Either or both recreational
vessels sink. Multiple major
injuries or single fatality;
Moderate damage to property;
No effect of note. Tier 1 may be
declared but criteria not
necessarily met; Adverse local
publicity. Short-term loss of
revenue including minor
disruption to commercial
activities.

2

2

1

2

3.0

4

3

1

2

2.0

2.91

Mechanical defect / failure,
Pilot or Master error, Adverse
weather conditions.

Mechanical failure causes
tanker to drift across the
estuary towards the moored
FSRU. Impact minimised by
tanker using anchor to slow
closure rate. Single minor
injury; minor damage to
property, Possible moderate
Tier 2 spill; Bad widespread
publicity.

Mechanical failure causes tanker
to drift across the estuary and
strikes the FSRU. Multiple minor
or single major injury; moderate
damage; Tier 3 Criteria reached,
Adverse international publicity.
Long-term suspension of
operations, prolonged
restrictions.

2

2

2

2

1.0

4

3

4

5

1.0

3.02

A Tanker underway
contacts project
infrastructure including;
Jetty, FSRU or a moored
LNG supply vessel.

Most Likely Outcome

Worst Credible Outcome

E-7
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Frequency

A Small Commercial /
Port Services Vessel
contacts project
infrastructure including;
Jetty, FSRU or a moored
LNG supply vessel.

Business

Contact

Contact - Small
Commercial / Port
Services Vessels
with Project
Infrastructure

A Small Passenger
Vessel contacts project
infrastructure including;
Jetty, FSRU or a moored
LNG supply vessel.

Environment

Contact

Contact - Small
Passenger Vessels
with Project
Infrastructure

A Large Commercial /
Dry Cargo Vessel
contacts project
infrastructure including;
Jetty, FSRU or a moored
LNGC.

Property

Contact

Contact - Large
Commercial / Dry
Cargo Vessels with
Project
Infrastructure

People

25

Contact

A Project Vessel
contacts project
infrastructure including
during berthing; either
FSRU onto Jetty or LNGC
onto FSRU.

Frequency

24

Contact - Project
Vessel with
Project
Infrastructure

Hazard Detail

Business

23

Hazard Title

Environment

22

Category

Property

ID

Worst Credible Consequence

People

Most Likely Consequence

Risk Score

Report No: 20UK1690
Issue No: Final

Mechanical defect / failure.
Master, Pilot / Tug error,
Adverse weather conditions.
Poor communications between
vessel and shore. Inadequate
project fendering. Lack of pilot
situational awareness.

Inexperience of pilots
berthing LNGC vessels
alongside FSRU resulting in
light contact with FSRU.
Superficial damage to both
vessels and sub-frames.
Multiple minor or single
major injury. Moderate
damage to vessels; Minor
environmental impact;
National publicity and
temporary closure.

Inexperience of pilots berthing
LNGC vessels alongside FSRU
resulting in a heavy contact with
FSRU. Substantial damage to
both vessels and jetty. Multiple
major injuries or a single fatality;
Major damage; Major gas
release; International media
coverage; Operations and
revenue seriously disrupted.

3

3

2

4

2.0

4

4

3

5

1.0

4.35

Mechanical defect / failure.
Master / pilot error. Adverse
weather conditions.

Vessel not under command
or disabled drifts at slow
speed across the estuary.
Multiple minor or single
major injury. Moderate
damage to vessels; Minor
environmental impact;
National publicity and
temporary closure.

Propulsion control failure
leading to heavy contact with
FSRU or LNGC by cruise ship or
bulker. Substantial damage to
both vessels and jetty. Multiple
major injuries or a single fatality;
major damage; Gas release;
International media coverage;
Operations and revenue
seriously disrupted.

2

2

1

3

1.5

4

4

2

5

1.0

3.38

Mechanical defect / failure.
Master error. Adverse weather
conditions.

Vessel not under command
or disabled drifts at slow
speed across the estuary.
Dolphin watch operating near
terminal gets too close or
loses propulsion or steering
and drifts at slow speed into
FSRU. Single minor injury.
Minor damage to vessels;
Negligible environmental
impact; Bad local publicity.

Propulsion control failure
leading to heavy contact with
FSRU or LNGC by Dolphin Watch
Vessel. Moderate damage to
Dolphin Watch Vessel. Multiple
minor or single major injury;
Moderate damage to Dolphin
Watch Vessel; Negligible
environmental impact; Bad
widespread local media
coverage.

2

2

1

2

1.5

3

3

1

3

1.0

1.98

Mechanical defect / failure. Tug
error. Adverse weather
conditions. Poor
communications between
vessel and shore.

Inexperience of tug masters
berthing LNGC vessels
alongside FSRU resulting in
light contact with FSRU.
Project tugs and workboats
are in routine contact with
LNG vessels and jetty. Single
minor injury. Negligible
damage to vessel; Negligible
environmental impact;
Negligible publicity.

Inexperience of tug masters
berthing LNGC vessels alongside
FSRU resulting in a heavy
contact. Moderate damage to
LNGC / FSRU or jetty. Multiple
minor or a single major injury;
No gas release, negligible
environmental impact; Bad local
publicity.

2

1

1

1

4.0

3

3

1

2

1.0

2.26

Possible Causes

Most Likely Outcome

Worst Credible Outcome
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People

Property

Environment

Business

Frequency

29

Frequency

28

Worst Credible Outcome

Business

27

Most Likely Outcome

Environment

26

Category

Property

ID

Mechanical defect / failure,
Skipper error and / or adverse
weather conditions causes
recreational vessel to get too
close to LNG terminal. Visiting
yachtsman with poor local
knowledge.

Recreational vessel bounces
off LNG terminal or FSRU and
sustains superficial damage.
Single minor injury, negligible
damage, negligible
environmental impact,
negligible publicity.

Recreational vessel becomes
entangled in LNG jetty structure
or makes heavy contact with
FSRU / LNGC in adverse weather
/ tidal conditions, vessel sinks.
Multiple minor injuries or a
single major injury; Minor
damage; Negligible
environmental impact;
Temporary suspension of
activities; Minor commercial
impact.

2

1

1

1

2.5

3

2

1

2

1.5

1.85

Result of tanker taking IRPCS
avoiding action with LNGC or
FSRU Underway. Mechanical
defect / failure, Master, Pilot /
tug error. Adverse weather
conditions.

Loss of tanker control /
mechanical failure resulting
in low velocity impact with
non-project estuary
infrastructure e.g. Money
Point jetty. Single minor
injury, Minor damage; Minor
environmental impact; Bad
widespread publicity.

Tanker on passage in the
estuary suffers mechanical
breakdown and contacts
anchored vessel. Multiple minor
or single major injury; Moderate
damage to vessel; Minor
environmental impact; Major
national publicity; disruption to
operations.

2

2

2

3

1.5

4

3

2

4

1.0

3.10

Contact - Project
Vessel with NonProject
Infrastructure

A Project Vessel
contacts non-project
infrastructure including;
vessel at anchor,
stationary vessels
alongside, piers and
jetties.

Result of avoiding action with
3rd party vessel. Mechanical
defect / failure, Master / Pilot /
tug error. Loss of control.
Adverse weather conditions.
Berthing error.

As a result of steering or
mechanical failure, project
vessel is blown or swept onto
non-project infrastructure
such as Money Point jetty.
Very minor impact, absorbed
by fenders tugs and
anchoring. Single minor
injury; Minor damage to
vessel; Negligible
environmental impact;
Moderate bad widespread
local publicity, temporary
suspension of operations.

As a result of steering or
mechanical failure, project
vessel strikes non-project
infrastructure such as Money
Point jetty very heavily and is
holed or possibly founders.
Multiple minor or single major
injury; Major damage to vessel;
Moderate environmental
damage, Tier 2 spill criteria;
International publicity,
temporary closure of LNG /
stakeholder operations.

2

2

1

3

1.5

3

4

3

5

1.0

3.40

Contact - Large
Commercial / Dry
Cargo Vessels with
Non- Project
Infrastructure

A Large Commercial /
Dry Cargo Vessel
contacts non-project
infrastructure including;
vessel at anchor,
stationary vessels
alongside, piers and
jetties.

Result of Large Commercial
/Dry Cargo Vessel taking IRPCS
avoiding action with LNGC or
FSRU Underway. Mechanical
defect / failure, Master, Pilot /
tug error. Adverse weather
conditions.

Large Commercial / Dry Cargo
Vessel loses control resulting
in low velocity impact with
non-project estuary
infrastructure e.g. Money
Point jetty. Single minor
injury, Minor damage; Minor
environmental impact; Bad
widespread publicity.

Large Commercial / Dry Cargo
Vessel on passage in the estuary
suffers mechanical breakdown
and contacts anchored project
LNGC. Multiple minor or single
major injury; Moderate damage
to vessel; Minor environmental
impact; Major national publicity;
disruption to operations.

2

2

2

3

1.5

4

3

2

4

1.0

3.10

Hazard Title

Contact Recreational
Vessels with
Project
Infrastructure

Contact

Contact

Contact - Tanker
with Non- Project
Infrastructure

Contact

Contact

Worst Credible Consequence

People

Most Likely Consequence

Risk Score
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Hazard Detail

Recreational Vessel
contacts project
infrastructure including;
Jetty, FSRU or a moored
LNG supply vessel.

A Tanker contacts nonproject infrastructure
including; vessel at
anchor, stationary
vessels alongside, piers
and jetties.

Possible Causes
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Contact - Project
Vessel with
Navigation Buoy

A Tanker contacts a
navigational buoy in the
approach channel.

A Project Vessel
contacts a navigation
buoy in the approach
channel.

Frequency

Contact

Contact - Tanker
with Navigation
Buoy

Business

Contact

Environment

Contact Recreational
Vessels with NonProject
Infrastructure

Recreational Vessel
contacts non-project
infrastructure including;
vessel at anchor,
stationary vessels
alongside, piers and
jetties.

Property

34

Contact - Small
Commercial / Port
Services Vessel
with Non- Project
Infrastructure

A Small Commercial /
Port Services Vessel
contacts non-project
infrastructure including;
vessel at anchor,
stationary vessels
alongside, piers and
jetties.

People

33

Contact

A Small Passenger
Vessel contacts nonproject infrastructure
including; vessel at
anchor, stationary
vessels alongside, piers
and jetties.

Frequency

32

Contact

Contact - Small
Passenger Vessel
with Non- Project
Infrastructure

Hazard Detail

Business

31

Contact

Hazard Title

Environment

30

Category

Property

ID

Worst Credible Consequence

People

Most Likely Consequence

Risk Score
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Result of small passenger vessel
taking IRPCS avoiding action
with LNGC or FSRU Underway.
Mechanical defect / failure,
Master, Pilot / tug error.
Adverse weather conditions.

Dolphin watch vessel loses
propulsion / control and
drifts onto anchored vessel/
jetty / fails to take avoiding
action. Multiple minor or
single major injury; minor
damage to vessel; minor
environmental impact; bad
local publicity.

Dolphin watch vessel makes
heavy contact with anchored
vessel and is holed / sinks.
Multiple major injuries / single
fatality; moderate damage; Tier
2 spill criteria reached;
moderate environmental
impact; Bad widespread local
publicity.

2

2

2

2

1.5

4

3

3

3

1.0

2.64

Tug berthing error or Project
tug or pilot launch suffer a
breakdown and are disabled in
the estuary. Result of avoiding
action with 3rd party vessel.
Mechanical defect / failure.
Master error. Loss of control.
Adverse weather conditions.

As a result of steering or
mechanical failure, project
tug / workboat / pilot boat is
blown or swept onto nonproject infrastructure such as
Money Point jetty. Very
minor impact, absorbed by
fenders tugs and anchoring.
Single minor injury; Minor
damage to vessel; Negligible
environmental impact; Bad
local publicity, temporary
suspension of operations.

As a result of steering or
mechanical failure, project tug /
pilot boat / workboat strikes
non-project infrastructure such
as Money Point jetty very
heavily and is holed or possibly
founders. Multiple minor or
single major injury; Major
damage to vessel; Minor
environmental damage; Bad
widespread local publicity,
temporary closure of LNG /
stakeholder operations.

2

2

1

2

1.5

3

4

2

3

1.0

2.45

Result of avoiding action with
an approaching LNGC or FSRU.
Mechanical defect / failure.
Master error. Adverse weather
conditions.

Recreational vessel loses
propulsion / control and
drifts onto anchored vessel /
jetty. Vessel fails to take
avoiding action. Multiple
minor or single major injury;
minor damage to vessel;
Negligible environmental
impact; bad local publicity.

Recreational vessel makes heavy
contact with anchored vessel
and is holed / sinks. Multiple
major injuries / single fatality;
moderate damage; Tier 2 spill
criteria reached; moderate
environmental impact; Bad
widespread local publicity.

2

2

1

2

2.5

4

3

3

3

1.5

2.90

Mechanical defect / failure.
Master error. Pilot error.
Adverse weather. Reduced
visibility. Result of avoiding
action with 3rd party vessel.

Glancing blow. Very minor
injury; Very minor damage to
property; No effect of note.
Tier 1 may be declared but
criteria not necessarily met;
Very short-term disruption to
services with ensuing loss of
revenue.

Navigation buoy is sunk. Very
minor injury; Minor damage to
property; No effect of note. Tier
1 may be declared but criteria
not necessarily met; Bad
widespread local publicity.

2

2

1

3

1.5

2

3

1

3

1.0

2.36

Mechanical defect / failure.
Master error. Pilot error.
Adverse weather. Reduced
visibility. Result of avoiding
action with 3rd party vessel.

Glancing blow on the
Doonaha buoy as pilot
misjudges turn. Very minor
injury; Very minor damage to
property; No effect of note.
Tier 1 may be declared but
criteria not necessarily met;
Very short-term disruption to
services. Bad widespread
publicity.

Navigation buoy is sunk. Single
minor injury; Moderate damage
to property; Tier 1 may be
declared but criteria not
necessarily met; Very short-term
disruption to services; National
publicity.

2

2

1

3

2.0

2

3

1

4

1.5

3.01

Possible Causes

Most Likely Outcome

Worst Credible Outcome
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36

37

38

39

40

Most Likely Outcome

Worst Credible Outcome

People

Property

Environment

Business

Frequency

Possible Causes

Frequency

Hazard Detail

Business

Hazard Title

Environment

35

Category

Property

ID

Worst Credible Consequence

People

Most Likely Consequence

Risk Score
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Navigation buoy is sunk. Very
minor injury; Minor damage to
property; No effect of note. Tier
1 may be declared but criteria
not necessarily met; Very shortterm disruption to services; Bad
widespread local publicity.

2

2

1

3

2.0

2

3

1

3

1.5

2.61

Contact

Contact - Large
Commercial / Dry
Cargo Vessels with
Navigation Buoy

A Large Commercial /
Dry Cargo Vessels
contacts a navigational
buoy in the approach
channel.

Mechanical defect / failure.
Master error. Pilot error.
Adverse weather. Reduced
visibility. Result of avoiding
action with 3rd party vessel.

Glancing blow. Very minor
injury; Very minor damage to
property; No effect of note.
Tier 1 may be declared but
criteria not necessarily met;
Very short-term disruption to
services with ensuing loss of
revenue.

Contact

Contact - Small
Passenger Vessels
with Navigation
Buoy

A Small Passenger
Vessel contacts a
navigation buoy in the
approach channel while
avoiding an LNGC, FSRU
underway.

Result of small passenger
vessel taking avoiding action
with approaching LNGC.
Mechanical defect / failure or
master /pilot error, adverse
weather or reduced visibility.

Glancing blow on a buoy.
Single minor injury; Very
minor damage to property;
Negligible environmental
impact; Minor Local publicity.

Navigation buoy / small
passenger vessel is sunk.
Multiple major injuries or a
single fatality; Moderate
damage / vessel lost; Tier 2 spill
criteria; National publicity.

2

2

1

2

2.0

4

3

3

4

1.0

2.70

A Small Commercial /
Port Services Vessel
contacts a navigation
buoy in the approach
channel.

Project tug / pilot launch /
workboat has a mechanical
defect / failure or as a result of
Master error, Adverse weather
or Reduced visibility. Or as a
result of small commercial
vessels taking avoiding action
with approaching LNGC and
strikes buoy.

Glancing blow on the
Doonaha buoy as master
misjudges turn. Very minor
injury; Very minor damage to
property; No effect of note.
Tier 1 may be declared but
criteria not necessarily met;
Bad local publicity.

Navigation buoy is sunk. Single
minor injury; Moderate damage
to property; Tier 1 may be
declared but criteria not
necessarily met; Very short-term
disruption to services; Bad local
publicity.

2

2

1

2

3.0

2

3

1

2

1.0

2.14

A Recreational Vessel
contacts a navigation
buoy in the approach
channel.

As a result of avoiding action
with LNGC on entry or
departure, recreational vessel
hits navigational buoy. Also as a
result of mechanical defect /
failure, skipper error, adverse
weather or reduced visibility.

Glancing blow. Single minor
injury; Negligible damage to
property; Negligible
environmental impact;
Negligible business impact.

Recreational Vessel sinks;
Multiple minor injuries or a
single major injury; Moderate
damage to vessel; Tier 1 small
operational oil spill; Temporary
closure, Bad widespread local
publicity.

2

1

1

1

2.5

3

3

2

3

1.5

2.14

Mechanical defect / failure,
Pilot or Master error, Adverse
weather conditions.

Mechanical failure causes
tanker to collide with the
anchored LNGC. Impact
minimised by tanker using
anchor to slow closure rate.
Single minor injury; minor
damage to property, Possible
moderate Tier 2 spill; Bad
widespread publicity.

Mechanical failure causes tanker
to collide with the anchored
LNGC. Multiple minor or single
major injury; moderate damage;
Tier 3 Criteria reached, Adverse
international publicity. Longterm suspension of operations,
prolonged restrictions.

2

2

2

2

1.0

4

3

4

5

1.0

3.02

Mechanical defect / failure.
Master, Pilot / Tug error,
Adverse weather conditions.
Lack of pilot situational
awareness.

Mechanical failure causes
FSRU to collide with the
anchored LNGC. Impact
minimised by FSRU using
anchor to slow closure rate.
Single minor injury; minor
damage to property, Possible
moderate Tier 2 spill; Bad
widespread publicity.

Mechanical failure causes FSRU
to collide with the anchored
LNGC. Multiple minor or single
major injury; moderate damage;
Tier 3 Criteria reached, Adverse
international publicity. Longterm suspension of operations,
prolonged restrictions.

3

3

2

4

1.0

4

4

3

5

1.0

4.00

Contact

Contact - Small
Commercial / Port
Services Vessels
with Navigation
Buoy

Contact Recreational
Vessels with
Navigation Buoy

Contact

Contact - Tanker
with LNGC at
anchor

Contact

Contact

Contact - Project
Vessel with LNGC
at anchor

Shannon Foynes Port Company

A Tanker underway
contacts LNGC at
anchor.

FSRU forced to sail due
to extreme weather and
contacts anchored
LNGC.
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Frequency

Grounding Tanker

Business

Grounding

Environment

Contact

Contact Recreational
Vessels with LNGC
at anchor

Mechanical defect / failure.
Master error.
Adverse weather conditions.

Worst Credible Outcome

Property

45

Contact

Contact - Small
Commercial / Port
Services Vessels
with LNGC at
anchor

A Small Passenger
Vessel contacts
anchored LNGC.

Mechanical defect / failure,
Pilot or Master error, Adverse
weather conditions.

Most Likely Outcome

People

44

Contact

Contact - Small
Passenger Vessels
with LNGC at
anchor

A Large Commercial /
Dry Cargo Vessel
contacts LNGC at
anchor.

Possible Causes

Frequency

43

Contact - Large
Commercial / Dry
Cargo Vessels with
LNGC at anchor

Hazard Detail

Business

42

Contact

Hazard Title

Environment

41

Category

Property

ID

Worst Credible Consequence

People

Most Likely Consequence

Risk Score
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Mechanical failure causes
Large Commercial / Dry Cargo
Vessel to collide with the
anchored LNGC. Impact
minimised by vessel using
anchor to slow closure rate.
Single minor injury; minor
damage to property, Possible
moderate Tier 2 spill; Bad
widespread publicity.
Vessel not under command
or disabled drifts at slow
speed across the estuary.
Dolphin watch operating near
terminal gets too close or
loses propulsion or steering
and drifts at slow speed into
LNGC at anchor. Single minor
injury. Minor damage to
vessels; Negligible
environmental impact; Bad
local publicity.

Mechanical failure causes Large
Commercial / Dry Cargo Vessel
(Cruise Ship) to collide with the
anchored LNGC. Multiple minor
or single major injury; moderate
damage; Tier 3 Criteria reached,
Adverse international publicity.
Long-term suspension of
operations, prolonged
restrictions.

2

2

1

4

1.5

4

4

2

5

1.0

3.78

Propulsion control failure
leading to heavy contact with
LNGC at anchor by Dolphin
Watch Vessel. Multiple minor or
single major injury; Moderate
damage to Dolphin Watch
Vessel; Negligible environmental
impact; Bad widespread local
media coverage.

2

2

1

2

1.5

4

3

1

3

1.0

2.35

2

1

1

1

1.0

3

3

1

2

1.0

1.63

2

1

1

1

2.5

3

2

1

2

1.5

1.85

2

2

1

2

1.5

3

3

4

5

1.0

2.93

A Small Commercial /
Port Services Vessel
contacts LNGC at anchor

Mechanical defect / failure.
Tug error.
Adverse weather conditions.
Inexperience of tug masters.

Tug makes light contact with
anchored LNGC. Single minor
injury. Negligible damage to
vessel; Negligible
environmental impact;
Negligible publicity.

Recreational Vessel
contacts LNGC at
anchor.

Mechanical defect / failure,
Skipper error and / or adverse
weather conditions causes
recreational vessel to get too
close to LNGC at anchor.
Visiting yachtsman with poor
local knowledge.

Recreational vessel bounces
offLNGC at anchor and
sustains superficial damage.
Single minor injury, negligible
damage, negligible
environmental impact,
negligible publicity.

A Tanker runs aground

Tanker grounds while transiting
in the vicinity of the Beal Bar,
the Doonaha Shoal or the
Carrig Shoal. As a result of
mechanical defect / failure,
master / pilot error or adverse
weather or reduced visibility or
as a result of avoiding action
with LNGC.

Vessel touches the bottom
and refloats. Very minor
injury; Minor damage to
property; No effect of note.
Tier 1 may be declared but
criteria not necessarily met;
Very short-term disruption to
services with ensuing loss of
revenue.

Tug makes heavy contact with
anchored LNGC. Moderate
damage to LNGC. Multiple
minor or a single major injury;
No gas release, negligible
environmental impact; Bad local
publicity.
Recreational vessel makes heavy
contact with LNGC at anshor in
adverse weather / tidal
conditions, vessel sinks. Multiple
minor injuries or a single major
injury; Minor damage; Negligible
environmental impact;
Temporary suspension of
activities; Minor commercial
impact.
Vessel heavily aground. Multiple
minor or single major injury;
Moderate damage to property;
Tier3 spill criteria reached;
Adverse international publicity.
Temporary suspension of
operations, prolonged
restrictions and loss of revenue.
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Grounding Recreational
Vessel

Vessel touches the bottom
and refloats. Very minor
injury; Minor damage to
property; No effect of note.
Tier 1 may be declared but
criteria not necessarily met;
Very short-term disruption to
services with ensuing loss of
revenue.

A Small Passenger
Vessel runs aground

Result of small passenger vessel
taking avoiding action with
approaching LNGC in narrows.
Mechanical defect / failure or
master / pilot error or adverse
weather or reduced visibility.

Dolphin watch vessel touches
the bottom and refloats.
Single minor injury; Very
minor damage to property;
Negligible environmental
impact; Minor Local publicity.

A Small Commercial /
Port Services Vessel
runs aground

Project tug / workboat / pilot
launch transiting in the vicinity
of the Beal Bar, the Doonaha
Shoal or the Carrig Shoal suffers
a mechanical defect / failure
and drifts into shallows. Master
error, adverse weather,
reduced visibility or as a result
of avoiding action with a 3rd
party vessel.

Vessel touches the bottom
and refloats. Very minor
injury; Minor damage to
vessel; Negligible
environmental impact.
Moderate bad publicity.

A Recreational Vessel
runs aground.

Recreational vessel grounds on
Beal Bar or the Doonaha Shoal
as a result of avoiding action
with 3rd party vessel / LNGC on
entry or departure through
narrows. Mechanical defect /
failure, skipper error, adverse
weather or reduced visibility.

Vessel touches the bottom
and refloats. Minor injury;
Very minor damage to
property; Negligible
environmental impact;
Negligible publicity, no loss of
revenue.

Frequency

Grounding

A Large Commercial
Vessel runs aground

Large Commercial grounds
while transiting in the vicinity
of the Beal Bar, the Doonaha
Shoal or the Carrig Shoal. As a
result of mechanical defect /
failure, master / pilot error or
adverse weather or reduced
visibility or as a result of
avoiding action with LNGC.

Business

Grounding - Small
Commercial / Port
Services Vessel

Vessel touches the bottom
and refloats. Very minor
injury; Minor damage to
property; Negligible
environmental impact.
Moderate bad publicity.

Environment

Grounding

Grounding - Small
Passenger Vessels

A Project Vessel runs
aground

LNGC grounds while transiting
in the vicinity of the Beal Bar,
the Doonaha Shoal or the
Carrig Shoal or on route to
anchor. As a result of
mechanical defect / failure,
master / pilot error or adverse
weather or reduced visibility or
as a result of avoiding action
with 3rd party vessel.

Property

50

Grounding

Grounding - Large
Commercial & Dry
Cargo Vessels

Most Likely Outcome

People

49

Grounding

Possible Causes

Frequency

48

Grounding Project Vessel

Grounding

Hazard Detail

Business

47

Hazard Title

Environment

46

Category

Property

ID

Worst Credible Consequence

People

Most Likely Consequence

Risk Score
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2

2

1

2

1.5

3

3

3

5

1.0

2.85

2

2

1

2

1.5

4

3

3

5

1.0

2.93

2

1

1

2

2.0

3

3

2

4

2.0

2.76

Vessel heavily aground. Multiple
minor or single major injury;
Moderate damage to property;
Tier 1 - small operational oil spil;
Bad widespread local publicity.
Temporary suspension of
operations, short term loss of
revenue.

1

2

1

3

2.0

3

3

2

3

1.0

2.56

Vessel heavily aground. Multiple
minor or a single major injury;
Minor damage to property;
Small oil spill with little effect on
environment; Widespread local
publicity.

2

1

1

1

3.0

3

2

2

3

2.5

2.49

Worst Credible Outcome

Vessel heavily aground. Multiple
minor or single major injury;
Moderate damage to property;
Tier 2 spill criteria reached but
capable of being limited to
immediate area within site;
Adverse international publicity.
Temporary suspension of
operations, prolonged
restrictions and loss of revenue.
Vessel (cruise ship) heavily
aground. Multiple minor or
single major injury; Moderate
damage to property; Tier 2 spill
criteria reached but capable of
being limited to immediate area
within site; Adverse
international publicity.
Temporary suspension of
operations, prolonged
restrictions and loss of revenue.
Dolphin watch vessel heavily
aground requiring commercial
salvage. Multiple minor injuries
or single major; Moderate
damage / vessel lost; Tier 1 small operational oil spill;
National publicity.
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Mooring Incident /
Breakout - Project
Vessel

Project Vessel Mooring
Incident / Breakout

Failure of ship's mooring gear.
Failure of jetty / FSRU fixed
mooring gear or anchor cable
parts. Inadequate seamanship /
watch keeping. Extreme
weather. Excessive tidal
stream. Vandalism.

Mooring Incident /
Breakout - Small
Commercial / Port
Services Vessels

A Small Commercial
Vessel / Port Services
Vessel is ranged or
breaks away from its
mooring.

Failure of project tug /
workboat's mooring gear.
Failure of fixed mooring gear.
Extreme weather. Excessive
wash or draw-off. Water surge
caused by large vessel.
Vandalism.

A mooring line parts. Very
minor injury; Very minor
damage to property;
Negligible environmental
impact; Very short-term
disruption to services.

A Tug Girts while Project
Vessel under tow

Mechanical defect / failure in
the tug or the project vessel
being assisted. Master / Pilot /
Skipper error (tug or vessel
being assisted). Adverse
weather, Inappropriate tugs
utilised.

Tug overrun during towage
operation. Single minor
injury; Minor damage to
property; Negligible
environmental damage; Bad
local publicity.

Cable Snagged by
Project Vessel Anchor

Project vessel is disabled and
drifts upstream on the tide,
crew deploy anchor and snag
underwater cables across the
estuary. Mechanical defect /
failure, breakout / mooring
Incident, master / pilot error or
adverse weather.

Anchor hooks cable causing:
Negligible injury; Negligible
damage to vessel; Negligible
environmental impact. Bad
widespread publicity and
possible suspension of
operations and interruptions
to stakeholder supplies.

Tug Girting

Cable Snagging

Shannon Foynes Port Company

Tug Girting /
Towing Incident

Cable Snagged Project Vessel

A single mooring line parts.
Very minor injury; Minor
damage to property;
Negligible environmental
impact; Bad local publicity,
short-term disruption to
services.

All mooring lines part and vessel
breaks away from the berth or
anchor cable parts and drifts in
the estuary. Multiple minor or
single major injury; Moderate
damage to property; Minor
impact on environment.
National publicity, temporary
suspension of operations,
prolonged estuary restrictions /
stakeholder delays.
All mooring lines part and vessel
breaks away from the berth /
jetty and drifts in the estuary/
runs aground. Multiple minor or
single major injury; Moderate
damage to property; Negligible
impact on environment.
Widespread local publicity;
temporary suspension of
operations.
Tug girts. Multiple major injuries
or single fatality; Major damage
to vessel / vessel lost; No effect
of note. Minor pollution;
Adverse national publicity;
Temporary suspension of
operations.
Anchor snags cable. Multiple
minor or a single major injury;
Moderate damage to vessel;
Negligible environmental
impact; Major national publicity.
Medium-term suspension of
operations or prolonged
restrictions, major disruption to
commercial activities.

Frequency

Vessel sinks at berth or at
anchor. Multiple minor injuries
or single major; Major damage
to vessel; Tier 2 may be
declared but criteria not
necessarily met; Interantional
publicity and operations and
revenue seriously disupted.

Business

Mechanical defect / failure,
human error, malicious intent.

Vessel takes on water but
source of water ingress is
detected in time to avoid
sinking. Single minor injury;
minor damage to property;
Tier 1 may be declared but
criteria not necessarily met;
Very short-term disruption to
services with ensuing loss of
revenue, widespread local
publicity.

Environment

Worst Credible Outcome

Property

55

Mooring
Incident

Most Likely Outcome

People

54

Mooring
Incident

Project Vessel Founders.

Possible Causes

Frequency

53

Foundering /
Swamping Project Vessel

Foundering /
Swamping

Hazard Detail

Business

52

Hazard Title

Environment

51

Category

Property

ID

Worst Credible Consequence

People

Most Likely Consequence

Risk Score

Report No: 20UK1690
Issue No: Final

2

2

1

3

2.0

3

4

2

5

1.0

3.44

1

2

1

2

2.0

3

3

2

4

1.5

2.58

1

1

1

1

2.0

3

3

1

3

1.5

1.38

2

2

1

2

3.0

4

4

3

4

2.0

3.40

1

1

1

3

2.0

3

3

1

4

1.0

2.72
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Shannon Foynes Port Company

Business

Frequency

Large persistent vessel fire
while undertaking discharge
operations. Fatalities; Major
injuries or fatality; damage to
vessel(s); Gas release; Tier 3
support required; Operations
and revenue seriously
disrupted; temporary closure,
national media coverage.

Environment

Mechanical Defect / Failure.
Crew error.
Deliberate act.

Small fire, quickly under
control. Single minor
injury; Minor damage to
property; Negligible
impact on the
environment; Minor
disruption to operations;
Bad widespread publicity.

Worst Credible Outcome

Property

Fire breaks out on
berthed FSRU or LNG
Supply Vessel.

Most Likely Outcome

People

Fire /Explosion Project Vessel

Possible Causes

Frequency

Fire / Explosion

Hazard Detail

Business

Hazard Title

Environment

56

Category

Property

ID

Worst Credible Consequence

People

Most Likely Consequence

2

2

1

3

2.0

4

4

4

4

1.0

Risk Score

Report No: 20UK1690
Issue No: Final

3.36
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